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Abstract
Shaping 3-D volumes is an important part of many interactions in immersive
virtual environments. The range of possible applications is wide. For instance,
the ability to select objects in virtual environments is very often based on defin-
ing and controlling a selection volume. This is especially true, if the intention is
to select multiple objects. Another important application area is the manipula-
tion of objects through the use of controllable handles, or widgets. Such widgets
are often associated with a bounding volume around the object to be manipu-
lated. Such techniques are both well-known in 2-D and 3-D contexts. A third
application area is the task of 3-D modelling. In this case, the shaping of simple
3-D volumes is an intrinsic part of building a complex 3-D model from primitive
shapes such as boxes, spheres, and cylinders.
This thesis presents three separate, but sequential, papers within the area of
volume shaping. As such, each paper builds on the results of its predecessors.
The first paper deals specifically with the task of shaping a 3-D box. Boxes are
arguably one of the most commonly used 3-D shapes, both in real life and in
virtual worlds. Therefore, the problem of efficiently and precisely defining a 3-D
box is a fundamental one to investigate. The first paper does this by analysing the
practical task of defining a 3-D box as the equivalent task of defining its degrees-
of-freedom. This analysis leads to the introduction of a new way of shaping a box
from just three of its corners organized in a specific configuration. Subsequently,
box shaping techniques based on this idea are formally evaluated in a user study
to be significantly more precise and no slower than existing techniques.
The second paper focuses on exploration and perception of structures in 3-D
scatterplots. In data mining contexts, being able to perceive the shape of a struc-
ture is a prerequisite for making precise subsequent interactions such as selec-
tions and annotations. The paper introduces a new type of 3-D glyph rendering,
which potentially diminishes the negative effects of clutter while reinforcing the
perception of shapes. This new glyph type is evaluated against regular glyphs
under various experimental circumstances, and is found to improve perception
of structures and shapes in cluttered conditions. Furthermore, two volumet-
ric density thresholds are discovered. Showing 3-D scatterplots with densities
above/below these thresholds significantly changes the shape perception perfor-
mance of users.
In the third and final paper, volume shaping is used in the context of efficient
selection of multiple objects. The paper introduces a new technique, the magic
wand, which automates a large part of the user’s work in such tasks. This tech-
nique is compared to two other techniques, a spherical brush and a box-shaped
XVII
Abstract
lasso, in an evaluation which seeks to identify the pros and cons of the tools. The
magic wand proves to be faster to use than the other, but only in certain geomet-
ric scenarios. The brush, on the other hand, performs decently across most of the
tested scenarios. The box lasso was judged by the users to be difficult to use com-
pared to the other techniques, even when the geometric scenario was perfectly fit
for a box-shaped tool.
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Synopsis
Udformning af 3-D former er en vigtig bestanddel af en lang række interaktion-
steknikker i virtuelle miljøer. Udvalget af anvendelsesomra˚der er meget bredt.
For eksempel er teknikker til at løse selektionsopgaver, dvs. opgaver hvor ma˚let
er at udvælge et antal virtuelle objekter, meget ofte baseret pa˚ at definere og styre
et sa˚kaldt selektionsvolumen. Dette gør sig især gældende, na˚r ma˚let er at ud-
vælge flere objekter med e´n operation. En anden vigtig anvendelse er manipu-
lation, fx forandring af placering, orientering og form, af virtuelle objekter ved
hjælp af sma˚, virtuelle ha˚ndtag. Sa˚danne ha˚ndtag er ofte knyttet til hjørner og
flader pa˚ et volumen, der omslutter det objekt, som skal manipuleres. Dette er
et velkendt interaktionsprincip ba˚de i 2-D og 3-D. Et tredje eksempel pa˚ en an-
vendelse er 3-D modellering. I dette tilfælde er udformningen af komplekse 3-D
modeller ofte baseret pa˚ skabelse og manipulation af mange simplere rumlige
former sa˚som kasser, kugler og cylindre.
Denne afhandling præsenterer tre særskilte artikler omhandlende forskellige
aspekter af at udforme rumlige figurer i virtuelle miljøer. Artiklerne bygger
sekventielt pa˚ hinandens resultater. Den første af disse artikler omhandler ud-
formningen af kasser i 3-D. Kasser og kasselignende former er utvivlsomt en af
de mest anvendte og velkendte klasser af rumlige figurer - ba˚de i virkelighe-
dens verden og i virtuelle miljøer. Derfor er det at kunne skabe kasser effektivt
og præcist et grundlæggende problem at undersøge. Den første artikel angriber
dette problem ved at analysere det konkrete problem at skabe en kasse som de
ækvivalente problem at definere en kasses frihedsgrader. Denne analyse fører
til introduktionen af en ny ma˚de at udforme en kasse ved blot at udpege tre af
dens hjørner i et bestemt mønster. Dernæst evalueres disse teknikker i et formelt
brugerstudie, og findes at være mere præcise end eksisterende teknikker, sam-
tidig med, at de ikke er langsommere.
Den anden artikel omhandler udforskning og perception af strukturer og for-
mer i 3-D plot af samhørende værdier. I eksplorativ dataanalyse er det at kunne
opfatte større strukturer præcist en forudsætning for at kunne lave efterfølgende
præcise selektioner og annoteringer. Artiklen introducerer en ny ma˚de at fremvise
3-D punkter i sa˚danne plot. Denne fremvisningsmetode kan potentielt reducere
de negative virkninger af uønskede datapunkter, som blokerer for et frit udsyn
til det ønskede struktur, samtidig med at større strukturer bliver fremhævet.
Metoden sammenlignes i et formelt brugerstudie med den traditionelle fremvis-
ningsmetode, og findes at være signifikant bedre, na˚r der er mange uønskede
datapunkter. Desuden dokmenteres det ogsa˚, at der findes to grænseværdier i
den rumlige tæthed af viste datapunkter. Ved højere tæthed end disse græn-
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Synopsis
seværdier, forøges evnen til præcist at opfatte og skelne mønstre væsentligt.
I den tredje og sidste artikel bliver udformning af rumlige figurer brugt i en
konkret anvendelse, nemlig effektiv selektion af flere objekter. Artiklen intro-
ducerer en ny teknik, magic wand, som automatiserer en stor del af selektion-
sprocessen. Denne teknik sammenlignes med to eksisterende teknikker, en ku-
gleformet pensel og en kasseformet lasso for at identificere fordele og ulemper
ved de forskellige teknikker, na˚r de anvendes i en række forskellige testscenar-
ier. Teknikken magic wand var signifikant hurtigere end de andre to teknikker
i visse scenarier. Til gengæld var penslen et godt kompromis pa˚ tværs af alle
scenarier. Den kasseformede lasso blev bedømt som en svær teknik at anvende,
selv na˚r scenariet præsenterede en kasseformet sky af datapunkter, som skulle
udvælges.
XX
1 Introduction
1.1 Virtual Reality, Virtual Environments, and this Thesis
The concept of virtual reality (VR), i.e. replacing the stimuli of the real world with
artificially generated stimuli in a realistic and convincing manner, is a challenge
in many ways. Many recent advances in technology has made VR a feasible and
realistic concept with a wide range of possible applications and implementations.
The main VR challenges fall into several categories. In this introduction, we take
a brief look at each of these categories in turn, to explain where the body of work
presented in this thesis fits into the big picture of VR.
Hardware for Virtual Environments
A common prerequisite of any kind of VR system is the hardware needed to
present the desired stimuli. The challenge in this respect is to make the hard-
ware powerful and responsive enough to convincingly deliver the content of the
virtual world (VW) while remaining unobtrusive and easy to use.
All VR hardware fall into either of the two main categories of input and out-
put hardware. In this thesis, a complete setup consisting of all the needed input
and output hardware will be referred to as a virtual environment (VE).
One example of hardware, which features prominently throughout this thesis,
is a motion-tracked helmet with two integrated displays, i.e. a head-mounted dis-
play (HMD). The integration of motion tracking and two separate displays poten-
tially provides a very convincing visual experience, which supports the sensation
of depth both through stereopsis and motion parallax. The first motion-tracked
head-mounted display was introduced as early as 1968 by Sutherland [55]. When
a stereo display system is combined with head tracking, we choose to refer to
such a VE as an immersive VE.
A quite different approach to VE’s is known as a CAVE, in which the user
is surrounded by a number of projection screens, usually 3-6. In the case of 6
screens, the user becomes completely contained inside a display cube, allowing
for viewing of the VW from any desired viewpoint. Being introduced in 1992 by
Cruz-Neira et al [10], the CAVE is a more recent invention than the HMD. The
CAVE and the HMD can both present depth information through stereo images,
however, in a CAVE this effect is accomplished through the use of 3-D glasses
capable of correctly separating the left and right eye images shown on the pro-
1
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jection screens. Other VR display systems also exist such as Fish Tank VR [68],
however, most immersive VE displays somehow follow either the HMD or the
CAVE paradigm.
As is the case with an HMD, a CAVE also needs real-time tracking of the
user’s motions to function. Indeed, motion tracking is a prerequisite technol-
ogy of almost any VE, making it a very important category of input hardware
in VR systems. There are many approaches to motion tracking for VR purposes,
e.g. mechanical, ultrasonic, magnetic, optical, and inertial tracking. Each type of
system has distinct advantages and disadvantages as e.g. presented in [69]. For
instance, the system employed in the experiments of this thesis is an infrared opti-
cal system1, which has the advantages of being cheap and easy to expand in terms
of the number of tracked objects. The drawback is mainly that the tracked objects
must be visible at near-infrared wavelengths, making optical systems prone to
visual occlusion problems.
The system delivering the images to the display system is very often a power-
ful PC, or a cluster of such PC’s, with high-end accelerated 3-D graphics cards. A
PC also forms the heart of the system in the experiments of this thesis. This com-
puter has the task of receiving and interpreting input from the optical tracking
system and the interaction devices, rendering an image that matches the current
situation, and delivering this image to the head-mounted display in response to
the user’s actions. A 3-D rendering of the laboratory environment used is shown
in Figure 1.1.
Although vision is the sense most commonly stimulated by a VE, it is not
the only one. Probably the second most commonly stimulated sense in VE’s is
the auditory sense. As is the case with real-time 3-D computer graphics for the
visual sense, very convincing technologies for real-time rendering of 3-D audio
exist. They mainly fall into either of two categories, depending on whether they
depend on headphones (binaural technologies), or on arrays of loudspeakers.
A prime example of a state-of-the-art binaural technology is called head-related
transfer functions (HRTF) [20, 75]. Examples of technologies based on speaker ar-
rays are Wave-Field Synthesis [2] and Ambisonics [17]. Although the lab used in
the experiments of this thesis is equipped with a speaker array capable of render-
ing Ambisonics spatialized audio, the only output modality used in the studies is
visual feedback. This choice was made to simplify the studies. However, future
studies integrating audio and visuals into the same experiments is definitely an
interesting prospect.
The sense of touch can also be stimulated through the use of various hap-
tic and tactile feedback devices such as gloves and joysticks. While the sense
of touch is definitely an important part of a realistic environment, we have cho-
sen to focus only on visual feedback. This choice was made for several reasons:
Haptic technology seems somewhat immature compared to auditory and visual
feedback technology. Furthermore, no haptic equipment or expertise was avail-
able in-house. The same can be said of olfactory and gustatory feedback, which
furthermore are expected to have little relevance or consequence when it comes
1Specifically, a 24-camera OptiTrack setup is used. See http://www.naturalpoint.com/
optitrack for more information.
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Figure 1.1: A 3-D rendering of the laboratory environment used in all experi-
ments of this thesis. The user is standing in the middle of a large aluminium
frame with infrared motion tracking cameras mounted at the periphery of a
4.5m×4.5m floor space. The cameras show as the small, red objects in the image.
The illustration also shows the speaker array present in the laboratory. The three
inserts at the top of the figure show a bird’s eye view of the lab, a photograph of
the lab’s HMD, and the interaction devices used.
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to users’ ability to perform the task that is the main topic of this thesis: Shaping
3-D volumes.
Apart from the navigational options offered by head tracking, a common type
of input requirement in most immersive systems is the ability of the user to in-
teract with the VW. The range of devices available for this purpose is wide and
varied. Some common categories of input devices for use in immersive contexts
are glove-type devices and wand-type devices. These categories of devices are
especially useful for interactions involving grabbing and pointing, respectively.
In this thesis, the typical user interaction needed to achieve the goal of volume
definition is essentially a pointing task. For this reason, wand type devices are
used. There are many other kinds of devices besides wands and gloves, however,
these devices are typically highly specialized for a specific application. Some ex-
amples of such devices are presented in [22, 15].
Software for Virtual Environments
As was the case with hardware, the software systems used for rendering the
virtual worlds is also somewhat specialized. Such systems are often referred to
as real-time interactive systems (RIS). The typical requirements of RIS software
framework are challenging to integrate into a single package:
1. Interfacing with numerous specialized input and output devices.
2. Integrating motion tracking information from head and hand motions.
3. Real-time, low latency 3-D graphics rendering.
4. 3-D spatialized audio rendering.
5. 3-D scene management and model import/export
6. Collision detection and physics simulation.
7. Handling of distributed and parallel computing, with associated concur-
rency issues.
Many systems adressing various subsets of these tasks exist. For instance,
the OpenSG scene graph is designed for rendering 3-D graphics with support for
immersive VE’s [47]. A small overview of the topic along with a presentation of
a specific system called Simulator X is presented in [30]. VR Juggler [3] is another
example of a general VR software framework.
In this thesis, the requirements of the experiments made are both quite spe-
cific and limited compared to the functionality offered by full-fledged VR soft-
ware systems. The main requirements is the ability to receive tracking informa-
tion from the OptiTrack system and the employed interaction devices, and to
render the correct graphics in response to user actions. Thus, there is no need for
physics simulation, distributed computing, audio rendering etc. For this reason,
a simple, custom-made software platform is used in all experiments. This plat-
form supports exactly the functionality needed, and not much else. The platform
is based on OpenGL+GLUT for producing the 3-D graphics and NaturalPoint’s
Tracking Tools API for motion tracking using OptiTrack.
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Interaction Techniques for Virtual Environments
With the hardware and software for the VE in place, the topic of interactions in
the virtual environment comes next. The topic of this thesis is concerned with
some specific challenges posed by such interactions. Specific ways of solving
particular interaction tasks are often referred to as interaction techniques. Some of
the interaction techniques for virtual environments have established themselves
as accepted standards for solving specific tasks. E.g. the laser beam metaphor
found in the ray casting technique [37] used for pointing at distant objects is very
common for that particular purpose. It is worth noting, though, that many vari-
ations on the basic techniques exist. Each of these variations address specific
shortcomings of the original version, e.g. pointing at objects in cluttered environ-
ments [11]. Another type of variation on basic interaction techniques is based on
using novel devices for input, typically offering new affordances and functional-
ity, to improve and modify existing techniques.
However, no single 3-D interaction technique, or set of such techniques and
devices, has gained the same universal paradigm status as the windows, icons,
menus, and pointers (WIMP) paradigm [62] controlled by a keyboard and a mouse
for 2-D desktop use, or the multitouch paradigm used in smart phones and tablet
computers. There are also many tasks in VE’s where no generally accepted stan-
dard way of solving that task exists. One such task is the simultaneous selection
of multiple objects, which is the focus of one of the papers presented in this thesis.
Compared to 2-D user interaction, 3-D user interaction is both complicated by
the lack of standards, and by the increase in the number of degrees-of-freedom
(DoF) that a user must control to accomplish any task. The notion that any in-
teraction task is subject to a number of DoF, which correlates with the task com-
plexity, plays a central role throughout this thesis. The prime example of this is
the first paper, which investigates the allocation of user control to the DoF of a
rectangular 3-D box.
Another problem which arises often in 3-D contexts is visual occlusion. The
3-D nature of the VW, means that objects of interest may be occluded by other
objects, depending on the user’s viewing position. In 2-D contexts, this prob-
lem is alleviated by the fixed position of the user relative to the content on the
screen, which allows the content of interest to be presented such that none of it
is occluded by other content. This problem is approached in the second paper
presented in this thesis.
Interaction techniques for use in VE’s have typically been divided into 4 cate-
gories, depending on their purpose in the VW [6]:
• Navigation
• Selection
• Manipulation
• System control
This distinction of categories is general enough to capture most conceivable
interaction tasks. However, many subdivisions exist within each category in or-
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der to address specific problems and applications. The split between selection
techniques for single objects and multiple objects, as studied in the last paper of
this thesis, is one example of such a subdivision. A brief overview of each cate-
gory is given, in order to place the contributions of this thesis in relation to these
four categories:
Navigation
Navigation covers all interactions related to moving around in a virtual world.
As such the navigation category covers several aspects of moving in a virtual
space, e.g. both the planning of future movements, the mental mapping of a
space, as well as the actual performance of the movements. Many techniques
and hardware interfaces exist which support navigation of a virtual space.
One of the most common and natural ways of navigating a virtual space is
to walk. The walking can either be a direct, natural walk as in the real world, or
be aided by devices like treadmills or special floor mats. Lots of studies about
walking in virtual spaces have been made. Recent example are e.g. found in [64,
54]. Indirect walking can e.g. happen by pushing a joystick, or by simulating a
walk by tapping two fingers on a touch sensitive surface [25]. Viewed at a general
level, control of a virtual walk is typically constrained by gravity to 2 translational
DoF and 1 rotational DoF around the axis of gravity.
Another commonly used navigation metaphor is the flight metaphor, where
the user is no longer bound to the virtual ground by gravity. Flying is often more
complicated to control than walking, because completely unconstrained flight
allows vertical translation as well as rotation about three axes, i.e. a total of 6
DoF. Another navigation metaphor inspired by a real-world transportation form
is driving. Techniques based on completely unnatural navigation metaphors also
exist, such as teleportation through pointing on a map of the environment.
The navigation performed in the experiments of this thesis only allows for
natural walking in a space constrained by walls and the length of the cable at-
tached to the HMD. Therefore, the thesis contributes no new navigation tech-
niques. However, the second paper presents a way of rendering objects in a
virtual space, such that navigating the space changes the perceived size of the
objects.
Selection
Selection is the action of somehow picking one or more objects in a virtual world.
Selected objects can then be the subjects of subsequent interactions. Most of the
current work on selection in VE’s deals with the problem of selecting a single
object at a time. As mentioned previously, one of the common ways of selecting
a single object is through the use of a virtual laser beam shining outwards from
the user’s hand. Another approach is to allow the arms of the user to stretch un-
naturally into the virtual world, until the virtual hands touch the desired object.
The most well-known example of such arm-stretching techniques is probably the
Go-Go technique presented in [46].
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There are also examples of more indirect techniques, where the selection is
not based on directly touching or intersecting the desired object. This can e.g. be
achieved by picking the object from a list of object names or icons. One recent in-
stantiation of this idea combines an initial, direct ray casting step to pick a group
of objects, whereupon the specific object in the group is selected by going though
a series of iconic menus representing the objects [28].
Being able to select multiple objects is one of the main application areas of
shaping a volume of space. Most of the current works on the topic use 3-D se-
lection boxes [60, 58]. This is an approach, which also plays an important role in
all of the contributions of this thesis. Thus, the selection category, specifically the
one concerning multiple objects, is one where the contributions of this thesis can
potentially provide an improvement of the state-of-the-art.
Manipulation
Traditionally, manipulation interactions are those that modify the position and
orientation of an object. In a broader sense, manipulation can also be thought of
as any interaction that somehow modifies 3-D objects. Manipulation techniques
are very often closely tied to the selection scheme. I.e. it is often the case that
selection and manipulation techniques are combined into one general technique
for handling both categories of interactions. One example of such an integrated,
or hybrid, technique is HOMER [5]. Manipulation techniques that only modify
the position and orientation of objects require 6 DoF of control. Manipulation
techniques for changing the scale of an object also exist, e.g the PORT technique
presented in [33].
Defining a volume of space can also be used in object manipulation. The gen-
eral idea in this approach is that the created volume of space has some number
of DoF, depending on the geometric shape of the volume. These volume DoF can
in turn be mapped to the controls of the DoF of an object to be manipulated. A
well-known example of this from the realm of desktop computing, is the use of
bounding rectangles, or widgets, to rescale objects. The box shaping techniques
presented in the first contributed paper of this thesis would e.g. be applicable as
a manipulation technique for 3-D contexts in this way.
System Control
The final category of interactions is system control, which covers any interaction
controlling parameters outside of the virtual world, or controlling things which
are not directly represented by an object in the virtual world. As such, system
control represents everything which is not inherently navigation, selection, or
manipulation. Examples of system control interactions would be to change the
simulation speed, to pick a different navigation mode, to choose another selec-
tion tool, to save a model of the world, etc. In desktop environments, system con-
trol options are often controlled through the use of menus and dialogue boxes.
However, in immersive VE’s, presenting this information in an intuitive and non-
obstructive way is difficult. In this thesis, all system control aspects will either be
controlled automatically by the expermental software, e.g. moving on to the next
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test condition, or manually by the experimenter, who is not immersed in the VE.
Thus, no new contributions are given in the system control category.
1.2 Motivation
In the above introduction, the relationship between VR and VE’s in general and
this thesis has been established. In this section, the goal is to motivate why the
definition of volumes of space is an important and interesting topic in the broad
field of 3-D user interactions. We will do this through a few examples. Some of
these examples have already been briefly mentioned previously.
Interactive Modelling in Immersive Environments
In some cases, the use of an immersive VE provides new and interesting oppor-
tunities for 3-D sculpting and modelling. This can e.g. be the case in scenarios,
where it is important to experience the correct scale of the model during the mod-
elling proces. The usefulness of defining a volume of space in this context is not
restricted to the detailed modelling process. It can also be used in describing ex-
actly where and how to introduce premade objects into the virtual scene. This
may be very useful for applications like architectural design. In that case, the
use of a volume definition interaction becomes closely linked to the manipula-
tion category of 3-D user interaction. Another application area, where modelling
may be useful is in game-like contexts, where the entire point of the game may
be the construction of models, much like a set of Lego bricks. A recent, popular
example of such a computer game from the desktop world is Minecraft2.
Selection of Multiple Objects
Multiple object selection (MOS) is a very large and important application area of
immersive volume definitions. Being able to efficiently select many objects is the
prerequisite of other interactions with multiple objects. In this case, the volume
defined by the user is used as a selection (or deselection) volume, within which
all objects are affected in the same way. This volume can be shaped in many
different ways. A selection volume can e.g. be defined by dragging a persistent,
primitive shape around to create a complex, swept volume from the union of all
the places that the primitive shape has been. Another approach is to define a
specific type of volume, e.g. a box or a cylinder, from scratch using an efficient,
tailor-made construction technique for that particular shape. Shaping volumes of
3-D space for MOS purposes is the subject of study in the final paper presented
in this thesis. Examples of subsequent operations following the MOS are e.g.
annotation, zooming in on a volume of interest, cloning of selected objects, or
putting the selection targets in a different place in the virtual world.
2See http://www.minecraft.net for more information.
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High DoF Manipulation
If the volume of space defined by the user has more than the usual 6 rigid trans-
formation DoF coming from translation and rotation, the option to use the extra
volume DoF to control the DoF of the object(s) inside the volume presents itself.
We choose to call this high DoF, because it goes beyond the usual rigid manipula-
tions for which a multitude of efficient and appropriate techniques already exist.
For instance, non-rigid geometric transformations such as scale, shear, and re-
flection can be controlled by moving the vertices, edges, and faces of a bounding
object of an appropriate number of DoF. Thus, the shaping of a volume of space
becomes a manipulation technique in its own right. This approach to manipula-
tion is often referred to as widget-based manipulation.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of the following main chapters and contributions. At first, the
introduction presented in chapter 1 seeks to introduce the topics of this thesis in
relation to the broad field of VR. This chapter also seeks to motivate the topic of
the thesis through three different examples of possible applications of immersive
volume definition.
The next chapter, chapter 2, presents the considerations made about the over-
all methodology of the studies presented. This chapter goes into detail with the
overall approach to scientific investigation chosen, as well as how that approach
has been implemented in the studies presented in the contributed papers.
The methodology chapter is followed by a chapter about the geometry of
boxes, chapter 3, and how to represent them in a pratical way, both for user inter-
actions and computational purposes. This chapter is included since it provides a
lot of the mathematical background knowledge, which is later distilled into the
box shaping techniques employed in all the papers presented in this thesis.
Next, a summary of the contributions made in relation to the current state-of-
the-art is presented in chapter 4. This chapter outlines the contents of all three
papers of the thesis and places them into the common framework of this thesis,
the shaping of volumes of 3-D space. The final chapter presents the conclusion to
the thesis along with some thoughts on the perspectives of the thesis and some
suggestions for future work deriving from this thesis.
The final part of the thesis is the presentation of the three paper contributions,
Paper A, Paper B, and Paper C.
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2 Methodology
Overall, the three papers of this thesis are consistently based on the same method.
This method encompasses everything from the design of the experiments and
the measurements made, to the analysis of the experimental results. This chapter
illuminates what this method is, how it is carried out, and what its philosophical
underpinnings are.
2.1 Critical Rationalism, Hypotheses, and Statistics
The general approach to science taken in this thesis is that proposed by K. R. Pop-
per as critical rationalism [44, 45]. Very briefly put, the critical rationalism view
dictates that scientific investigation should seek to falsify, rather than verify, its
hypotheses and theories. This implies that one can never verify hypotheses, but
merely fail to falsify them. This view makes sense, since no amount of confir-
mation can rule out the odd possibility of finding a contradiction in the next ob-
servation or sample. Thus, if we find that no contradictory evidence currently
exists, e.g. through experimentation, then we allow ourselves to state that the
hypothesis/theory has not yet been falsified, instead of accepting the hypothesis
as verified. Thus, any scientific experiment using critical rationalism as frame-
work involves at least three steps:
1. Formulate a number of falsifiable hypotheses.
2. Devise and perform an experiment which can falsify the hypotheses.
3. Analyse the experimental results with the aim of falsifying the hypotheses.
The above steps are exactly those, which have been followed in all of the pa-
pers included in this thesis. The notion of using hypotheses and falsification as
scientific framework is very closely tied to the ideas presented in the framework
of statististical hypothesis testing. There, falsification is based on phrasing ap-
propriate null and alternative hypotheses, H0 and HA, respectively. The goal of
the statistical test is then to calculate how probable the given data is, provided
thatH0 is true. If the data is in agreement withH0, we allow ourselves to say that
we have failed to reject (falsify in Popperian terms) H0 at the chosen significance
level. Otherwise, we choose to say that we cannot accept H0 at the chosen level
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of significance. The notion of statistical testing provides a very convenient and
operational implementation of Popper’s critical rationalism. 66
The significance level, α, can be arbitrarily chosen. A higher significance level,
implies a lower the risk of falsely rejectingH0. In fact, α represents the probability
of committing such an error, called a type I error. The value of α, however, should
not be chosen to be too close 0%, since this increases the risk of falsely failing to
reject H0, called a type II error. For this reason, the choice of significance level in
all analyses made in this thesis has been chosen at α = 0.05. I.e. a probability of
5% of making type I errors is deemed acceptable.
Thus, the experiments and measurements of this thesis must all be designed
such that the ideas expressed in the critical rationalism approach to science can
be followed and implemented in practice using statistics as a tool. A discussion
of the practical consequences of this choice is presented in the following section.
2.2 Measurements
The main issue in designing experiments that allow for statistical hypothesis test-
ing is in the types of measurements that are allowed. Statistical methods are
only applicable, if the measurements adhere to certain rules. These rules and
the choices made about measurements in the experiments are presented in this
section.
Quantitative vs. Qualitative Data
Overall, there are two kinds of data that can be gained from an experiment:
Quantitative and qualitative data. With quantitative data, each measurement is
representable as a number. Such measurements dominate scientific disciplines
such as physics and chemistry. Quantitative measurements are also frequently
the output of questionnaires. In the context of this thesis, quantitative measure-
ments can e.g. measure quantities like error size and count, completion time,
and user preference. Quantitative data go hand in hand with statistical analysis,
since all statistical analysis methods are based on being able to make statements
in terms of numbers such as probabilities and uncertainties. This is the great
strength of quantitative measurements.
The main weakness of quantitative measurements in a user study context is
that they leave little possibility of explaining why the results come out the way
that they do. Thus, they offer little or no option for the participants of an experi-
ment to motivate their opinions, or express themselves in a high level of detail.
Qualitative methods, on the other hand, allow users to express their opinions
more or less freely through interviews, video recordings, or written accounts of
their experiences. This kind of data is very valuable in understanding why users
have a specific opinion. However, no statistical analysis of the results is possi-
ble, unless the experimenter allows the results to be subjectively interpreted. As
such, it is impossible to express the certainty of results in the case of qualitative
measurements.
Because of the choice of the critical rationalism approach, we will deal only
with quantitative results of experiments, such that the stated hypotheses can be
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falsified with a chosen degree of certainty. However, users will in some cases be
asked to quantify their opinions about the difficulty of the given task/trial. This
kind of measurement represents a quantification of something which is otherwise
inherently easiest to explain in qualitative terms.
Using a quantitative approach does not rule out getting qualitative feedback.
Thus, participants are encouraged to freely make comments both during and af-
ter an experiment, which can be used in understanding the gathered quantitative
data.
Objective vs. Subjective Data
Another dimension to consider when making measurements is whether the mea-
surements are subjective or objective. A measurement is considered to be subjec-
tive, if it is based on the subjective opinion of the participant in the study. The
prime example of such a measurements in this thesis, is the perception of task
difficulty rated on a 1-10 scale. On the other hand, objective measurements are
those, which are not based on information reported directly by the participants.
The completion time of a task is an example of such a measurement.
It is important to note that a subjective measurement does not have to be
qualitative. The types of measurements used in this thesis are all of an objective
or subjective quantitative nature. This is also illustrated in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: A small matrix illustrating the four types of measurements considered.
The options marked by X are the only ones used in this thesis.
Objective Subjective
Quantitative X X
Qualitative
Levels of Measurement
Within the realms of quantitative measurements, four so-called levels of measure-
ment exist [52]. Moving through these four levels allows for an increasing number
of statistical analyses to be made. The levels and their relation to the measure-
ments of this thesis are:
1. Nominal/categorical measurements take values that fall into discrete cate-
gories represented by a set of labels. As such, categorical variables math-
ematically represent unordered sets. Categorical variables feature promi-
nently as explanatory variables in all three studies. For instance, in one of
the studies, the choice of selection technique is such a variable.
2. Ordinal measurements are those where the values can be ordered, making
the median (but not the mean value) a meaningful quantity. I.e. they form
an ordered set. In this thesis, all subjective measurements are essentially on
ordinal scales. The rationale of this is that although a difficulty score of 2 is
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definitely greater than a score of 1, it is not certain that it implies that the
first task was twice as difficult as the second one.
3. Interval level measurements are ratio level variables with an arbitrary ori-
gin. I.e. the value 0 is not necessarily the point where there is no pres-
ence of the quantity measured. Thus, sums, differences, and mean values
are meaningful, but ratios of measurements are meaningless. Interval level
data are quite uncommon, and there are no such variables in this thesis.
4. Ratio/continuous measurements are those which typically take values from
the line of real numbers. This is the most common type of measurement in
natural sciences. Continuous variables are also the most versatile in terms
of possible analyses. In this thesis, completion time and some error and
quality measurements are made on ratio level scales.
One problem to consider related to levels of measurements is whether or not
to allow ordinal variables to be treated by analyses otherwise designed for ratio
level responses, e.g. analysis of variance (ANOVA). Analysis methods that rely
on the properties of ratio level responses, like ANOVA or linear regression, are
more powerful and offer greater explanatory possibilities through modelling of
the data. This is the main reason for wanting to use these methods even on data,
where they are theoretically not applicable. In this thesis, the pragmatic choice of
using the analysis methods anyway has been taken. This is in line with common
practice in many other studies, where data like Likert scale measurements are
subjected to ANOVA analysis. A recent justification of this choice is presented
in [43].
Measurements & User Tasks
In experiments involving a user performing some pre-defined tasks, some con-
sideration must be made as to when a task is done. A few options immediately
present themselves:
1. The task is done, when it has been solved to perfection, or acceptably close
to perfection.
2. The task is done, when the user has performed some pre-defined number
of steps, regardless of the quality of the end result.
3. The task is done, when the user is satisfied with the result.
4. The task is done, when some time limit expires (if not sooner by one of the
other criteria)
The main point to observe about these options is that the first one is funda-
mentally different from the other options. This fundamental difference arises as
a consequence of the requirement of perfection. The advantage of requiring per-
fect results is that the end result becomes very well-defined and predictable. As
such, problems with outliers in subsequent analysis may be reduced. However,
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if a perfect result is required, then it becomes essentially meaningless to measure
the quality of the achieved result. This implies that the only meaningful mea-
surements are related to the process of the task, and not the results. Examples
of process-related response variables are e.g. completion times, measures of path
length, or the number of operations used to achieve the result. Another impli-
cation is that all given user tasks must be perfectly solvable within a reasonable
time frame to make the experiment practically feasible. This rules out experimen-
tal conditions, where the task is expected to be very difficult, or even impossible,
to solve to perfection. The conditions for perfection can be relaxed somewhat by
allowing a small margin of error. However, such an approach will still not illu-
minate how precise a given interaction technique is, or how large errors users are
likely to make.
In all of the other cases, a task is not ended by a perfection criterion. Thus, the
quality of the end result becomes a meaningful quantity to measure in addition
to process-related measures. This is a great advantage in studies, where the main
point is to test a number of interaction techniques both in terms of process and
end results. However, the end results also become much less predictable. E.g
in the case of ending the task based on user satisfaction, the user may choose to
simply give up, or be happy with a poor result. Another group of users may
be very demanding of their results, spending much time and effort before being
satisfied. This fact is likely to cause great variability in the measured responses.
Since the studies of this thesis in all cases are interested in the end results of a
user task, the choice is to go with the options that allow meaningful measurement
of end result quality. However, the approach of setting an upper time limit on
a trial will not be used. Instead, participants in the experiment will be given
a practice session, such that some level of proficiency can be achieved prior to
making the measurements. This should, at least partially, remove the problem of
great variability in completion times.
The next choice about the user tasks is whether or not to allow the users to
restart a trial. The approach of this thesis is to allow restarts, if the participant
feels that a mistake has been made, e.g. by inadvertently clicking a button at the
wrong time, or when a glitch in the motion tracking system occurs. The rationale
of this approach is that it best mimics the conditions under which users would
normally apply a technique. I.e. if you discover a mistake, you typically correct
it instead of leaving it. In one of the studies, each user task is completed when all
the steps of the tested interaction technique have been carried out. Some of the
techniques tested only involve one step, which means that there is no opportunity
to spot mistakes after completing that single step. However, in those cases, the
results of completing the single step will be clearly presented prior to completing
that step.
When considering the permission of restarts, it is also worth considering the
amount of refinement/iteration allowed after the initial volume creation. The
studies of this thesis handles this differently, depending on the goal of the exper-
iment. E.g. in the experiment, where the precision of a specific volume definition
technique is the subject of study, refinement of the initially constructed volume is
not allowed, because these refinement steps are different from the actual volume
definition technique. Thus, the addition of refinement steps in that case would
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pollute the results regarding the precision of the initial volume definition. In
other studies, however, where this is not an issue, an iterative scheme has been
allowed.
Sources of Visualization Data
The final overarching methodological concern to address is the source of data to
be used in the visualizations of the experiments. This data is needed in two of the
experiments, which deal with volumetric pattern perception and multiple object
selection, respectively. The main options are:
1. Real-world data
2. Simulated data
3. Synthetic data
Real-world data is data which has been collected from some real-world source.
The great advantage of real-world data is that it immediately offers a practical ap-
plication scenario of the tested interaction techniques. Real-world data also has
the strength that its validity as a realistic usage scenario is hard to dispute. The
disadvantage, however, is that real-world data is hard control and hard to ran-
domize as may be required by some experimental designs. I.e. the data does not
necessarily behave as required by the experiment. For instance, the ground truth
about real-world data is often unobtainable, which is needed in some types of
evaluation. The other drawback of using real-world data is that the generality of
the obtained results can be disputed, if only a few different data sets are used.
This implies that the results of the experiments may appeal to a more narrow
audience.
With simulated data, the approach is to obtain the data from a simulated
version of some real-world process. As such, this approach is very similar to
real-world data in terms of pros and cons. However, the simulated data can be
somewhat controlled, although most, if not all, real-world processes feature some
degree of randomness/noise. On the other hand, the simulated data will never
be more realistic than the model used for generating the data. Thus, in a sense,
it becomes a poor man’s version of real data. This means that a new source of
criticism is opened: The quality and applicability of the simulation model.
Synthetic data is data which is generated without any specific real-world
source in mind. As such, synthetic data can feature any desired shapes and struc-
tures. This provides the advantage of a very high degree of experimental control.
For instance, this means that the experimental scenarios can be designed such
that the ground truth perfect result is both known and, in most cases, achievable
by the participants. Furthermore, it is still possible to relate synthetic scenarios
to real-world scenarios by arguing that real-world scenarios can be decomposed
into a number of simpler building blocks that resemble the synthetic scenarios.
This implies that synthetic data has a potentially broad appeal - also in applied
contexts. The main problem with synthetic data is the disconnect from the real-
world. Even though randomness can be used in generating the data, the high
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degree of control implies that no real-world condition will be exactly like the
synthetic scenario.
In this thesis, the choice is to use synthetic data. There are multiple reasons
for this choice:
1. The high degree of experimental control offered by synthetic data is attrac-
tive.
2. This thesis is not made with any specific application area in mind.
3. The notion that synthetic scenarios can be viewed as approximate parts of
real scenarios seems to justify that the obtained results are likely to be gen-
eralizable to a broader context.
2.3 Outline of Experimental Procedures and Analyses
With the overall method in place, it becomes possible to outline the common
traits of all the experiments carried out, and the subsequent analyses made. The
archetypical experiment used in this thesis is a multi-factorial design, which fea-
tures the following traits:
• The factors are fully crossed. Therefore, the design is a complete factorial de-
sign. I.e. all possible combinations of factor levels have been tested.
• The experiments are balanced and replicated. As such, the aim is to get an
equal amount of responses for every experimental condition tested.
• The experiments are within-subjects designs, which means that each partici-
pant is exposed to all possible experimental conditions. This is done to be
able to model and eliminate the influence of individual differences, imply-
ing that any statistically significant results found are not caused by the skill
levels of individuals, but rather by the tested factors.
• The sequence of test conditions is randomized for each participant to level
out any bias caused by learning during the experiment.
• Participants are asked to perform the same trial several times. This is a type
of pseudo-replication, but this fact is taken into account in the data analysis.
• Participants do a few practice sessions at the beginning of each experiment
to gain a minimum level of proficiency before logging any experimental
data.
• The experiments are designed such that the average participant will spend
approximately one hour doing the experiment, including breaks and prac-
tice sessions. This is done to avoid problems of exhaustion and tiredness on
behalf of the participants. The average time for a single participant is esti-
mated by making small-scale pilot tests with one or two participants before
doing the full experiment.
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In statistical terms, the best overall description of the experimental design
would be a randomized complete block design (RCBD) [39], where the partici-
pants constitute the blocks of the experiment. Since the participants are randomly
picked, they will be modelled as random effect blocks in the analysis. The factors
of the experiment will be modelled as fixed effects. This implies that the statisti-
cal model used is going to be a mixed effects model. Hence, the primary analysis
method will be type III ANOVA.
The use of ANOVA as preferred primary analysis tool implies that the risk
of falsely rejecting null hypotheses1 is not adversely affected by the number of
experimental conditions. The significance level α = 0.05 is used in all cases. I.e.
the accepted risk of getting false positive results is 5%. The specific choice of
factors, levels, and responses is based on a number of hypotheses stated prior to
designing the experiments.
As a follow-up to the ANOVA tests, Tukey’s honest significant difference test
is used when ANOVA indicates that significant effects are present. This post-hoc
analysis is used in order to identify exactly where the significant differences of
factor levels are. In cases where the assumptions of ANOVA are violated beyond
simple repair, the standard fallback strategy is to employ the non-parametric
Friedman test instead. The preferred way of reporting significance is through
p-values.
2.4 Methodology Summary
In summary, the overall scientific philosophy guiding the work of this thesis is
the critical rationalism approach introduced by K. R. Popper. This implies that
statistical methods is the preferred choice of analysis method. Consequently, this
imposes some constraints on the measurements made in the experiments of the
thesis. The main constraint is that the data must be of a quantitative nature.
However, both objective and subjective measurements will be used to be able to
evaluate the results from two different viewpoints.
The data gathered is preferably of ratio level, since this allows for the broad-
est range of analysis tools. However, in the case of subjective measurements on
ordinal level scales, the use of ratio level analysis techniques will still be applied,
based on recent results in statistical literature. Any other violations of the basic
assumptions of the statistical methods used will be reported on a case-by-case
basis.
Synthetic data is chosen to be the basis of any data visualizations. Although
only being indirectly related to real-world applications, the amount of control
offered by synthetic data was judged to outweigh the disadvantages. This choice
does not imply that future work should not be based on real-world data, nor does
it imply that studies on real-world data are in any way irrelevant or uninteresting.
1Called a type I error, or a false positive.
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Representations
3.1 Introduction
Rectangular 3-D boxes feature prominently as user-definable volumes of space
in all of the three papers presented in this thesis. For this reason, this chapter
presents some of the geometric aspects of 3-D boxes which forms the mathemat-
ical foundation of the designed box shaping techniques. Thus, this chapter deals
with the geometry of boxes, and how to represent them in a format which is both
useful for computational purposes, and for a user shaping a 3-D box.
The rectangular 3-D box1, is one of the most common, primitive 3-D shapes
used in modelling and construction in the real world. The reason for this may
well be that rectangular boxes feature several nice properties in one simple shape:
1. Boxes are plesiohedra (space-filling polyhedra), meaning that it is possible
to stack them without wasting space.
2. Boxes can be systematically stacked to produce larger rectangular boxes,
making them convenient shapes for packaging and storage.
3. Boxes are convex, all angles are right, all opposite surfaces are parallel,
making them highly symmetrical and simple to stack in an environment
constrained by gravity.
4. Perhaps as a consequence of the three former properties, rectangular shapes
are very often encountered in man-made objects, making them easy to re-
late to for most people. Well-known examples of rectangular boxes used in
construction are floor tiles and bricks, see Figure 3.1.
In immersive, 3-dimensional virtual worlds, the rectangular box is not only
useful for construction and storage. It also offers a way of letting a user define a
simple, limited volume of space, e.g. for selection tasks. The potential of a rect-
angular box as a selection volume is best demonstrated in environments where
multiple objects are to be selected at the same time. An analogy of this would
1Rectangular boxes are also known under several other names in literature such as right cuboid,
regular/rectangular hexahedron, and rectangular parallelepiped.
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Figure 3.1: Examples of box shapes used in real world construction. (Left) A wall
made from clay bricks. (Right) Floor tiles. These two images demonstrate the
practical stacking and tiling properties of rectangular boxes.
be the 2-D rubber band selection technique found in most desktop computing
environments.
Defining and Constraining the Problem
There are 4 general steps to take into account when considering the creation and
evaluation of 3-D box shaping techniques:
1. Understanding the geometry of a box and the data necessary to represent a
box.
2. Creating box shaping techniques considering human aspects such as us-
ability and perception.
3. Finding requirements for hardware and software.
4. Testing the techniques.
This chapter mainly deals with the first item in the list above, whereas the
presented contributions of this thesis treats the remaining three items in various
ways.
3.2 Basic Box Geometry
To fully understand the problem of defining a box in 3 dimensions, the first step
is to look at the geometry of a box. Even though non-rectangular 3-D boxes exist,
such as parallelepipeds and the even more general cuboid2, the remainder of this
document will refer to 3-D rectangular boxes, simply as boxes, unless the context
indicates otherwise.
2Although various definitions of a cuboid exist, a cuboid in this chapter is taken to be any poly-
hedron bounded by six quadrilateral sides such that any of its 8 vertices coincide with exactly 3 of its
faces. Some other sources take cuboid and a rectangular box to mean the same.
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Box Definition
To define more precisely what is understood by an arbitrary box, it is useful to
inspect the graph that can be produced from the edges and vertices of a box. The
graph of any box shape must be isomorphic to this graph. The graph is shown in
Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: The box graph. The graph shows the vertices (red) and edges (black)
of a box. The notable features of the graph are (1) it is planar, (2) it is of order 8,
size 12, has 6 faces, (3) that all vertices are of degree 3. This graph is equally valid
for rectangular as well as non-rectangular boxes. Indeed, one way of defining
the most general form of box, the cuboid, would be any non-self intersecting and
non-degenerate polyhedron with a graph isomorphic to the box graph.
Even though the graph in Figure 3.2 defines the overall layout of a rectangu-
lar box, it also defines any other box shape, i.e. any cuboid. Thus, box graph
isomorphism is a necessary, but insufficient condition to fulfil.
To make the conditions sufficient, another constraint is needed that deals with
the rectangular property of the boxes of interest in this case. This extra constraint
is quite easy to define using the box graph: Any two adjacent edges of the box graph
must be orthogonal when its vertices are represented as points in R3, and all edges must
be of non-zero length. This condition ensures that the faces of the box remain rect-
angular and orthogonal, and that the box does degenerate into another shape
such as a rectangle or line.
In brief, the two necessary and sufficient conditions to be fulfilled for an arbi-
trary rectangular box are:
1. The graph made from the edges and vertices of the polyhedron must be
isomorphic to the box graph.
2. Any two adjacent edges of the box must be orthogonal to each other, when
the vertices of the box graph are considered as points in R3, and all edges
must be of non-zero length.
Combining the two conditions produces the familiar rectangular box shape
shown in in Figure 3.3.
With the definition of a box in place, it is useful to define some terminology
related to boxes.
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Figure 3.3: The same rectangular box rendered in three different ways. (Left)
Rendered using the simple Blinn-Phong reflection model (Middle) A transparent
version of the box, where both the external and internal faces are visible. (Right)
Rendered using 2-sided wireframe mode. The wireframe version reveals that the
box is, indeed, isomorphic to the box graph.
A vertex of a box graph when taken to be a point in R3 is also called a corner
of the box. There are three ways of connecting the corners of a box:
1. A line segment connecting two corners with a box graph distance of 1 is
called a box edge. The edges of the box graph correspond to box edges. Thus,
any box has exactly 12 box edges. Each box edge has 3 parallel counterparts
on the box.
2. A line segment connecting two corners with a box graph distance of 2 is
called a face diagonal. Two diagonals can be made for each face of a box,
yielding a total of 12 different face diagonals for any box. Each face diagonal
has 1 parallel counterpart on the opposite face of the box.
3. A line segment connecting two corners with a box graph distance of 3 will
be called a box diagonal3. A box has 8 corners, each being the endpoint of 1
box diagonal. This yields a total of 4 different box diagonals in a box. None
of the box diagonals are parallel.
The three line segments are illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Box Dimensions and Measurements
The three primary dimensions of a box are measured along three orthogonal box
edges. These measurements are often referred to as the width, the height, and
the depth of the box. All of these lengths must be positive to avoid getting into
conflict with the conditions defining a box.
From these three primary dimensions, all other standard measurements of
a box can be derived. Assuming that the three dimensions are represented by
three real numbers, a, b, and c, the other measurements related to the box can be
derived.
3Box diagonals are also sometimes referred to as space diagonals in literature.
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Figure 3.4: A box with examples of a box edge (red), a face diagonal (green), and
a box diagonal (blue) illustrated.
Measurements Related to Individual Faces
Any measurement related to a face is related to the dimensions of that face. Since
each face is defined by two dimensions, any formula for a face measurement
must also involve two of the primary box dimensions. A box has, at most, three
different types of faces, since opposite faces share the same dimensions. Thus,
any measurement relating to an individual faces comes in three different varieties
depending on the dimensions relating to that face.
The face areas, S,can be computed as follows:
Sa,b = ab Sa,c = ac Sb,c = bc (3.1)
The face diagonal lengths, l, can be computed using Pythogoras’ formula:
la,b =
√
a2 + b2 la,c =
√
a2 + c2 lb,c =
√
b2 + c2 (3.2)
Each face also has a perimeter, p, which is computed as follows:
pa,b = 2(a+ b) pa,c = 2(a+ c) pb,c = 2(b+ c) (3.3)
Measurements Related to an Entire Box
The first measurement relating to the whole box is the total surface area of the
box, Sbox. This quantity can be computed as two times the sum of the three face
areas, since each face is represented twice:
Sbox = 2(ab+ ac+ bc) (3.4)
The next box measurement is the volume of the box, Vbox, which is a simple
multiplication of a face area by the dimension missing from that face:
Vbox = abc (3.5)
The final box measurement is the length of the box diagonal, la,b,c. Although
none of the box diagonals are parallel, they are of the same length as long as
long as the box is rectangular. The formula for the length can be derived using
Pythagoras’ formula:
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la,b,c =
√√
a2 + b2
2
+ c2 =
√
a2 + b2 + c2 (3.6)
Symmetries of a Box
The symmetries of a box are important to understand as a prerequisite to exam-
ining the effect of applying various transformations to the box.
From a graph theoretical point of view, the vertices of a box are highly similar.
The fact that every vertex of the box graph has degree 3 means that it is impos-
sible to distinguish each vertex, unless some edge or vertex colouring scheme is
employed to distinguish them.
One meaningful way of augmenting the box graph with some extra informa-
tion about the geometry of the box is to colour the box graph’s edges according
to the edge lengths. The orthogonality condition implies that any box has at most
3 different edge lengths. Thus, an edge colouring encoding the dimensions of the
box needs only three different colours. Doing so produces the graph shown in
Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: The box graph augmented with coloured edges. The edge colours
encode the lengths of the edges. This colouring shows that all vertices are con-
nected to a red, a green, and a blue edge. Thus, this colouring has not made the
vertices any less similar than they were in the simple box graph.
As Figure 3.5 shows, all vertices in the edge coloured box graph are still sim-
ilar: Each vertex is connected to a red, a green, and a blue edge. This fact com-
bined with the condition that adjacent edges are orthogonal, has two implica-
tions. First of all, it implies that the same results can be reached no matter which
single vertex is picked from the box graph. Secondly, it means that boxes feature
several geometrical symmetries.
First of all, a box has 3 planar mirror symmetries. Mirroring a box through
a plane parallel to its sides, through the centre of the box, leaves the box un-
changed. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
The fact that at least one mirror symmetry exists for boxes, implies that a box
is an achiral4 shape. I.e. mirroring a box through any plane can be reversed by
4A chiral shape is one whose mirror image cannot be mapped to the original figure through
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Figure 3.6: The three mirror symmetry planes of a rectangular box. Each plane
bisects the box and is parallel to two of the box’ faces.
Figure 3.7: The three axes of rotational symmetry of a box.
some combination of rotation and translation transformations, or conversely that
any mirroring can be expressed as a combination of rotation/translation instead.
A box can also be mirrored through its centre point without changing the box.
The second kind of symmetry featured by a box is rotational symmetry. Ro-
tating a box by any multiple of 180◦ about any axis perpendicular to the faces of
the box through the box’ centre, does not change the box. Figure 3.7 shows these
axes.
For cubes, the amount of symmetry increases, since 90◦ and 270◦ rotations
about the symmetry axes are also allowed. A cube has a total of 48 different sym-
metries, consisting of 24 rotations and 24 reflections. These symmetrical proper-
ties are of interest in the following two sections.
Boxes and Coordinate Systems
The orthogonality condition given in section 2.1 means that a Cartesian 3-D coor-
a combination of translation and rotation. Human hands are prime examples of chiral shapes (you
cannot fit a left glove on your right hand merely by translating/rotating the glove). Being achiral/am-
phichiral means the opposite of being chiral.
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Figure 3.8: A box coordinate system constructed from 4 corners, an origin corner,
O, and its three neighbours, A, B, and C. The direction of the three axes are
calculated by normalizing the three point differences A − O, B − O, and C − O.
The origin may also conveniently be placed at the centre of the box in some cases.
dinate system can easily be defined by selecting an arbitrary corner of the box as
origin5, O, and using its 3 neighbouring corners, (A,B,C), to construct 3 orthogo-
nal, normalized vectors as axes. The justification for allowing an arbitrary choice
of origin corner was given in the previous section. Such a coordinate system will
be referred to as a box coordinate system. Figure 3.8 illustrates a box coordinate
system.
A box of dimensions a × b × c represented in its own box coordinate system
always has its 8 corners located at positions [0, 0, 0]T , [a, 0, 0]T , [0, b, 0]T , [0, 0, c]T ,
[a, b, 0]T , [a, 0, c]T , [0, b, c]T , [a, b, c]T , which makes the box coordinate system very
convenient to use for calculations involving that particular box.
Since there are 8 corners on a box, 8 different origins can be chosen for a box
coordinate system. The 3 axes along the edges of the box can also be freely per-
muted, i.e. any of the three vectors can be the box’ x-axis, etc. As there are
3× 2× 1 = 6 permutations of axes for each origin, this yields 6× 8 = 48 possible
box coordinate systems with corner origins for a single box. If the coordinate sys-
tems are constrained to being either right-handed or left-handed, this halves the
number of possibilities. Incidentally, 48 is also the total number of symmetries
possible for a cube.
Because of box symmetries, any axis in one box coordinate system always
has parallel counterpart in each of the other possible box coordinate systems.
This implies that any of the 48 box coordinate systems are equally convenient for
describing the positions of the corners of the box.
The polyhedron defined by points O, A, B, and C is called a trirectangular
tetrahedron. Trirectangular because the edges meeting at point O, also called the
5Since a change of origin amounts to a vector subtraction for all affected points, the origin of a box
coordinate system is not as important as the axes of the coordinate system being parallel to the edges
of the box. For this reason, the origin of the coordinate system can be placed anywhere in relation to
the box, not just at its vertices, without large practical complications. E.g. an origin at the centre of a
box may be just as convenient as an origin at a vertex of a box, in some cases.
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apex, are orthogonal; tetrahedron because it is bounded in space by four triangu-
lar faces. The triangle formed by pointsA,B,C,4ABC, is called the base of such
a tetrahedron. This terminology and the properties associated with trirectangular
tetrahedra become useful later on in section 3.3.
The corners of a box may also be described in some common frame of refer-
ence, called a world coordinate system. This is especially useful if working with
more than one virtual box.
If the box and world coordinate systems have parallel axes, the box is said
to be axis-aligned. Axis-aligned boxes are very simple to test for overlaps, which
is why they are extensively used in real-time collision detection systems [14].
Axis-aligned bounding boxes used in collision detection are often referred to as
AABB’s. A box which is not axis-aligned is sometimes said to be oriented.
Degrees-of-Freedom and Transformations of a Box
Even though the sufficient conditions for defining a box are given in section 2.1,
they reveal little about the degrees-of-freedom (DoF) of the box, i.e. the number
of independently controllable parameters governing a box. The number of DoF is
of interest, because it tells the minimum number of independent parameters that
must be defined, e.g. by a user, before a box can be unambiguously constructed.
Although the box is fully defined if the positions of all 8 corners are given, the
constraints implied in the box definition mean that the information contained in
the 24 parameters needed to define 8 points in 3-D space are, to a large extent,
redundant.
One simple way of deriving the correct number of degrees of freedom is to
evaluate the independent transformations that can be allowed without violating
any of the defining conditions for a rectangular box.
First of all, any rigid transformations, which by definition do not alter any in-
ternal angles or dimensions of an object, are permissible. This means that at least
translation and rotation must be included. Furthermore, since we desire a box of
arbitrary dimensions, scaling, although non-rigid, also needs to be included.
Shear and other transformations that do not preserve the internal angles of
a shape would violate the orthogonality condition for rectangular boxes, so this
class of transformations can be immediately disregarded, as it would transform
the rectangular box into a more general parallelepiped.
Since the investigation of box symmetry revealed boxes to be achiral, there is
no need to add reflections to the list of transformations to be investigated. This
is due to the fact that for achiral shapes, reflection through an arbitrary plane
is equal to some combination of rotation and translation. Thus, reflection as a
box transformation features no new degrees of freedom that cannot be expressed
through other transformations.
Translation as DoF
Translation is the transformation that takes care of our requirement of being able
to place the box at an arbitrary position.
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The transformation is carried out by adding the same vector to all the corners
of the box. Translation of a single point, p, by a vector, v = [x, y, z]T , can be
expressed mathematically as follows:
Tv(p) = p+ v (3.7)
If the point is defined using homogeneous coordinates, translation can also be
carried out as a matrix multiplication, which is most often the case in computer
graphics. If p is of the form [xp, yp, zp, 1]T , and Tv is a 4 × 4 translation matrix,
then:
Tv(p) = Tvp (3.8)
Since the translation vector in 3-D has three independent components, one for
translation along each axis, translation in 3-D has 3 DoF.
Rotation as DoF
Whereas translation takes care of the arbitrary box positioning requirement, ro-
tation takes care of the arbitrary orientation of the box to be created.
In 3-D, a rotation can be represented in several ways. Regardless of repre-
sentation, all rotations occur around an axis through the origin. If this is not the
desired outcome, then the rotation transformation must be sandwiched between
two equal but opposite translations.
Two very common rotation approaches are Euler angles and angle-axis.
In an Euler angle approach, an arbitrary rotation is composed of 3 indepen-
dent rotations about 3 fixed, orthogonal axes in a fixed sequence. Since the axes
and the sequence is fixed, only the 3 rotation angles need to be defined. This is
also the minimal number of parameters to represent an arbitrary 3-D rotation.
Unfortunately, Euler angles suffer from a problem known as gimbal lock, where
two of the rotation angles affect the same axis, effectively reducing the number
of independent angles from 3 to 2. This is a consequence of composing the total
rotation from 3 separate rotations in a fixed sequence.
Euler angle rotation is often implemented using three rotation matrices, one
for each angle, (α, β, γ), around axes (v1, v2, v3), respectively6. The matrices can
be 3× 3 or 4× 4 depending on the format of the points to be rotated:
Rα,β,γ(p) = RγRβRαp (3.9)
Angle-axis rotation is equivalent to Euler angle rotation, which means that it
still has 3 DoF. However, it is gimbal lock free. The rotation takes place around
an arbitrary axis, r, by an arbitrary angle, θ . Even though a rotation axis has 3
parameters, and the angle is 1 parameter, the angle-axis format can still be en-
coded as 3 numbers, because rotation is independent of the length of the rotation
axis. Such an encoding of angle and axis is called a rotation vector. For practical
6Axes v1 and v3 of an Euler angle rotation can be the same coordinate axis, since an individual
step of a composite rotation also affects all subsequent rotation axes of the composition.
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reasons, angle-axis rotation is usually implemented in one of two other formats
instead.
As a rotation quaternion [29], qr,θ:
Rr,θ(p) = qr,θ/2pqr,θ/2
−1 (3.10)
As an angle-axis rotation matrix, Rr,θ:
Rr,θ = Rr,θp (3.11)
The conclusion is that regardless of approach to rotation, the requirement of
arbitrary box orientation adds 3 DoF to the total.
Scaling as DoF
Scaling is necessary to fulfil the requirement of an arbitrarily sized box. There are
two overall types of scaling, uniform and non-uniform scaling. To avoid degener-
ate cases, it is clear that a scaling factor of 0 cannot be permitted, since this would
degenerate the geometry of the box.
For uniform scaling, all axes of an object are scaled (multiplied) by an equal
non-zero amount. This implies that uniform scaling preserves some of the same
properties as a rigid transformation: Internal angles are preserved as well as all
size ratios. Straight lines also remain straight after transformation. However, un-
like rigid transformations, internal distances are not preserved. Since uniform
scaling is a multiplication of all corners by a single scale factor, s, it is a transfor-
mation with 1 degree of freedom.
Ss(p) = sp, s 6= 0 (3.12)
Uniform scaling can also be expressed as a matrix multiplication using an
identity matrix along with the scaling factor:
Ss(p) = (sI)p, s 6= 0 (3.13)
With non-uniform scaling, each coordinate axis has a separate scale factor
applied. In 3-D this means three independent scale factors, yielding 3 DoF. If all
3 scale factors are equal, the non-uniform scaling reduces to a uniform scaling.
Thus uniform scaling is a special case of non-uniform scaling.
For most shapes, non-uniform scaling changes both the internal angles, the
internal distances, and the ratio of internal distances. The only preserved proper-
ties are straight lines remaining straight, and distance ratios along a line remain-
ing the same. The possible change of internal angles indicates that non-uniform
scaling can violate the orthogonality condition for boxes, which would force non-
uniform scaling to be disallowed. This conclusion, however, depends on the co-
ordinate system in which the non-uniform scaling takes place. An example of
non-uniform scaling going wrong is shown in Figure 3.9.
The orthogonality condition implies that as long as the non-uniform scaling
takes place in a box-aligned coordinate system, no internal angles will change.
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Figure 3.9: Non-uniform scaling of the left rectangular box has caused it to trans-
form into the right, non-rectangular box – a parallelepiped. This violates the
orthogonality condition for rectangular boxes.
This fact can be readily seen from the definition of orthogonality of two non-zero
vectors, e.g. two edge vectors of a box:
∀a, b 6= 0 : a ⊥ b⇔ aT b = ‖a‖‖b‖ cos 90◦ = 0 (3.14)
The observation that the lengths of the orthogonal vectors, a and b, in the
above equation do not affect the value of their inner product means that they can
be independently scaled by any non-zero factor without violating the orthogo-
nality condition.
Non-uniform scaling is expressed mathematically as a multiplication of a di-
agonal matrix, Ssx,sy,sz onto the points/vectors to be scaled:
Ssx,sy,sz (p) = Ssx,sy,szp, sx, sy, sz 6= 0 (3.15)
The conclusion on non-uniform scaling is therefore that it adds another 3 DoF,
and that it must be applied before any rotation of the box out of its own coordi-
nate system takes place.
Handedness
The results of rotation and translation transformations can only be determined
unambiguously, if the handedness of the coordinate system that they take place
in has been determined. Two examples of this ambiguity are:
1. Given a translation vector of [1, 0, 0]T , it is necessary to know if it physically
corresponds to translating 1 unit to the right, or 1 unit to the left relative to
the current position - even if you know the direction of the other two axes.
2. If given a rotation axis and angle, you must know if the rotation angle is to
be applied clockwise or counter-clockwise around the axis.
Thus, a handedness ambiguity will always exist in any box representation
where no convention of handedness has been settled a priori. For this reason, the
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handedness issue must be settled first. In the rest of this report, it is therefore im-
plicitly assumed that the handedness of the space is known a priori. We assume
that all coordinate systems are right-handed, unless otherwise stated.
Box DoF and Transformation Summmary
After examining the possible transformations that we can allow a box to undergo,
it has been determined that a box of arbitrary position, orientation, and size is
subject to 9 degrees-of-freedom. This means that 9 independent parameters must
be provided in any minimal representation of a box. If anything less than 9 in-
dependent parameters are given, then the representation will be ambiguous to
some extent.
If the box is axis-aligned, the implication is that the 3 rotational degrees of
freedom have been fixed. This means that an axis-aligned box only has 6 degrees
of freedom, making it somewhat simpler to define than a freely oriented box.
These 6 parameters could e.g. be given as the end points of a box diagonal of the
desired axis-aligned box.
The investigation also showed that all three transformation types can be im-
plemented as matrix multiplications, which is practical since the transformations
can then be expressed as a single, combined matrix.
Furthermore, investigation of non-uniform scaling revealed that it must be
carried out in the box’ own coordinate system before any rotation is made. In
order to make the box rotate on an axis in its own coordinate system, the box
should also be rotated before translating it.
The recommended sequence for applying the transformations to a point in
a box coordinate system, pbox,local, is therefore scale then rotate then translate,
which looks as follows:
pbox,world = Tx,y,zRr,θSsx,sy,szpbox,local, sx, sy, sz 6= 0 (3.16)
3.3 Box Representations
Having established various definitions and terminology in the previous sections,
the next step is to look at practical ways of representing and constructing a box
in terms of different parameters.
Even though it was established in section 3.2 that the 8 corners of a box con-
tain redundant information, it is necessary for rendering purposes to know all
8 corners explicitly. For this reason, each box representation examined should
both contain the data of the representation and an algorithm for computing the
explicit data for all 8 corners.
Before diving into specific representations, it is useful to realize what the de-
sign criteria that we seek to fulfil are. The main design criteria for a useful box
representation are:
1. Compactness. A good representation minimizes the amount of data stored/
needed, leading to smaller memory consumption by an implementation us-
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ing the representation. Good compactness also implies less work on behalf
of a user defining the box.
2. Unambiguity. A good representation only allows one box to be constructed
from its data.
3. Practicality. A good representation is designed with the intended use of the
box in mind. If the box representation fits the typical use of the box, the
computational load of using it can be reduced.
It is expected that in most cases a box representation is chosen based on some
compromise between these three. For instance, compactness may very often con-
flict with the other two criteria.
3.4 3-Corner Representations of a Box
The first family of representations examined are representations that contain the
positions of three corners of a box. Such representations have not been previously
considered in literature. The reasons for choosing this approach are twofold:
1. Three positions offer 9 parameters/numbers, which was the bare minimum
according to the DoF analysis in section 3.2. However, 9 parameters are
only enough, if they can be independently controlled.
2. By investigating representations at or near the minimum requirements, many
observations can be made that can serve as inspiration for other represen-
tations and construction techniques for boxes.
This leads to two steps of analysis that must be made:
1. How many ways can three corners be picked from a box?
2. For each of the ways found in step 1:
a) Are the 9 parameters all independently controllable?
b) How to find the remaining 5 corners of the box?
Picking 3 Corners from a Box
For reasons of symmetry and self-similarity, the first of the three corners can be
picked arbitrarily, meaning that its three coordinates are all independent. This
first corner will be referred to as A.
The second corner picked, B, can either be adjacent or non-adjacent to A in
the box graph. Since two points alone do not define any of the internal angles of
the box, B can also be chosen arbitrarily as long as it is not identical to A. Thus
all 6 parameters of A and B are independent.
The third and final corner, C, has several possibilities in relation to A and B:
1. If A and B are adjacent, then line AB forms a box edge:
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a) C is adjacent to either A or B, but not both. 4ABC is bounded by two
box edges and a face diagonal.
b) C is non-adjacent to both A and B. 4ABC is then bounded by a box
edge, a face diagonal, and a box diagonal.
2. If A and B are non-adjacent and line AB forms a face diagonal:
a) C is adjacent to both A and B. 4ABC is bounded by two box edges and
a face diagonal.
b) C is non-adjacent to both A and B. 4ABC is bounded by three face
diagonals.
3. If A and B are non-adjacent and line AB forms a box diagonal:
a) C is adjacent to either A or B, but not both. 4ABC is bounded by a
box edge, a face diagonal, and a box diagonal.
This adds up to a total of five cases (1.a, 1.b, 2.a, 2.b, and 3.a). Each of these
cases are illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: The five possible pickings of 3 corners on a box. A brief inspection
of the red triangles reveals that 1.a and 2.a are essentially the same triangle in
relation to the box vertices, which means that they can be merged. 1.b and 3.a can
also be merged for the same reason. This leaves only 1.a, 1.b and 2.b to examine.
The five 3-corner pickings lined out above can be reduced by grouping them
by the way the triangle edges relate to the box graph. The justification of group-
ing the triangles in this way is the similarity of vertices/corners, the symmetries
of boxes, and the fact that corners A, B, and C can be picked in any order with-
out affecting the resulting triangle. This leaves only three cases to consider in this
section:
I A triangle formed by three face diagonals.
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II A triangle formed by a box edge, a face diagonal, and a box diagonal.
III A triangle formed by two box edges and a face diagonal.
In any of the three cases, the information needed can either be given directly
as 3 corner positions (A, B, and C), or as one corner, A, and 2 direction vectors,
(u,v), pointing to the remaining 2 corners of the triangle. These two representa-
tions are equivalent to each other, since given A, B, and C, the vectors u and v
can be determined unambiguously (and vice versa):{
B = A+ u
C = A+ v
}
⇔
{
u = B −A
v = C −A
}
(3.17)
The determination of the completed box from either representation can there-
fore be made in the same way, which means that the choice between the two can
be made freely with no consequence to the results.
Case I: 3 Face Diagonals
In this case the three corners have been picked such that they are all non-adjacent
to each other in the box graph. Such a representation is immediately attractive
by virtue of the similarity of the relation between the three corners and the box
graph. I.e. the corners all connect through face diagonals, and therefore none of
corners play a special role compared to the other two.
The problem to be solved is to find the remaining 5 corners. One simple ap-
proach to solving this is a two step process:
1. Find a 4th corner, D, which is non-coplanar with 4ABC. In this case,
none of the other corners are coplanar with 4ABC, which makes them
all equally usable in this context.
2. Use simple vector arithmetic to find the remaining 4 corners.
The 4th corner, D, that we aim to find can, in principle, be any of the missing
corners of the box. However, to approach the solution to the first step in a sys-
tematic way, the corner is chosen such that A, B, C, and D forms a trirectangular
tetrahedron. In other words, D can be viewed as the origin of a box coordinate
system with axes pointing towards A, B, and C, respectively. This is shown in
Figure 3.11.
Constraints on the Triangle
The first task is to determine the constraints on 4ABC which ensure that the
box will be rectangular. A simple way of doing this is to represent the points
A, B, and C in the box coordinate system where D is origin. This can be done
without loss of generality. The coordinates of A, B, and C in this frame are A =
[a, 0, 0]T , B = [0, b, 0]T , andC = [0, 0, c]T . These coordinates can then be used to
compute the edge lengths |AB|, |BC|, and |AC|. Doing so yields:
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Figure 3.11: (Left) The three points A, B, and C have been chosen such that
4ABC has edges along three face diagonals of the box. The unknown point,
D, which must be found, is placed relative to 4ABC such that D is the apex of
a trirectangular tetrahedron with 4ABC as base. An alternative formulation of
this is that D is the origin of a box coordinate system with axes pointing towards
A, B, and C, respectively. (Right) A rendering of a trirectangular tetrahedron
inside a box. The volume of the tetrahedron is 1/6 of that of the entire box.
|AB|2 = (A−B)T (A−B) = a2 + b2
|BC|2 = (B − C)T (B − C) = b2 + c2
|AC|2 = (A− C)T (A− C) = a2 + c2
(3.18)
It is worth noting that for a non-degenerate box, both a, b, and c must be pos-
itive numbers. If these squared lengths are substituted into Pythagoras’ formula,
the result is that the triangle cannot be right. The correct relations between the
edges turn out to be:
|AB|2 + |BC|2 > |AC|2
|AB|2 + |AC|2 > |BC|2
|BC|2 + |AC|2 > |AB|2
(3.19)
These relations between the edge lengths correspond to the definition of an
acute triangle, which means that 4ABC must be acute if it is to fit inside a rect-
angular box. The implications of this are:
1. If a set of three points are given to be used as non-adjacent corners of a
box, the first sanity check before proceeding with construction should be to
check if the above relations hold for those three corners. Otherwise, con-
struction of a rectangular box is impossible.
2. If two points, A and B, have been given, then the location of C must be
restricted to the region in space that forms acute triangles with A and B, if
this representation is to be valid.
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3. If at least one solution for the apex, D, exists, given that 4ABC is acute,
then any acute triangle is the base of some trirectangular tetrahedron.
The fact that 4ABC must be acute means that the position of C is not com-
pletely independent of A and B. The next interesting thing to determine is the
region in 3-D space where C is allowed to be, once A and B are given. One easy
way of finding this region is to see where 4ABC would be right, since right
triangles form the borderline case between acute and obtuse triangles.
If a line segment is constructed between A and B, then this line segment can
serve as the diameter of a sphere placed on the centre point of the line segment,
i.e. at position (A+B)/2. Any point, C, chosen on the surface of this sphere will
form right triangles with A and B, except if C is identical to A or B. The justifica-
tion of this is both stated in Thales’ theorem and in the median theorem of right
triangles. If C is chosen from the aforementioned sphere, then the line segment
AB is the hypotenuse of the right4ABC. This is illustrated in Figure 3.12.
Furthermore, if C is chosen from a plane through either A or B, perpendicu-
lar to AB, then 4ABC must also be right. In that case, AB becomes a cathetus
in 4ABC. The two planes will be parallel tangent planes to the sphere men-
tioned above. Once again the exception is if C is identical to A or B. This is also
illustrated in Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.12: (Left) A 2-D outline of the sphere defined by the line segment AB.
Any point, C, picked on this sphere forms a right triangle together with A and
B. (Right) A 2-D outline of the two planes perpendicular to AB, through either A
or B. Any point, C, arbitrarily chosen from either of these two planes also forms
right triangles with A and B. The only exception is that C cannot be at the same
position as A or B, since this degenerates the triangle into a line.
The sphere and two planes split the 3-D space into a number of regions where
triangles ABC are either acute, right, obtuse, or degenerate. It has just been es-
tablished that a point C chosen from either the circle or one of the two planes of
Figure 3.12 produces a right or a degenerate triangle.
If C is located inside the sphere the triangle becomes obtuse, the extreme case
being that C is located on the AB line segment, where the obtuse triangle degen-
erates into a line.
If C is located outside the slab7 formed by the two planes, then 4ABC is also
7A slab is defined as the space between two non-identical, parallel planes. Thus, a slab is fully
defined by knowing the slab normal vector, the distance from the origin to the first plane, and the
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obtuse. That is, unless C lies on the continuation of line segment AB, in which
case4ABC degenerates into a line.
If C is located outside the sphere but inside the slab, then 4ABC is acute. Thus,
the region where a valid C for this representation can be chosen from is the set
difference of a slab and a sphere.
All of the mentioned regions are illustrated in Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: (Left) A 2-D view of the regions around points A and B, where pick-
ing a third point, C, forms different types of triangles, 4ABC. If the point is
picked from one of the white regions, 4ABC becomes obtuse. If C is picked
from the green regions, 4ABC becomes acute. If picked from the black bound-
aries (sphere or slab surface),4ABC becomes right. Finally, a point picked from
the red line throughA andB forms a degenerate triangle, i.e. a line. (Right) A 3-D
view of the same regions. The points A and B are at the left and right extremes
of the sphere, where it touches the two parallel planes. If C is picked from any-
where between the two planes, but outside the sphere, 4ABC becomes acute.
For practical reasons, the two planes in the rendering do not stretch out infinitely
as they should. The thick, central, horizontal line is the triangle degeneration
region.
Determining the 4th Corner
Having established that all valid relationships between points A, B, and C are
acute triangles, and where C must be located in relation toA andB, the next step
is to determine the possible locations of the point D, which, together with A, B,
and C, enables easy determination of all remaining corners (see Figure 3.11).
The constraints governing where D can be located in 3-D space is that the line
segments DA, DB, and DC must all be perpendicular. This translates into the
following system of three equations in three unknowns, the unknowns being the
distance between the two planes. This gives a total of 4 degrees of freedom since the length of the
normal is of no consequence to the slab.
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three coordinates of D = [d1, d2, d3]T . The basis of these equations is that the
inner products of two non-zero vectors is 0 if and only if they are perpendicular:

(D −A)T (D −B) = 0
(D −B)T (D − C) = 0
(D −A)T (D − C) = 0
⇔

DTD − (A+B)TD +ATB = 0
DTD − (B + C)TD +BTC = 0
DTD − (A+ C)TD +ATC = 0
⇔

DTD − (A+B)TD +ATB = 0
(A− C)TD +BT (C −A) = 0
(B − C)TD +AT (C −B) = 0

(3.20)
The steps taken above is an expansion of the inner products followed by a
subtraction of the first equation from the other two equations. The fact that DTD
still occurs in the first equation means that this equation has quadratic terms for
all of the unknowns. This has two implications:
1. The system as a whole is non-linear, so it cannot be solved by Gauss elimi-
nation8, or by other techniques relating to linear systems.
2. The quadratic terms imply that the system can have up to 2 real-valued
solutions for each coordinate of D. This means that two different D’s, D1
and D2, are expected.
The reductions made to the system have transformed it from a system of 3
quadratic equations in 3 unknowns into 1 quadratic + 2 linear equations in 3
unknowns. The proposed solution method is as follows:
1. Solve the two linear equations using Gauss elimination. This leaves two
expressions where d1 and d2 have both been expressed as linear functions
of d3.
2. Substitute d1 and d2 into the quadratic and solve for d3. This produces the
valid solution(s) for d3, if any exists.
3. Substitute the solution(s) for d3 back into the linear system to find the cor-
responding solution(s) for d1 and d2.
Performing Gauss elimination and back substitution on the linear system yields
a result of the following form, where k, l, m, and n represent values that can be
computed solely from the coordinates of the known corners A, B, and C:
[
1 0 k
0 1 m
] d1d2
d3
 = [ l
n
]
⇔
 d1d2
d3
 =
 ln
0
+ d3
 −k−m
1
 (3.21)
The second formulation of Equation 3.21 reveals that the solutions to the
linear part of the system forms a line in space. The mathematical expressions
8At least not by Gauss elimination alone, but Gauss elimination is still a viable step of the solution
procedure.
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of k, l, m, and n are given below, where A = [ax, ay, az]T , B = [bx, by, bz]T ,
C = [cx, cy, cz]
T . The quantity q is a common denominator in all the expressions:
q = ax(by − cy) + ay(cx − bx) + bxcy − bycx
−qk = aybz − azby − aycz + azcy + bycz − bzcy
ql = ay
(
b2y − ayby − c2y + ax(cx − bx) + az(cz − bz)
)
+ by (bx(ax − cx) + bz(az − cz))
+ cy
(
a2y + bycy − b2y + cx(bx − ax) + cz(bz − az)
)
qm = axbz − azbx − axcz + azcx + bxcz − bzcx
−qn = ax
(
b2x − axbx − c2x + ay(cy − by) + az(cz − bz)
)
+ bx (by(ay − cy) + bz(az − cz))
+ cx
(
a2x + bxcx − b2x + cy(by − ay) + cz(bz − az)
)
(3.22)
In terms of the equation system, the result is as follows, whereu = [−k,−m, 1]T
and v = [l, n, 0]T :
uTud23 + (2u
Tv − uT (A+B))d3 + (ATB − vT (A+B) + vTv) = 0
d1 = −kd3 + l
d2 = −md3 + n
(3.23)
Using the intermediate variables k, l, m, and n vastly reduces the size of the
solution expressions compared to an explicit solution in terms of the coordinates
of A, B, and C. Although it is possible to express the explicit solution for D,
the ASCII text C-code version of it takes up almost 0.5 MB, i.e. close to 500,000
characters. Since the evaluation of a very large mathematical expression may be
a problem for real-time applications, a small test has been made to see if the use
of intermediate variables improves the execution time.
An implementation of both methods (with and without intermediate vari-
ables) has been made. For fully optimized code the average ratio of execution
times for 100, 000 repetitions of solving the same system was 420. The resolution
of the time measurements was 1 ms. This means that the introduction of inter-
mediate variables has speeded up the process more than 400 times. I.e. the use
of intermediate variables in this case is strongly recommended. Measured in mil-
liseconds, the method with intermediates spent 6.0e − 5 ms on average for each
repetition, whereas the full explicit solution spent an average of 2.5e − 2 ms on
each repetition. The test was performed on a laptop computer running Windows
Vista. The results are presented in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: The results of the small-scale test of the consequences of using inter-
mediate variables in the calculation of the solution to the non-linear system of
equations. As the table shows, the result is that the execution time using inter-
mediates is roughly 420 times faster than using the full explicit solution.
Total
execution
time [ms]
Avg. time per
repetition [ms]
Ratio
(without/
with)
Without intermediates 2,516 2.5e− 2
419.5With intermediates 6 6.0e− 5
A Geometric View of the Solutions
As stated earlier in this section, the system of equations has 2 solutions. For this
reason, it is useful to get a geometric interpretation of these two solutions. With
some algebraic manipulations, the original system of equations can be changed
as outlined in Equation 3.24.
This form of the system reveals that each equation of the system is geomet-
rically the equation of a sphere. Thus, a solution to the system represents the
intersections of 3 spheres. The centres of these spheres are the centre points of
the edges of 4ABC. Since the edges of 4ABC are face diagonals, this means
that the sphere centres are located at the centres of three adjacent and orthogonal
faces of the box to be constructed. The diameters of these spheres are equal to the
length of the face diagonal that they are placed on. This implies that each sphere
circumscribes the face that it is placed on.
The fact that the problem translates into the intersection of 3 spheres means
that the solution to the system can be approached through the process of trilat-
eration [34]. One version of trilateration9 requires that the spheres are first trans-
formed into a common coordinate system with one of the spheres at the origin
and the other two located in one of the coordinate planes (e.g. z = 0). After doing
trilateration, the solutions must be transformed back into the original coordinate
system. The solution proposed above implicitly takes care of this transformation
back and forth, since it makes no assumptions about corners A, B, and C other
than 4ABC’s acuteness. Thus, the suggested solution is just another version of
the trilateration process.
9Trilateration is commonly used for determining global positions in surveying and satellite navi-
gation systems.
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 (D −A)
T (D −B) = 0
(D −B)T (D − C) = 0
(D −A)T (D − C) = 0
⇔
(D −A)T (D −B) +
(
(A−B)
2
)T (
(A−B)
2
)
=
(
(A−B)
2
)T (
(A−B)
2
)
(D −B)T (D − C) +
(
(B−C)
2
)T (
(B−C)
2
)
=
(
(B−C)
2
)T (
(C−B)
2
)
(D −A)T (D − C) +
(
(A−C)
2
)T (
(A−C)
2
)
=
(
(A−C)
2
)T (
(A−C)
2
)
⇔
DTD −DT (A+B) + (ATA+2ATB+BTB)4 =
∥∥∥ (A−B)2 ∥∥∥2
DTD −DT (B + C) + (BTB+2BTC+CTC)4 =
∥∥∥ (B−C)2 ∥∥∥2
DTD −DT (A+ C) + (ATA+2ATC+CTC)4 =
∥∥∥ (A−C)2 ∥∥∥2
⇔
DTD − 2DT (A+B)2 +
(
(A+B)
2
)T (
(A+B)
2
)
=
∥∥∥ (A−B)2 ∥∥∥2
DTD − 2DT (B+C)2 +
(
(B+C)
2
)T (
(B+C)
2
)
=
∥∥∥ (B−C)2 ∥∥∥2
DTD − 2DT (A+C)2 +
(
(A+C)
2
)T (
(A+C)
2
)
=
∥∥∥ (A−C)2 ∥∥∥2
⇔
(
D − (A+B)2
)T (
D − (A+B)2
)
=
∥∥∥ (A−B)2 ∥∥∥2)(
D − (B+C)2
)T (
D − (B+C)2
)
=
∥∥∥ (B−C)2 ∥∥∥2)(
D − (A+C)2
)T (
D − (A+C)2
)
=
∥∥∥ (A−C)2 ∥∥∥2
⇔
∥∥∥D − (A+B)2 ∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥ (A−B)2 ∥∥∥2∥∥∥D − (B+C)2 ∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥ (B−C)2 ∥∥∥2∥∥∥D − (A+C)2 ∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥ (A−C)2 ∥∥∥2

(3.24)
The spherical intersection interpretation of the equations explains the geomet-
ric relationship between the 2 possible solutions, D1 and D2, to the system. The
following assumes that the two solutions exist.
The intersection of the two first spheres is a circle. The plane of this circle must
be orthogonal to the plane of4ABC, since the two sphere centres are both placed
in the plane of4ABC. Intersecting this circle with the third sphere produces two
points on the circle. These points are illustrated in Figure 3.14.
The plane of 4ABC bisects both the intersection circle and the third sphere
since both their centres are placed in that plane. This fact combined with the
orthogonality of the circle plane and the triangle plane means any intersections
between the circle and the sphere must be symmetric around the plane of4ABC.
In other words, the two solution points, D1 and D2, are mirror images of each
other through the plane of 4ABC. This also implies that the two boxes that can
be constructed from pointsA,B, andC must be mirror images of each other. This
is true because the trirectangular tetrahedra ABCD1 and ABCD2 each uniquely
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Figure 3.14: An attempt at illustrating the 3-D geometry of the system of equa-
tions. (Top left) The three intersecting spheres with the resulting boxes (red and
green) overlaid. Note that the boxes are mirror images of each other. (Top right)
The three intersecting spheres with the two resulting trirectangular tetrahedra
(blue) overlaid. The intersection points correspond to the apices of the two tetra-
hedra. Triangle ABC is the base of both tetrahedra and can be seen in the centre of
the figure. (Bottom) A rendering of the three spheres along with shaded versions
of the boxes. The 2 solution points to the system are located at the box corners
where the green box protrudes through the red box and vice versa. The plane of
triangle ABC shows as a line, the axis of symmetry, between the red and green
boxes.
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defines a box with A, B, and C in common, but the D’s mirrored through the
plane of4ABC.
One question remains about the system of equations: What is the geometric
interpretation when there is less than two real solutions? It was already estab-
lished that the system would have no solutions if the4ABC was obtuse, so this
describes the case of no solutions. Having 1 solution would imply that that so-
lution must be in the plane of the4ABC because of the mirror symmetry of the
solutions. The only way that such a point can fulfil the orthogonality condition
expressed in the equation system is if it is identical toA, B, or C, and that4ABC
was a right triangle to begin with. Thus, the system always has two solutions, if
the4ABC is verified to be acute before solving the system.
Disambiguating the Representation
The previous sections demonstrated that a representation of a box using the cor-
ners of an acute triangle produces two possible solutions for the complete box,
thus making it a minimally ambiguous box representation10. Since the boxes are
mirror images of each other, the ambiguity can be removed by fixing the allow-
able positions of D relative to4ABC. This can be stated in several ways:
1. The winding order of4ABC’s vertices when viewed from a solution point,
D, must be fixed to being clockwise or counter-clockwise.
2. The handedness of a box coordinate system using one of the D’s as origin
and the directions towards A, B, and C as x-, y-, and z-axes must be fixed
as right-handed or left-handed.
3. Choose the D which is formed with the positive or negative square root of
the discriminant in the solution to the quadratic polynomial.
4. The sign of the matrix determinant, ∆ABCDi constructed from the box co-
ordinate system axes must either be positive or negative:
∆ABCDi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ax ay az 1
bx by bz 1
cx cy cz 1
dix diy diz 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ax − dix ay − diy az − diz
bx − dix by − diy bz − diz
cx − dix cy − diy cz − diz
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.25)
If more information than the 3 points is available, e.g. the position of a user
relative to the points, then this information may also be used for disambiguation.
It is worth noting that this mirror ambiguity is not the same as the one arising
from an unknown handedness convention of the world coordinate system. Both
solution boxes of this representation can be boxes in a right- or left-handed world
coordinate system, no matter which internal constraints we add to the box.
An interesting prospect of constraining the mirror ambiguity is that it is possi-
ble to do so in a uniform way globally. This means that the constraint only needs
to be defined and stored once - not for every box. If this is done, this representa-
tion becomes completely disambiguated.
10Minimally ambiguous, because anything less than 2 solutions is no longer ambiguous.
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Finding the Remaining Corners
The remaining outstanding issue is to find the locations of the remaining 4 cor-
ners, E, F , G, H , of the box. The remaining corners and a visual representation
of how to find them are illustrated in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.15: The four remaining corners of the box, E, F , G, and H need to be
determined. The process of finding them is done by adding the green and/or red
vectors as indicated by the figure. The same goal can be achieved in several other
ways, but the general approach is the same: Addition of known edge vectors to
a known corner.
Algebraically, the remaining corners can be determined as follows:
E = A+ (B −D) F = A+ (C −D)
G = B + (C −D) H = E + (C −D) (3.26)
Thus, the final outline of the algorithm for construction of a box from 3 cor-
ners, A, B, and C, forming a triangle of face diagonals is as follows:
1. Determine if4ABC is acute, otherwise terminate.
2. Find the 4th corner,D, by solving the system of equations as outlined above.
3. Resolve the mirror ambiguity.
4. Use the direction vectors of the box coordinate system to determine the
remaining corners.
Case II: Box Edge, Face Diagonal, and Box Diagonal
The case where 4ABC is formed from a box edge, a face diagonal, and a box
diagonal is the second case to be examined. Using the procedure from Case I as
inspiration, the corners of the triangle are once again denoted A, B, and C. This
is shown in Figure 3.16.
Figure 3.16 clearly demonstrates that a triangle formed from the edges pre-
scribed by the case must be a right triangle. This is a simple consequence of the
fact that the box is known to be rectangular. The fact that the triangle must be
right means that the possible coordinates of C are highly dependent on the co-
ordinates of A and B. This implies a loss of 1 DoF, because knowing just one of
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Figure 3.16: The box with the triangle of interest to this case indicated. The trian-
gle corners have been named A, B, and C, respectively, for easy reference . The
corners A, B, and C, have been defined in that order. The three cases cover the
three options of how the order of the points relate to the different line segments
on the box. (Left) A box edge has been defined first. (Middle) A box diagonal has
been defined first. (Right) A face diagonal has been defined first. It is clear from
the figure that the angle at B must be right if the box is rectangular.
the two acute angles of any right triangle, gives full knowledge of all three angles
of the triangle. I.e. the 9 numbers of this representation may be expressed as 8
numbers without loss of information.
This means that the Case II representation will also be ambiguous, and to a
larger extent than the Case I representation, because it suffers from loss of a DoF.
The questions to answer are the same as for Case I:
1. Where in 3-D space can a corner, C, be located relative to A and B?
2. How can a full box be constructed given A, B, and C?
3. How does the ambiguity manifest itself?
Constraints on Triangle ABC
The region where 4ABC forms right triangles was already investigated during
Case I. The results of this investigation are demonstrated in Figure 3.13. In brief,
C must be picked from the surface of a slab perpendicular toAB, or from a sphere
using AB as diameter. Which of the two surfaces to use, depends on where AB
is located relative to the box.
Case I did not have any ambiguities at this level, because case I’s4ABC was
always acute, meaning that none of the three angles were special compared to the
other two. In other words, all the edges of 4ABC represented face diagonals,
so none of them were special. Viewed in yet another perspective, the region
where corner C formed acute triangles with A and B was a single, contiguous
region, whereas the region of right triangles is split into two disjoint regions:
A slab surface and a sphere surface, which forces an additional step to remove
ambiguity.
If C is picked from the slab surface, then the relations between the box and
the corners is as indicated by the left and right cases of Figure 3.16. The reason is
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that in both cases, the right angle of 4ABC is adjacent to the line segment AB,
i.e. AB forms a cathetus of the right triangle.
IfC is picked from the sphere surface, the picking sequence corresponds to the
middle case of Figure 3.16. In the middle case, the right angle must be opposite
AB, which means that AB forms the hypotenuse of4ABC, i.e. a box diagonal.
Once the three corners are picked, we can freely assign new labels to them to
reflect how they relate to the box instead of the sequence that they were picked
in. This reassignment, however, requires that the picking order ambiguity has
first been resolved. If we define corners P , Q, and R such that the angle at R is
right andRQ is a box edge, then PQ is a box diagonal, andRP is a face diagonal.
This is a more convenient relationship to use when determining a 4th corner, D.
The new assignment of labels is demonstrated in Figure 3.17.
Figure 3.17: The three known corners with new names assigned. With the new
labelling, the following is always true: At R, a box edge intersects a face diagonal
at a right angle. At Q, a box edge intersects a box diagonal at an acute angle. At
P , a face diagonal intersects a box diagonal at an acute angle. 4PQR as a whole
is therefore always a right triangle.
Determining the 4th Corner
Finding the next corner, D, requires that it is not coplanar with 4PQR. This
rules out one corner of the box, namely the one located at the other end of the
box diagonal starting at R. The position of this coplanar corner, S, can easily be
determined by adding the vector Q−R to P :
S = P + (Q−R) (3.27)
Adding S to the set of known points means that full knowledge about 2 box
diagonals, 2 face diagonals, and 2 box edges, all in the same plane, is now given.
This has two implications:
1. Our choice of D does not matter, since it will always be adjacent to exactly
two known corners.
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Figure 3.18: The corner S can straightforwardly be calculated from P , Q, and
R. Using any combination of 3 of the 4 points P , Q, R, and S results in a right
triangle with the same relation to the completed box. Its edges are always a box
edge, a face diagonal, and a box diagonal. Since this is the case, the geometry of
the equations governing the location of the 5th corner, D, is both independent of
the choice of D and the choice of triangle made from P , Q, R, and S.
2. All combinations made from 3 of the 4 known points form congruent, right
triangles with the same relationship to the box. This means that any equa-
tion system set up using a combination of 3 of these corners is equally con-
venient, and result in the same geometry expressed in the system of equa-
tions.
These implications are illustrated in Figure 3.18.
As in Case I, the basis of the equations is the orthogonality of three pairs of
vectors on the box surface: (D −R)
T (Q−R) = 0
(D −R)T (D − P ) = 0
(D −Q)T (D − P ) = 0
 (3.28)
Before attempting to solve this system algebraically, it is useful to consider the
geometry of the equations and their solutions. Any point, D, satisfying the first
equation must necessarily lie on a plane through R with normal vector nplane =
(R−Q). The other two equations can be rewritten as sphere equations using the
same method employed in Case I (see Equation 3.24):
 (D −R)
T (R−Q) = 0
(D −R)T (D − P ) = 0
(D −Q)T (D − P ) = 0
⇔

(D −R)T (R−Q) = 0∥∥∥D − (R+P )2 ∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥ (R−P )2 ∥∥∥2∥∥∥D − (P+Q)2 ∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥ (P−Q)2 ∥∥∥2
 (3.29)
The centres of these two spheres are the centre points of the implicated face
diagonal, (R + P )/2, and the implicated box diagonal, (P + Q)/2. Furthermore,
the radii of the spheres tell that they circumscribe the face defined by4PRD and
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Figure 3.19: With three known points on a box, P , Q, and R, placed as indi-
cated, the possible positions of D are indicated by the red circle, except R and
P themselves. In this illustration, D is located where the red circle touches the
box corners, revealing another ambiguity in the solutions for D. Thus, the illus-
trated box is but one out of an infinite number of possible boxes constructed from
4PQR.
the box as a whole, respectively. The intersection between these two spheres is a
circle. The normal of the plane of this circle, ncircle, can be found by subtracting
the sphere centres:
ncircle =
R+ P
2
− P +Q
2
= R−Q = nplane (3.30)
Thus, the normals of the circle plane and the plane of 4PRD are the same.
Furthermore, substituting the corners R and P into the sphere equations reveals
that they both satisfy both equations, thus being part of the intersection circle.
This means that the intersection circle circumscribes4PRD. This in turn implies
that the solutions to this equation system form a circle in 3-D space. This circle
has centre point (R+P )/2 and radius ‖R−P‖/2, yielding the following equations
for D:
(D−R)T (R−Q) = 0 ∧
∥∥∥∥D − (R+ P )2
∥∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥∥ (R− P )2
∥∥∥∥2 , D /∈ {R,P} (3.31)
The circular shape of the solution region is also completely coherent with the
fact that any solution point, D, must form a right triangle with corners P and Q.
The only exceptions are, as usual, that D is neither allowed to be identical to R
nor P . A box with its solution circle for D is illustrated in Figure 3.19.
Disambiguating the Representation
The unfortunate part of determining that the solution points form a circle is that
the ambiguity in this representation offers an infinite number of possible boxes.
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These boxes will all have different interdependent dimensions and orientations. Re-
moving the ambiguity must in all cases involve deciding if D lies to the left or
right when looking from R towards P using ncircle as up-vector. This part of the
ambiguity is equivalent to the mirror ambiguity found in Case I.
Having dealt with the mirror ambiguity, the remaining ambiguity can be han-
dled by:
1. Fixing the length of one of the line segments RD or PD. This length must
be in the open interval ] 0 ; |RP | [.
2. Fixing the angle between RD and RP (or alternatively between PD and
PR).
Once D is found, the remaining 3 corners can be found using a method anal-
ogous to the one employed in Case I. This concludes the investigation of Case
II.
Case III: Two Box Edges and a Face Diagonal
In this case, all three given corners, A, B, and C, lie on the same face of the box.
This leads to two immediate conclusions:
1. The triangle,4ABC, must be right, since any two adjacent box edges meet
at a right angle. Thus, like Case II, the representation has 1 DoF less than
the minimum of 9.
2. All lying on the same face of the box, the corners of 4ABC provide no in-
formation about one dimension of the box. This means that no information
about its size in this dimension is present in the available data.
A box along with the given points of 4ABC is illustrated in Figure 3.20,
where it is clear that no information about the third dimension of the box is given
by4ABC.
Figure 3.20: A box with the known corners, A, B, and C, indicated. The figure
shows that all three corners of4ABC lie on the same face of the box. This means
that 4ABC must be a right triangle and that its corners give no information
about the box dimension orthogonal to the plane of the triangle.
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The case of picking pointsA,B, and C for a right triangle was already investi-
gated in section 3.4. In brief, the conclusion of this investigation revealed that the
sequence of mapping the three corners mattered. This means that some ambigu-
ity must be dealt with already at the time of definition of4ABC. This ambiguity
is dealt with by deciding if AB is going to define a box edge or a face diagonal.
Determining the 4th Corner
Even though the given triangles are right both in Case II and Case III, the pro-
cess of deriving the next corner from the available data is different because of the
different mapping of triangle corners to box corners. The next corner, D, must,
as in the previous two cases, be non-coplanar with the4ABC to be of any inter-
est. In this case, this implies that D must be on the face opposite 4ABC. If we
choose D such that ABCD forms a trirectangular tetrahedron with A as the apex
(illustrated in Figure 3.21). This yields the following linear equation system:
{
(D −A)T (C −A) = 0
(D −A)T (B −A) = 0
}
⇔
{
DT (C −A)−AT (C −A) = 0
DT (B −A)−AT (B −A) = 0
}
(3.32)
The solutions to this system form a line in space. Instead of solving the linear
system directly, the equation of the solution line can be derived in a, perhaps,
more illuminating manner through geometric arguments:
Figure 3.21: The unknown point, D, is added to the box such that ABCD forms
a trirectangular tetrahedron.
The corner D must, necessarily, be a point in both the planes of triangles
4CAD and 4BAD. Thus, D must be found in the intersection between these
two planes. Furthermore, the box geometry dictates that these planes are or-
thogonal to each other, which implies that the planes always intersect each other
somewhere. The intersection between any two non-parallel planes is a line in
space. This means that D must be found somewhere on this line. The same goes
for A, since A is present in both 4CAD and 4BAD. The known corner A can
therefore be used as a fixed point on the line. The direction of the line must be
orthogonal to both line segments AB and AC. This direction can be computed
as the cross product of vectors u = (B − A) and v = (C − A). The parametric
equation of the solution line, D(λ), then becomes:
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Figure 3.22: A box with the solution line for D, given 4ABC. The shown box
is therefore only one of an infinite number of possible boxes constructed from
triangle ABC. All possible boxes are non-uniformly scaled versions of the one
shown (scaled along the direction of the solution line).
D(λ) = A+ λ(u× v), λ 6= 0 (3.33)
This line is illustrated in Figure 3.22.
Disambiguating the Representation
The fact that D can be anywhere (except at A) along a line means that an infinite
number of boxes of different non-uniform scale can be constructed from the rep-
resentation. The first level of ambiguity is the direction vector of the line D(λ).
Depending on the relative positions of points A, B, and C, the spatial direction
of the cross product vector can be inverted. This ambiguity is analogous to the
mirror ambiguity in the two previous cases, and must be settled before the scale
ambiguity can be resolved. The suggested means for solving the scale ambiguity
are:
1. Settle the desired length of the box in the missing dimension (along AD)
directly.
2. Fix the value of λ in the equation D(λ).
If the decision is to fix the value of λ to λ0, then it is useful to know the length
of the box edge going fromA toD(λ0). This length can be derived using a couple
of properties of the cross product operator:
‖D(λ0)−A‖ = ‖(A+ λ0u× v)−A‖ = |λ0|‖u× v‖ = |λ0|‖u‖‖v‖ sin θ (3.34)
In the present case, the angle between the vectors, θ, is known to be 90◦, which
reduces the expression above to:
‖D(λ0)−A‖ = |λ0|‖u‖‖v‖ (3.35)
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The remaining corners of the box can now easily be found using the methods
outlined for the same purpose in Case I.
Summary of 3-Corner Representations
Having investigated Cases I-III, all possible box representations involving 3 box
corners have been treated. The main results of this investigation were that all of
the representations were ambiguous. However, Case I was only minimally am-
biguous, representing only 2 possible boxes. Furthermore, the relation between
the 3 corners of Case I is highly symmetric. These observations make Case I more
attractive to use as a box representation than Case II and Case III. In each case,
some possible methods for resolving the ambiguity was presented. The results
are summarised in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Summary of the 3 possible representations of boxes using 3 box cor-
ners. The Case I representation holds the most promise as a direct basis of a box
shaping technique, since it is less ambiguous than the others. The ambiguity re-
gion is the region of 3-D space from which the 4th box corner, D can be picked,
once4ABC is known.
4ABC
edge-box
relation
4ABC
type DoF
Number
of boxes
Ambiguity
region for D
Case I 3 facediagonals Acute 9 2 2 points
Case II
1 box edge, 1
face diagonal,
1 box diagonal
Right 8 ∞ Circle
Case III 2 box edges, 1face diagonal Right 8 ∞ Line
The mirror ambiguity present in all three cases can be fixed rather elegantly
by imposing a global constraint on the internal handedness of box coordinate
systems.
Although ambiguous in different ways, all of the three cases can be used as the
basis of 3-D box shaping techniques, since they all require the user to input very
little data. If the representations are used as practical box shaping techniques,
then some disambiguation steps must be incorporated into the techniques.
3.5 Other Minimal Representations of a Box
A minimal representation of the box is one that features exactly enough param-
eters, i.e. 9, to unambiguously define a box. These 9 parameters must settle the
position, orientation, and dimensions of the box. As stated earlier, any such min-
imal representation can only be unambiguous if there is an a priori settlement of
coordinate system handedness.
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Unlike the exhaustive survey of 3-corner representations, this section will not
seek to exhaust all possible minimal representations, since there does not seem to
be any systematic way of covering all the possibilities. In other words, there is a
plethora of ways of encoding the 9 independent parameters as geometric shapes
and quantities that can be converted into a box.
As examples from this plethora of possible interpretations of data, informa-
tion given as a point and a direction vector can be interpreted as: 1) A position
and an angle-axis rotation, 2) a plane and a box dimensions, 3) a circle in 3-D
space, etc. The list of geometric interpretations of the parameters is endless.
Rather than attempting to cover all options, a couple of simple and straight-
forward representations will be examined. Other minimal representations must
somehow encode the same information as the two suggested below.
Position, Orientation, and Scale
Possibly the simplest way of defining a box, is to directly give the parameters
of its 9 DoF: A 3-D position, a rotation vector or 3 Euler angles, and three scal-
ing factors. The 3-D position most conveniently maps to the position of the box
centre. This representation can readily be used to transform an axis-aligned,
origin-centered cube11 into a box of any position, orientation, and dimension.
An illustration of this approach to box construction is shown in Figure 3.23. The
procedure can be expressed mathematically as follows:
pbox,world = Tx,y,zRr,θSsx,sy,szpstd.cube,local, sx, sy, sz 6= 0 (3.36)
Figure 3.23: The standardized, red cube is transformed into the desired green box
using the parameters given in the box representation.
Using the centre point of the box as the position given is referred to as the
most common representation for oriented bounding boxes (OBBs) in [14].
11This standard cube always has the following corners: [−1,−1,−1]T , [−1,−1, 1]T , [−1, 1,−1]T ,
[−1, 1, 1]T ,[1,−1,−1]T , [1,−1, 1]T ,[1, 1,−1]T ,[1, 1, 1]T . The standard cube is identical to the cube
representing the viewing frustum in the OpenGL normalized device coordinate (NDC) space.
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Box Diagonal and Orientation
In this representation, a box diagonal and the box orientation is given. Knowing
the box orientation means that the directions of the axes of the box coordinate
system are known. Full knowledge of the box diagonal can be practically repre-
sented in at least two ways, each totalling 6 independent parameters:
1. Both end points, A and B, of the box diagonal.
2. One box corner, A, and a direction vector, d = B −A,
Full information about the box diagonal together with orientation implies that
both box dimensions and position can be extracted. In other words, the remain-
ing corners of the box can be determined by the following procedure:
1. Get the box rotation matrix by transforming the box orientation information
into matrix form.
2. Determine the box dimensions for use in the scale transformation matrix by
projecting d onto the columns of the orientation matrix.
3. Use the mid-point, C, of the line segment AB, i.e. C = (A + B)/2, as
translation vector in the box translation matrix.
4. Apply the transformation matrices determined in the above steps to the
corners of the standard cube.
3.6 Non-minimal Box Representations
This final section on box representations treats some of the many possible ways
of representing a box using more than the required 9 independent parameters.
Using more than 9 parameters means that the information offered by the extra
parameters will be redundant. The representations suggested are by no means an
exhaustive list, but introduces the ones suggested in [14] as OBB representations,
as well as a couple of others.
Three Face Diagonals and Local Handedness
This representation is the disambiguated version of the one described in sec-
tion 3.4, where three face diagonals are given. The representation contains the
following information:
1. Three points, which form an acute triangle. This triangle’s edges form con-
nected face diagonals on the represented box.
2. The desired local handedness of the box coordinate system. Can be ex-
pressed as a matrix determinant as shown in section 3.4.
This representation needs 10 parameters to be explicitly defined. If the local
handedness is the same for all boxes, then the number of parameters needed for
each box is reduced to 9, making it a minimal representation as was discussed in
section 3.4.
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One Corner, Two Box Edges, One Scale Factor, and Local Handedness
This representation is essentially a disambiguated version of the one investigated
in section 3.4, also called Case III for 3-corner representations of boxes. The rep-
resentation consists of:
1. A known box corner.
2. The direction vectors of the two edges meeting at the given corner. Alter-
natively, two adjacent corners to the first one given.
3. The size of the missing box dimension. This disambiguates the scale of the
box.
4. The mapping from direction vectors to local box coordinate system axes.
This disambiguates the mirror ambiguity.
This representation disambiguates Case III by adding a scale factor, the size
of the box in the missing dimension. The data for this representation requires the
explicit definition of 11 parameters.
Four Non-Coplanar Corners
In this representation, 4 non-coplanar corners are given. The 4-corner represen-
tations of a box can also be regarded as disambiguated extensions of the 3-corner
representations presented in section 3.4.
There are four distinct ways of relating the corners of a tetrahedron to the
corners of a box. All these four possibilities are shown below in Figure 3.24.
The procedure for finding the remaining corners in any of the 4 cases was
outlined in section 3.4. Depending on the tetrahedron-box relationship encoun-
tered, the specific procedure changes slightly. However, the problem of finding
the remaining corners is always solvable by simple vector arithmetic, only using
the given points and vectors as input.
This representation requires 12 parameters no matter which tetrahedron type
is given.
Origin, Three Axes, and Three Scale Factors
This representation can visually be thought of as defining the origin of a box-
aligned coordinate system along with its axes expressed in a world coordinate
system, and the individual scale factors for these axes. The scale factors of the
axes can then be directly translated into the dimensions of the box. The data of
this representation is:
1. A 3-D point defining the origin of a box-aligned coordinate system.
2. 3 orthonormal vectors or, equivalently, a rotation matrix giving the axes of
the box.
3. 3 scale factors (box dimensions).
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Figure 3.24: All 4 distinct ways of picking 4 non-coplanar corners from a box.
All but the bottom left case can be produced by adding an extra corner in the
3 face diagonals representation presented in section 3.4. Note that none of the
red tetrahedra have any obtuse angles. (Top left) A trirectangular tetrahedron
formed from 3 face diagonals and 3 box edges. (Top right) A tetrahedron formed
from 6 face diagonals. In a sense, this is the natural extension of the triangle
representation formed from 3 face diagonals, since both are highly symmetric
wrt. the triangle edge-box relationships. (Bottom left) A tetrahedron formed from
2 face diagonals, 3 box edges, and 1 box diagonal. (Bottom right) A tetrahedron
formed from 3 face diagonals, 2 box edges, and 1 box diagonal.
The origin of this representation is most conveniently placed either at a box
corner, or in the geometric centre of the box . If a corner is chosen as origin,
this representation is equivalent to defining a trirectangular tetrahedron. If the
geometric centre is chosen as origin, then the representation is equivalent to the
one presented in [14] as the most common and convenient representation of an
OBB for collision detection purposes.
Since the direction of a single axis only has 2 DoF, one can either choose to rep-
resent the box dimensions implicitly as the length of each axis, or to express scale
as an explicit quantity. Depending on this choice, the representation requires 12
(implicit scales) or 15 (explicit scales) parameters.
The source of redundancy in the representation is the 9 parameters of the
rotation matrix instead of the minimum 3.
Six Planes
This representation uses the notion that a general box can be thought of as the
volume contained inside the intersections of 3 orthogonal pairs of parallel planes.
To define 6 planes, each plane must have a distance from the origin (1 DoF)
and a normal vector (2 DoF), producing a total of 18 parameters.
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Three Slabs
The number of parameters for 6 planes can be vastly reduced by defining 3 mu-
tually orthogonal slabs instead. 3 slabs reduce the redundancy by using the same
normal for parallel planes, and encoding the positions of half the planes as slab
widths.
One slab requires an origin distance, a normal vector, and a width. Depending
on whether normal and width are represented explicitly or are combined into 3
numbers, the number of parameters for a single slab becomes 4 or 5, respectively.
The grand total of parameters for 3 slabs then becomes 12 or 15. The redun-
dancy of the representation mainly comes from the fact that the necessary orthog-
onality of the slabs is not made implicit in the representation.
Eight Corners
The final representation to be considered is to define all 8 corners of a box ex-
plicitly. This representation is, as stated at the very beginning of this chapter,
redundant, since there are several constraints on the possible relative locations of
8 points, if they are to form a rectangular box. The representation is, however,
very straightforward to understand, and to render graphically.
To make this representation useful, some convention must be settled about
how the 8 corners are to be connected to form the faces and edges of a box. Alter-
natively, using the coplanar property of corners on the same face, the connectivity
of the corners can be determined automatically.
The number of parameters in an 8-corner representation is 24.
3.7 Box Geometry and Representation Summary
In this chapter, the basic geometry of 3-D boxes has been introduced along with
a number of possible computational representations of this geometry.
The main results to note in this chapter are twofold: First of all, that an arbi-
trary 3-D box has 9 DoF, i.e. position, orientation, and non-uniform scale. These
DoF translates into 9 parameters, which must given in any computational model
of the box. This fact also settles the basic rules that any 3-D box shaping technique
must adhere to. The second result to note is that the 9 DoF can be represented
in a multitude of ways, some of which do not explicitly state position, orienta-
tion, and scale. This observation forms the basis of interesting possibilities of
designing 3-D box construction techniques for users of VE’s.
One particular representation, the one based on defining 3 face diagonals of
a box through the corners of an acute triangle, is used in all of the papers con-
tributed by this thesis. In the first paper, box shaping techniques based on acute
triangles are introduced and compared to existing techniques. In the second pa-
per, one of the techniques is used in getting quantitative results about users’ abil-
ity to recognize box shaped patterns in an immersive virtual environment. In the
final paper, the same technique is used and evaluated as the basis of a 3-D box
shaped selection tool.
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4 Summary of Contributions
4.1 Introduction
This thesis presents its main contributions in the form of three papers. Each pa-
per is based on a proposed solution to an interaction problem, which somehow
involves the definition of volumes of space. Furthermore, the papers use the re-
sults of the previous papers in a sequential manner, such that the lessons learned
in one paper has a direct bearing on the approach of the next paper. The papers
are all structured in a specific pattern. First, the addressed problems are intro-
duced and motivated. This includes a discussion of relevant, current state-of-
the-art within each paper’s particular area of focus. Based on these discussions,
new technique(s) are proposed to solve the problem, and subsequently a formal
evalutation of the proposed technique(s) in the form of a user experiment is de-
scribed and analyzed.
The focus of the first paper is the definition of box-shaped volumes of space,
without any particular associated application. This means that box-shaping is
viewed as an interesting discipline in itself, with many possible applications, as
described in chapter 3. The basis of this paper is the novel idea of defining a
box in terms of 3 of its corners. A series of box construction techniques based on
this idea are designed and evaluated in the first paper. Since the evaluation of
the techniques indicates that 3-corner (3C) techniques are superiour to existing
techniques, 3C techniques play important roles in both of the subsequent papers.
Another result from the first paper, which finds use in the second paper is the
introduction of a box error metric, which allows quantitative measurement of the
difference between two boxes.
The second paper focuses on two problems related to the perception of vol-
umes of space, in the case where a volume is visualized by 3-D objects, or glyphs,
which represent a discrete sampling of that volume of space. The two problems
addressed are: 1) The visual occlusion problems caused by other objects in the
direct vicinity of the volume of interest, and 2) The problem of the density of
the sampling, which is required for perceiving the shape of such a volume cor-
rectly. The paper introduces a technique for rendering glyphs, called constant
visual angle (CVA) glyphs, which has the potential of dealing with occlusion
problems. The experiment uses box shaped volumes, and the 3C technique as
user task, in order to quantitatively measure how accurately the presented vol-
umes are perceived. Subsequently, CVA glyphs and the knowledge gained about
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density requirements are used in the studies of the third paper.
The third paper investigates a specific application of volume definition, namely
the task of multiple object selection (MOS). The specific area of interest is multi-
ple object selection on a large scale, i.e. when there are hundreds or thousands
of objects to be selected. The main parameters of interest are the choice of MOS
tool, and the geometric layout of the objects to be selected. Three different MOS
techniques have been tested, among which is the magic wand technique, a novel
technique in a 3-D MOS context. Another tested technique is one of the 3C box
shaping techniques. Thus, the third paper builds on the results of the former two
papers.
4.2 Paper A Summary
Introduction
Paper A is entitled Shaping 3-D Boxes: A Full 9 Degree-of-Freedom Docking Experi-
ment. The overall goal of Paper A is to identify efficient techniques that allow a
user to shape a 3-D box with all 9 associated DoF. The reason for aiming a study
at the specific interaction of shaping boxes is the ubiquity of boxes both in 2-D
user interaction, and in real-world objects. I.e. the need to shape a box has the
potential to be an important part of many interactions and applications, such as
interactive modelling and in volumetric selection tasks. The goals of the paper
are twofold. First of all, a new family of techniques based on pointing out 3 cor-
ners of a box is introduced and tested. The second goal is to see, how various
allocations of the 9 box DoF to the users’ hands affects the quality of the resulting
boxes.
The basic outline of the paper is to first identify the current state-of-the-art in
3-D box construction methods. Then, the option to avoid direct specification of
orientation and scale is proposed, and the theory of this approach, which is based
on indicating 3 corners of a box, is introduced. This theory is basically the same,
which was also given in somewhat greater detail in chapter 3. The evaluation
of the new technique needs a way of quantifying the difference between a user
created box and a reference box, called the target. For this reason, a quantitative
measure of box difference is also introduced in the paper. The final portion of the
paper deals with the performed experiment, and the analysis of its results.
State-of-the-Art
Shaping 3-D Boxes
Shaping 3-D boxes in immersive virtual environments had not been the subject
of much study prior to the paper presented in this thesis. This is especially the
case, if the box construction technique is detached from a particular application
such as object selection. As such, the paper presented in this thesis is currently
both unique in its theoretical and experimental approach to 3-D box construction.
In this section, the main current examples of box construction techniques will be
presented.
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The main existing work in the field of 3-D box construction is due to Ulinski
et al [60, 59, 61, 58]. The focus of these studies is the application of 3-D boxes
as selection volumes. Outside the world of desktop 3-D box construction, these
works present the first systematic studies of 3-D box construction techniques. The
approach taken by Ulinski et al is to study how the actions of the user’s hands
can be mapped to the parameters controlling the shape of a box. Specifically,
techniques involving both hands, i.e. bimanual techniques, are of interest.
In the studies, three families of techniques are introduced and tested as se-
lection tools: Hand-on-Corner (HOC), Hand-in-Middle (HIM), and Two Corners
(TC). The techniques are designed such that they feature different levels of the
two primary design factors of synchronicity and symmetry between the actions
of the hands. Synchronous in this respect implies that the hands are performing
tasks at the same time, while symmetry means that the hands are performing the
same task.
A HOC technique is one, where the user’s non-dominant hand holds onto
one corner of the box being shaped. This hand is both used for placing that
corner of the box, and for orienting the box as a whole. The dominant hand
places the diagonally opposite corner to give the scale of the box. Thus, HOC
techniques are all asymmetric, since the hands do not play the same role wrt.
the box. The synchronicity of a HOC technique can be modified by deciding
whether or not the hands perform their tasks simultaneously or not. The fact that
position, orientation, and scale are all defined separately as explicit quantities,
means that a HOC technique features all needed 9 DoF to define a full box. A
HIM technique is more or less identical to a HOC tehnique, except for the fact
that the non-dominant hand defines the geometric centre of the box, rather than a
corner of the box. Thus, a user employing HIM techniques can potentially create
a box twice as large, since the arms only define half the box diagonal, instead of
the full length of the same diagonal.
In techniques based on the TC idea, the user still holds on to two diagonally
opposite corners of the desired box. However, with the basic TC scheme, the
positions of the two hands are used to infer both the position, orientation, and
scale of the box. The main appeal of this approach is that it is simple. As such
it also performs well in evaluations. However, TC is problematic, since two 3-
D positions, i.e. 6 numbers, cannot possibly produce 9 independent parameters.
This implies that some internal dependency between the computed parameters
occurs. In box shaping terms, this means that some boxes will be impossible to
define. In terms of DoF, it implies that the orientation and scale of the box become
interdependent, i.e. modifying the scale of a box also changes its orientation and
vice-versa. Another possible result is that the created boxes are all axis-aligned,
i.e. of identical orientation. An attempt to fix this problem is presented in [58].
The presented solution is to allow the user to rotate the box around the diago-
nal defined by the user’s hands, by twisting the hands. This adds an additional
DoF to the technique. A scale button is also included, which adds an 8th DoF.
However, the technique is still missing 1 DoF, meaning that it is in some way am-
biguous. The implications of this are twofold: 1) Box shaping algorithms based
on 3 corners are still attractive, because two corners are insufficient, unless a se-
ries of extra steps or controls are added. 2) TC techniques are not considered in
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the current evaluation of 9 DoF box shaping techniques. Thus, all comparisons
will be made against HOC type techniques, which feature all needed 9 DoF. Fur-
thermore, both the HOC techniques and those introduced in the presented con-
tribution are based on controlling corners, rather than the centre point of a box.
Another approach to shaping a 3-D box is presented by Lucas et al in [33, 32].
The application is focused on resizing objects [33], i.e. a kind of non-rigid manip-
ulation, and on selection of multiple objects [32]. The approach taken is to shape
the box from a persistent proto-box, which can be arbitrarily moved, oriented,
and scaled using separate techniques. In [32], the positional and rotational aspect
of manipulation is handled using the Go-Go technique [46]. However, the scaling
is handled by aligning a cursor with the desired dimension of the box, followed
by pressing a button or joystick to perform the scaling. This technique is named
the Pointer Orientation-Based Resize Technique, or PORT. In [33], an approach
to scaling using 26 separate widgets spread out across the box is used. With that
approach the scaling occurs, when the user selects and moves a widget. The cho-
sen widget decides which dimensions are scaled. Thus, the presented techniques
in those papers are not full-fledged 9 DoF box shaping techniques, but rather en-
sembles of techniques that allow for serial manipulation of the same DoF as those
of a box.
In standard 3-D modelling tools for the desktop like 3ds Max, an arbitrary
box is also modelled in a series of steps. The first step is to define an axis-aligned
base of the desired box. This step settles two of the scale DoF. The next step is to
define the 3rd scale DoF, which is done by extruding the base along the missing
dimension. The final two steps is to orient and place the box, which settles the
remaining 6 DoF in two operations.
Since the publication of Paper A, an additional study has emerged, which
uses the non-rigid manipulation of a small box as interaction technique for touch
displays [9]. The presented tBox technique is specifically aimed at touch displays,
which means that is not directly usable in an immersive HMD context like the one
used in this thesis. However, it is a very good example that the ability to control
the DoF of a box has many applications besides the actual shaping of the box
itself.
Docking
The performed experiment is a docking experiment. This means that the user task
is to match the spatial characteristics of a user-shaped box to those of a presented
target box in-situ. The rationale of using a docking task is that this task is very
generic, and not tied to any specific application of box-shaping. However, being
able to make precise, high-quality dockings is essentially the same as performing
a high precision volumetric selection, non-rigid manipulation, or modelling task.
As such, results from a docking experiment should be indicative of the perfor-
mance in several application contexts.
No prior studies performing a docking task using a non-rigid 9 DoF object
exist. However, many studies exist, if the restriction is 6 DoF or lower. Prominent
examples are presented in [38, 74, 72, 35, 21, 23]. Docking tasks have typically
been used to either evaluate the efficiency of interaction techniques related to
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rotation manipulations [35, 21], or to evaluate the efficiency of novel interaction
devices [23, 74, 72]. The main results of these works can be summarized in two
points.
1. Users tend to focus on one or a few DoF at a time when doing a docking
task.
2. Rotation is harder to control precisely than translation.
The latter point implies that an interaction technique which implicitly achieves
arbitrary object rotation should outperform any technique involving explicit ro-
tation. This is exactly one of the defining characteristics of the techniques intro-
duced and tested in Paper A.
While none of the existing studies deal with docking tasks involving more
than 6 DoF, one of the studies does introduce and test interaction devices with
more than 6 DoF [23]. In that study, 12 DoF input devices are evaluated in dock-
ing tasks. However, the additional DoF are used such that several device DoF
maps to the same DoF in the visualized environment, e.g. such that there is more
than one way of controlling rotation.
Measuring Docking Quality
Measuring the quality, or specifically precision, of a docking operation is a non-
trivial task. The only current way of measuring docking quality is due to Zhai [74].
The proposed quality measure, q, deals with the notion of inefficiency in the
docking process, in that it is based on the observed path length, l, and the theo-
retical minimum path length, m, as given in Equation 4.1. The equation for the
rotation component of the docking process follows a similar pattern.
q =
l −m
m
(4.1)
Since Zhai’s main interest was to investigate how users allocate control of the
6 DoF used in the experiments, the measure introduced deals with the docking
process rather than its end results. Furthermore, the measure is split into two
separate components for translation and rotation. In this paper, however, the goal
of the evaluation is not to investigate the path that leads to the docking result,
but rather how close the end result was to the given docking target. This is very
much in line with the methodological decision of this thesis to allow for imperfect
results in the user experiments. No other current work has attempted to quantify
the end results of a docking operation, since docking tasks have typically been
required to be perfectly solved by the user, i.e. the result is always within some
very close, acceptable proximity of the target shape.
The only other measurement frequently used in current literature on docking
is the completion time of the task, and the time spent controlling each of the
DoF involved. Completion times, however, are not specific to docking tasks, and
furthermore, they say little about the actual quality of the end result.
In general literature dealing with boxes, such as Ericson’s book on collision
detection [14], the only proposed methods for comparing two boxes deal with
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the questions of overlap and separation/penetration distances. As such the pre-
sented methods do not deal with measuring the similarity of boxes.
For these reasons, the method of measuring the similarity of two boxes, and
hence the docking quality, presented in this paper is both necessary and novel.
The method is both explained in the next sections, and in the paper itself.
Contributions
The main contributions of this paper fall into a technical category and an exper-
imental category. On the technical side of matters, the introduction of new box
shaping techniques and a metric to compare the similarity of two boxes are the
main contributions. On the experimental side, the validation of the proposed
box shaping techniques and their comparison to existing techniques are the main
contributions. In this section, these contributions will be introduced in turn.
3-Corner Box Shaping Techniques
The theoretical background of defining an arbitrary 3-D box by defining three
of its corners was already presented in chapter 3. However, the theoretical pos-
sibility of using 3 corner representations, henceforth 3C representations, as the
foundation of a box shaping technique was not explored then. In Paper A, four
different techniques were designed from the basic 3C concept. All of these tech-
niques are based on letting the user point out 3 corners of the desired box. As
stated in chapter 3, these three corners must be placed such that they form an
acute triangle whose edges are face diagonals of the desired box. Therefore, the
basic requirement for all techniques is that the user has to be able to point out
three 3-D locations in space. This requirement is handled by a 3-D motion track-
ing system and a couple of interaction devices with buttons, which allows the
user to indicate where to place the corners.
The main distinguishing feature of box shaping techniques based on 3C thus
lies in the number of corners placed simultaneously. This translates directly into
the number of box DoF, which the user has to simultaneously control. I.e. placing
one corner requires control of 3 DoF, two simultaneous corners require 6 DoF, and
three simultaneous corners implies control of 9 simultaneous DoF. Although it is
also possible to control less than 3 simultaneous DoF, e.g. by controlling the first,
second, and third coordinates of a corner position in separate steps, the choice
here is to only work with DoF control in batches of 3. The reasons for this choice
are:
1. With a 6 DoF motion tracking system such as the one used in the current
experiment, it intuitively seems more natural to measure all 3 coordinates
at the same time when a user is pointing somewhere, than to tell the user to
first indicate the x-coordinate, then y, then z.
2. Splitting the DoF definition into smaller batches than 3, produces a large
number of possible combinations to test, which is unmanageable given the
available time and resources.
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Therefore, with the chosen DoF batches of 3, 6, and 9, the possible 3C box
shaping techniques are:
1. 3+3+3 DoF 3C, which means that the user places the three corners, one at
a time. The main implications of this strategy are that the user only has to
use one hand at a time, and that the number of simultaneously controlled
DoF are minimized.
2. 3+6 DoF 3C, which means that the user first places one corner, then two
simultaneously, to define a box. The final step may also be expressed as
simultaneously defining both end points of a face diagonal. Thus, this tech-
nique mixes the DoF batch sizes.
3. 6+3 DoF 3C is the opposite procedure of 3+6 DoF 3C. I.e. the user first
defines the two end points of a desired face diagonal simultaneously, then
places the final corner to complete the box. This technique also mixes the
DoF batch sizes.
4. 9 DoF 3C is special, since placing three corners simultaneously implies that
two hands are no longer enough. As such, this technique is somewhat com-
plicated to control, and also somewhat contrived in its design. However, it
provides a counterpart to the original HOC technique, where all 9 DoF are
also controlled at the same time. In the current implementation, control of
the third corner is allocated to a position offset in front of the user’s head.
Since the 3C representation is novel, all of the above techniques are also novel.
The main reason for them also being potentially useful is the lack of requirement
of explicit orientation specification, which has proven difficult in numerous pre-
vious studies.
Computing the Similarity of Boxes
As argued in section 4.2, no methods exist for assessing the quality of the end
results of a docking operation. In this case, this implies that no prior methods
for computing the similarity of two boxes exist. The proposed method in this
regard is to define a metric on the space spanned by all 3-D boxes. Using a metric
function implies that a value of 0 indicates that the involved boxes are identical.
Increasing values imply decreasing similarity. As such, the choice of a metric
function means that it is really a measure of dissimilarity.
The metric is computed by identifying all the linear transformations that map
the corners of one box to the corners of another box. Each linear mapping can be
used to produce a set of 8 translation vectors that map between the corners of the
two involved boxes. The metric is then just the minimum combined translation
distance produced by such a set of translation vectors.
The reason for the existence of several linear mappings is the high degree of
symmetry of a box. Or, viewed in other another perspective, the high degree
of similarity of the vertices in the box graph. In total, there are 48 isomorphic
ways of mapping the vertices of one box graph to another, i.e. without changing
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internal connectivity of the graph. Viewed at a geometric level, this is equivalent
to stating that a cube has 48 possible symmetries. Expressed in terms of matrices,
the group of all 3 × 3 signed permutation matrices represents all the possible
symmetries of a cube. A signed permutation matrix is a square matrix with two
constraints on its entries:
1. Only one non-zero entry is permitted in each column and row.
2. Entries can only take the values 1 or −1.
I.e. a signed permutation matrix is any square matrix, Pi, which can be cre-
ated by repeatedly swapping and scaling the rows by of an identity matrix by 1
or -1. Expressing the symmetries in terms of matrices is convenient in this case,
because of the decision to base the metric on linear mappings. In the current
case, a 4 × 4 version of Pi is needed, since homogeneous coordinates are neces-
sary to also allow for translation of the involved corners. In that case Pi(4, 4) = 1,
meaning that only the upper-left 3 × 3 part of Pi changes. The most convenient
way of determining all the linear mappings is probably to use a standard cube
as an intermediate step. This standard cube was introduced in section 3.5. The
algorithm for finding a mapping from one box to another then consists of three
separate transformations.
1. Map the corners of the first box to the corners of the standard cube
2. Make a signed permutation of the corners of the standard cube
3. Transform the corners of the permuted standard cube to the corners of the
other box
Determining each of the involved transformations in the above is trivial. Visu-
ally, the situation is represented in Figure 4.1. In terms of matrices, the following
expression yields the desired sets of translation vectors from the box β1 to the box
β2. If Tβ1 and Tβ2 are 4 × 4 are matrices transforming the standard cube into β1
and β2, respectively, and Xβ1 and Xβ2 are 4 × 8 matrices containing the corners
of the two boxes, then the ith set of candidate translation vectors, Ui is:
Ui = Tβ2PiT
−1
β1
Xβ1 −Xβ1 (4.2)
Finding the distance between β1 and β2, δ(β1, β2), is then just a matter of
picking the minimum combined translation produced by one of the 48 candidate
sets of translation vectors, Ui:
δ(β1, β2) = min δi =
8∑
j=1
√
(Ui
TUi)j,j (4.3)
The design of the metric has a couple of potentially useful properties, which
also makes it appealing outside the realm of 3-D boxes:
1. The matrix Tβ2PiT
−1
β1
can be decomposed differently as a translation, rota-
tion, and scaling matrix, which allows for diagnosis of error sources/types.
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Figure 4.1: The three stage transformation from one 2-D box to another. The 3-
D case is completely analogous to the 2-D case. The goal is to map the corners
of Box 1 to the corners of Box 2. This is done by first mapping the corners of
Box 1 to a standard cube using one transformation (green arrows). Then, some
permutation of the standard cube’s corners is performed (red arrows). Finally,
the standard cube’s corners are mapped to Box 2 (blue arrows). Only one version
of the transformations from Box 1 to the cube, and from the cube to Box 2 are
needed, since the internal permutation of the cube’s corners handles all possible
mappings from Box 1 to Box 2. The three steps of the the complete transformation
are easier to determine than trying to find the complete transformation in one
step.
2. The metric generalizes straightforwardly to other shapes, by defining a
standardized version of that shape - just like the standard cube - and re-
placing the Pi with the matrices in the appropriate symmetry group for the
desired type of shape. For instance, octahedrons share the same symmetry
group as cubes, so in that case, the only needed adaptation is to define a
standard octahedron.
3. The metric also generalizes to objects of lower or higher dimensionality, e.g.
to 2-D boxes (rectangles) or 4-D boxes (tesseracts) by changing the dimen-
sions of the involved matrices.
4. The metric is indeed a real metric, since it obeys all the requirements of
metric functions, i.e. non-negativity, symmetry, identity of indiscernibles,
and the triangle inequality. The easiest way to realize that this is true, is
that the metric is just a minimized sum of Euclidean vector norms, which
themselves are metric functions.
Experiment & Results
The performed experiment was a 2-factor within-subjects design with repeated
measures for each test condition from each participant. The experimental fac-
tors were constituted by the choice of overall technique, 3C or HOC, and by the
separation of DoF batches. In the HOC techniques, the DoF batches consists of
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separate 3 DoF translation, rotation, and scaling operations. The design matrix
of the experiment is presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: The expermental design matrix of Paper A. There are two experimental
factors, technique family and DoF allocation, producing a total of 8 experimental
conditions. The entries in the table are read as p=position, o=orientation, s=scale.
& means simultaneous defintion,→means sequential definition.
Family DoF allocation3+3+3 3+6 6+3 9
3C p→p→p p→p&p p&p→p p&p&p
HOC p→o→s p→o&s p&o→s p&o&s
The following three hypotheses were stated to set the goals of the investiga-
tion:
H1 3C techniques (with the possible exception of 9 DoF 3C) outperforms HOC
techniques in terms of precision.
H2 3C techniques are faster to use than HOC.
H3 Allowing the user to focus on fewer DoF simultaneously increases the preci-
sion of the docking.
The experiment was performed using a high field-of-view (FoV), partial over-
lap HMD in the form of an nVisor SX111. The interaction devices were two wire-
less presentation mice with infrared markers attached to make them trackable by
the 24-camera OptiTrack system used in the experiment. Thus, the devices of-
fered all the functionality found on standard computer mice. The user mobility
was restricted to a 2.25m radius by the tracking system and the HMD’s power
and signal cables. The experimental software was run on a Microsoft Windows
PC with a custom-made OpenGL renderer. This overall setup is identical in all
the experiments performed for all three contributed papers. An illustration of the
used devices is shown in Figure 4.2.
In the experiment, the users were presented with a series of randomized, yel-
low wireframe target boxes. The task was then to use the given technique, which
also came in randomized order, to dock or shape a user controlled box into the
target box. For each trial, the completion time and the distance between the user
and the target box were logged as response variables. 5 repetitions of each test
condition was made, implying that each user went through a total of 8 × 5 = 40
trials.
The main results of the experiment were the following. The results are pre-
sented and elaborated in much more detail in the actual paper:
1. The 3+3+3 DoF 3C technique is significantly more precise than most of the
other tested techniques.
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Figure 4.2: The devices used in all experiments. (Left) The nVisor SX111 HMD
mounted on a styrofoam head. The HMD features 1280×1024 pixels for each eye,
and a total horizontal FoV of 102◦. However, the HMD only features stereoscopic
overlap in the central 66% of the total FoV. (Right) The two wireless presentation
mice used in the experiment. The mice each feature the usual 3 mouse buttons
and a scroll wheel.
2. The 9 DoF 3C technique performs significantly worse than any other tested
technique - as expected.
3. If the 9 DoF techniques are disregarded, then the 3C family of techniques is
more precise than the HOC family of techniques
4. Controlling 3+3+3 DoF is significantly more precise than any of the other
tested options. The opposite is true for simultaneous 9 DoF control.
5. Most techniques are not significantly different from each other in terms of
speed. There is no systematic interpretation of the significant differences in
completion times for the tested techniques.
Conclusion
The results of Paper A have demonstrated the usefulness of box shaping tech-
niques based on the 3C representation of a box, by virtue of being more precise
than comparable existing techniques. This indicates that 3C boxes and the idea
of getting rid of explicit orientation specification is likely a productive approach
to pursue in future studies. For this reason, 3+3+3 DoF 3C will be the technique
of choice for box shaping in the other studies of this thesis.
Furthermore, the introduction of the box distance metric allows unambigu-
ous quantification of the results of docking operations involving boxes, with the
potential of generalizing to other shapes as well. Therefore, this metric should be
of interest in any future docking study, where the precision of the end result is of
concern.
Most of the results found in the experiment were in line with existing liter-
ature on the topic. However, the finding that 3+3+3 DoF 3C outperformed the
other techniques implies that it is not always the best approach to use both hands
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in a synchronous manner when shaping a volume. This result is in contradiction
with current, existing results.
4.3 Paper B Summary
Introduction
Paper B is entitled Shape Perception in 3-D Scatterplots Using Constant Visual Angle
Glyphs. This paper deals with the perception of structures, or patterns, in 3-D
scatterplots explored in an immersive virtual environment. Scatterplots are one
of the most common visualizations of arbitrary data. In a 3-D scatterplot, each
record in a data set is represented as a 3-D object, called a glyph. The observed
values of each record can then be mapped to various visual parameters of the
glyph, such as colour, position, and shape. The idea of a scatterplot is quite old,
but it is only with the aid of computers that it becomes feasible and practical to
make scatterplots that feature interactive aspects.
Since 3-D scatterplots are volumetric of nature, they present a very interest-
ing application of shaping 3-D volumes. Although 3-D scatterplots can both be
explored in a 2-D desktop environment, the use of immersive technology offers a
different approach, which may provide other insights through the new modes of
exploration made possible in an immersive VE. As such, data exploration in im-
mersive environments presents a possible supplement rather than a replacement
for desktop data exploration.
In Paper B, there are two main contributions. One is an investigation of the
volumetric density levels of glyphs needed, if the shapes of patterns in a 3-D
scatterplot are to be perceptible by a human observer. The other contribution
is the suggestion to use a non-standard way of rendering the glyphs, which is
named constant visual angle (CVA) glyphs, which potentially allows for better
perception of shapes in adverse conditions, i.e. when the desired patterns are
visually occluded by clouds of clutter, or noise glyphs.
The paper is organized in the same way as Paper A. The introduction is fol-
lowed by a discussion of the current state-of-the-art along with a section on CVA
glyphs, which presents the theoretical background and the perceptual motiva-
tion for using CVA glyphs. The other half of the paper explains the experiment
performed to investigate different glyph densities and the use of CVA glyphs.
State-of-the-Art
3-D Scatterplots
Since the production of 3-D scatterplots is a quite old discipline, many studies
and tools already exist on this topic. A general history of the topic of information
visualization is presented in [57]. In [67], Ware presents a very comprehensive
survey of data visualization methods, including 3-D scatterplots. On page 289
of this book, Ware notes that little work has been concerned with the conditions
that allow for perception of structures in 3-D scatterplots, including the effect of
supporting various depth cues in the visualization. The only example given is a
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study by Donoho et al [12], where the use of a spinning scatterplot is shown to
improve the perception of the spatial structures inside the plot. However, the use
of a spinning plot would probably not be a practical approach in an immersive
VE, where the user is exploring the data from the inside.
Since then, a few notable sudies have been made. In [19], the choice of visu-
alization parameters for 3-D glyphs is discussed in the light of perceptual psy-
chology. Here, the notion of perceptual grouping, i.e. the tendency to focus on
an entire pattern rather than its constituent parts, is stated as a very important
aspect of human pattern perception. As will be explained, the suggested use
of CVA glyphs has the potential to reinforce this ability. Perceptual grouping is
also discussed in [56]. The conditions that cause perceptual grouping to occur
are explained through the gestalt laws of perceptual psychology. These laws were
originally studied in the mid 1930’s [27], but remain influential today in under-
standing human visual perception [67]. In this paper, the most influential of the
gestalt laws is the laws of proximity and connectedness, which state that objects
in close proximity, and connected objects, respectively, tend to be perceived as a
coherent group. These two gestalt laws are illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: The gestalt laws of proximity and connectedness illustrated. (Left)
The proximity law. Local proximity to other points means that most people will
perceive two distinct groups of points, although the points themselves are identi-
cal. (Right) The connectedness law. Being visually connected is an even stronger
grouping criterion than proximity. Most people perceive 3 groups of 2 points
each, even though the points only form two groups by the law of proximity.
Perceptual grouping for improved pattern perception can also be reinforced
without the use of 3-D glyphs. In [36], the discrete points in a data set are con-
verted into continuous iso-density surfaces, which are then visualized. This ap-
proach also supports the notion of Paper B that 3-D glyph density is a useful and
significant aspect to investigate. Further support for the significance of cloud
density is presented in a 2010 study by Wang et al [66]. There, the ability of users
to point out maxima in a scatterplot visualization of a 3-D temperature distribu-
tion is significantly affected by cloud density. Furthermore, the size of the glyphs
is also significant. The study of Wang et al differentiates itself from the study
of Paper B, by using a projection screen and only allowing the user to view the
visualized data from the outside, at a distance. It is therefore interesting to see, if
the results of the current study are different from those of Wang et al.
In [48], the role of illumination for shape perception in 3-D scatterplots is in-
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vestigated. The idea of that paper is to use different illumation models depending
on the local topology of the scatterplot. I.e. curve-shaped features will be illumi-
nated differently from 2-D surfaces, which in turn is lit differently from volumet-
ric features. The glyphs were visualized as points. In this case, the density of the
visualization is also likely to be important, since the illumination of a 2-D sur-
face will only look convincing if the density of the visualized point cloud is high
enough. An earlier example of using illumination to increase the perception of
shapes in 3-D scatterplots is found in [31].
The use of immersive VE’s in the exploration of 3-D scatterplots has e.g. been
studied in [40, 41]. In those works, an approach to visual data mining (VDM) us-
ing CAVE’s and large panoramic 3-D stereo screens is presented. The main focus
of the work is on the software architecture used, and on the idea of using dy-
namic visualizations, where the glyphs’ 3-D positions are animated using some
of the data set parameters as input.
Interactions with 3-D Scatterplots
The presence of glyphs representing undesired information is a frequent problem
in 3-D scatterplots. Such glyphs can e.g. clutter the FoV, occluding the clear view
of a pattern of interest. For this reason, such glyphs are referred to as noise glyphs.
Getting rid of noise is one of the most frequent interaction goals in viewing of 3-D
scatterplots.
One strategy for dealing with this issue is to introduce user-controlled clip-
ping planes into the scene. These clipping planes deal with the noise by removing
all glyphs on one side of the plane. If many clipping planes are used, it becomes
possible to carve away all or most of the noise to only see the pattern. However,
depending on the shape of the pattern, the planar shape of the clipping planes
may be problematic, e.g. if the pattern of interest has a concave shape. The clip-
ping plane approach is e.g. presented in [66, 76]. If a closed volume is used for
clipping instead of individual planes, this approach is sometimes known as a
Magic Lens [63].
Another approach to noise reduction is to change the appearance of the glyphs.
This can e.g. be done by making semi-transparent glyphs, or by reducing the size
of glyphs. The transparency approach is e.g. used in [60]. Reducing the size of
the glyphs is only practical, if it is somehow possible to reduce the size of the
noise glyphs, while keeping the size of the pattern glyphs. Otherwise, the po-
tential gain of the operation is small, or even counterproductive, if the pattern
glyphs become so small that they are difficult to see. The prerequisite of scaling
the noise without scaling the pattern is a selection operation. Good and precise
volumetric selections in a generic context are non-trivial to achieve, as e.g. il-
lustrated through this thesis. Therefore, this approach is not without associated
difficulties.
The third way of dealing with visual clutter, is to interactively distort the 3-D
space where the glyphs are visualized, such that the noise is moved away from
the pattern. Such distortions are e.g. presented in [8]. The control of the distortion
can e.g. be mapped to the user’s hand such that objects close to the hand are
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pinched together in a smaller space, while objects further away are repulsed by
the hand.
As will be explained in section 4.3, CVA glyphs represent a mixture of the
latter two approaches. This is true, because CVA glyphs represents a view de-
pendent distortion of the perceived glyph size.
There are also many interactions with 3-D scatterplots, which are not directly
related to noise removal. Common interaction tasks include grand tour explo-
ration, drill-down analysis, and brushing-and-linking. A common prerequisite
of the latter two is the ability to make a volumetric selection. This highlights
some of the practical applications of the topic of this thesis.
In a grand tour exploration, a large number of mappings of visual parameters
are viewed in turn to reveal the projections that offer the best view of the struc-
tures in the data [1]. Such a method is both applicable to desktop and immersive
contexts. Different versions of the grand tour are discussed in [40, 13].
In drill-down analysis, the exploration of the data set is done by gradually fo-
cusing on, or drilling down into, a specific region of interest. Drill-down analysis
can also be combined with grand tour approaches, such that the main param-
eters of the visualization are gradually identified to arrive at the best possible
view of the pattern of interest. In [13], a strategy involving both a modified grand
tour and drill-down analysis is presented. An essential prerequisite of drill-down
analysis is to be able to specify the 3-D region to drill into.
In brushing-and-linking, the goal is to highlight an interesting pattern of glyphs
(called brushing) to see how it behaves using different projections of the data
set (called linking), e.g. to find otherwise hard-to-detect relationships between a
large number of observed variables. The brushing-and-linking technique was in-
troduced by Buja et al in 1991 [7]. Once again, volumetric selection is a necessary
prerequisite, which allows for the actual brushing to occur.
Contributions
CVA Glyphs
The definition of a CVA glyphs is a glyph which is rendered such that its pro-
jected size does not change as the viewpoint moves closer or further away. Under
normal circumstances, this implies two things:
1. CVA glyphs cover a constant amount of pixels in screen-space.
2. CVA glyphs cover an approximately constant part of the viewer’s FoV1. Hence,
the name constant visual angle glyphs.
Although the visual angle covered by the CVA glyphs is only approximately
constant, the CVA name is chosen, because it better describes the perceptual con-
sequences of rendering glyphs in this way.
1This is only true, when the glyphs are not rendered using a very large perspective FoV, in which
case CVA glyphs rendered at the edge of the FoV would cover siginificantly smaller visual angles
than those rendered in the centre of the FoV.
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The idea of rendering objects with these properties is not new at all. How-
ever, the potential perceptual utility of doing so in the context of exploration of
3-D scatterplots has not been noted or investigated before. The most prominent
example of a rendering method, which would always produce CVA glyphs, is
the use of orthographic projection. However, orthographic projection is not very
well suited for immersive viewing, since it provides a very unnatural viewing
experience. Furthermore, the real power of CVA glyphs only shows, when the
glyphs are rendered in a regular perspective context.
The point of using CVA glyphs is that they have the potential to reduce the ef-
fects of noise in a visualization without requiring the user to employ any special
tools, such as hand-controlled distortions or clipping planes. The only required
interaction is the ability of the user to navigate to a place, where the pattern is vis-
ible without much noise getting in the way. This is true, because of the perceptual
consequences of using CVA glyphs:
With glyphs rendered using regular perspective projection, the visual angle
of glyphs increases as the viewpoint moves closer, and vice versa when the view-
point moves away. This produces the well-known effect that nearby objects cover
a larger amount of the FoV than those further away. Since this is also the way that
the human visual system works in the real-world, this effect, called perspective
foreshortening, is very important in the assessment of the distance to objects. I.e.
perspective foreshortening is a significant depth cue. Even though the visual angle
of an object changes, the usual human interpretation of this is that the object has
retained its physical size, but changed its distance to the viewer. This is known
as the size-distance invariance hypothesis [4]. However, since the visual angle
of a CVA glyph does not change when moving relative to it, the basic assump-
tions of this hypothesis are violated. Instead, the most likely interpretation of
seeing a CVA glyph in a head-tracked VE will be that the physical size of the
glyph is changing to accomodate that its visual angle is not changing, since the
viewer intrinsically knows the amount of self-motion relative to the glyph. This
is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: The size-distance invariance hypothesis in relation to CVA glyphs
illustrated. Although the two objects, A and B, cover the same visual angle of the
viewer, they are perceived to be of different size and at different depths. If the
viewer is able to move closer to the objects, and the visual angle does not change
(the case with CVA glyphs), then the only natural inference is that the objects
have become smaller. The opposite is true when backing away. Therefore, CVA
glyphs violate the size-distance invariance hypothesis.
This unusual phenomenon does not rule out the use of any other depth cues,
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Figure 4.5: A CVA glyph cloud with the noise-spreading and pattern-
solidification properties illustrated. Yellow glyphs are noise, blue ones are pat-
tern. Note that all glyphs are the same size in pixels across all 4 images. (A) The
cloud is viewed at such a large distance that none of the blue pattern is revealed.
Instead, the noise is solid. (B) Moving closer to the cloud reveals the blue pattern,
relatively unobscured by the noise. This situation also represents a sweet spot,
where noise-spreading and pattern-solidification are both helping. (C) Standing
inside a pattern causes it to spread out and become imperceptible. (D) Moving
away from the pattern causes it to solidify into a recognizable shape.
such as linear perspective, stereo, shading, cast shadows, and occlusion. Most
importantly, it is still possible to let the positions of CVA glyphs be subjected to
regular perspective projection, even if the rendering of the glyph itself on-screen
follows the unusual properties of CVA glyphs. This means that the perceived
spatial relationships between CVA glyphs is intact, even if the perception of the
size of the individual glyphs is subject to a view-dependent distortion. Thus, the
structures and patterns in a 3-D scatterplot of CVA glyphs are still intact. Fur-
thermore, If CVA glyphs are combined with linear perspective, two potentially
very useful properties are introduced:
1. Noise-spreading: Because of linear perspective objects move outwards in
the field-of-view as the viewpoint moves closer. At the same time, the CVA
feature ensures that the objects do not increase their coverage of the FoV.
The combined effect is therefore that a user can thin out any noise to see
what is found behind, simply by moving closer to the noise.
2. Pattern-solidification: This is opposite of noise-spreading. If a viewer is
standing inside a cloud of interesting glyphs, it is possible to solidify that
cloud by backing away from it. This is true, because linear perspective
ensures that the screen positions of objects condense as you move away. At
the same time, the CVA feature implies that the glyphs do not decrease in
visual angle. Eventually, the CVA glyphs will begin to touch and overlap
on-screen, which solidifies the pattern.
In many cases, it is possible to adjust the viewpoint such that both of the above
properties are used. I.e. such that the noise is removed, while the pattern is solid-
ified, representing a kind of sweet-spot for viewing that pattern. This also implies
that the CVA feature has reinforced the perceptual grouping, while getting rid of
any visual occlusion. Both of the properties are illustrated in Figure 4.5.
The actual implementation of CVA glyphs is most easily and efficiently achieved
using point sprites. That is, images of the glyphs, which are rendered in screen
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space after any perspective projection is performed. This approach also allows
the glyphs to be shaded to appear as real 3-D objects instead of flat 2-D images.
The main constraint, however, is that spheres are the only practical glyph shapes
to use, if 3-D lighting and shading is desired.
Experimental Results
The goal of the experiment was to investigate the effects of three factors: Glyph
density, the presence/absence of noise, and the use CVA glyphs compared to
glyphs rendered with regular perspective projection. The noise and CVA factors
were both binary factors, i.e. on or off, while the density was tested through five
chosen levels. This produced a total of 2× 2× 5 = 20 unique conditions. The five
density levels were chosen such that a clear difference was visible, even without
the HMD, and such that the pattern shape was indiscernible at the lowest level,
and clearly visible at the highest level. Thus, testing this range of densities should
reveal where any threshold levels might be. The specific levels were: 1,000, 5,000,
10,000, 50,000, and 100,000 glyphs/m3. The factors and levels are presented in
Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: A table of all test conditions of Paper B. The numerical entries in the ta-
ble are the unique ID’s assigned to each condition. E.g. condition 4 has a density
of 5,000 glyphs/m3 with CVA glyphs enabled and no noise.
Without noise
CVA Density [glyphs/m
3]
1,000 5,000 10,000 50,000 100,000
Yes 0 4 8 12 16
No 1 5 9 13 17
With noise
CVA Density [glyphs/m
3]
1,000 5,000 10,000 50,000 100,000
Yes 2 6 10 14 18
No 3 7 11 15 19
The glyph size was either fixed to a diameter of 25 pixels in the case of CVA,
or to a radius of 1 cm in the case of regular perspective glyphs. The use of CVA
glyphs, which violate the size-distance invariance hypothesis, makes it impossi-
ble to design the experiment such that the different types of glyphs always appear
to have the same size in both cases: With CVA, the glyphs will appear to change
their perceived visual size, and appear small when the user is close. Without
CVA, the visual angle of a glyph grows as the user moves close, eventually cov-
ering the entire FoV of the user. This fact is unavoidable and expected, no matter
which absolute size is chosen for the non-CVA glyphs. Using a CVA size of 25
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pixels implies that the physical, perceived size of the glyph is approximately 1.44
cm when viewed at a distance of 1 m. Conversely, the viewing distance, which
produces a physical radius of 1 cm is around 69 cm. I.e. at the chosen glyph sizes,
the perspective glyphs cover more screen space than the CVA glyphs if the user
is closer than 69 cm. Further away, the CVA glyphs cover more screen space. It
is therefore a reasonable conclusion that the size difference does not unreason-
ably favor any of the glyph types at realistic viewing distances. The formula
used when calculating the relation between a screen-space size and a physical ra-
dius can be derived from knowing the parameters of the projection and viewport
transformations as given in Equation 4.4:
r =
s
2
· pz
n
· t− b
h
(4.4)
In Equation 4.4, r is the physical radius that would currently result from a
sphere of pixel diameter s, if the sphere is viewed at a distance of pz with a verti-
cal screen resolution of h pixels, using a perspective projection with top, bottom
and near clipping plane parameters, t, b, and n. Isolating s instead of r, inverts
the formula such that the on-screen size of a glyph is computed at a given radius.
This version of the formula represents the normal mode of operation of a render-
ing pipeline, where a physical radius must be converted into a size measured in
pixels.
Five different hypotheses were stated to set the frame of the investigation:
H1 CVA glyphs will provide better pattern perception and pattern reproduction
performance than regular glyphs in noisy environments.
H2 CVA glyphs will not pose a problem to the perception and interactions of the
users compared to regular glyphs.
H3 There exists a lower threshold below which pattern perception becomes dif-
ficult and pattern selection performance decreases.
H4 There exists an upper threshold above which pattern perception becomes
easy and pattern selection performance increases.
H5 There is statistically significant interaction between density and the use of
CVA glyphs.
The experimental equipment used was the same as that used for the exper-
iment of Paper A. In the experiment, the participants were presented with a
series of randomized clouds of blue pattern glyphs, which in the case of noise
were completely surronded by a yellow noise cloud. The pattern cloud was al-
ways box-shaped, while the noise cloud was spherical to avoid revealing any
spatial features of the pattern. The goal of the participants was to inspect the
cloud and recreate the minimum bounding box of the blue pattern cloud. This
choice allowed the application of the 3+3+3 DoF 3C technique and the box sim-
ilarity measure introduced in Paper A. Furthermore, the participants would be
asked to both quantify the difficulty of perceiving the minimum bounding box
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of the pattern, and the difficulty of reproducing this box. This choice allowed the
use of both objective (box similarities and completion times) and subjective (dif-
ficulty ratiings) measurements to be made. After a short training session at the
beginning of the experiment, the order of experimetal conditions was random-
ized. Each participant did two repetitions of each trial.
The main results of the experiment were the following (see the actual paper
for more details):
1. CVA glyphs outperform perspective glyphs in noisy contexts, supporting
the statement of the first hypothesis.
2. Correctly perceiving pattern shapes at the lowest tested density level is sig-
nificantly more difficult than any of the higher density levels.
3. Completion times are only significantly affected by the presence of noise.
4. The most difficult condition tested is the case with a high density of both
noise and pattern.
5. The lower density threshold below which pattern shape identification be-
comes significantly harder lies somewhere in the 1,000 to 5,000 glyphs/m3
range.
6. The upper threshold above which pattern shape perception becomes signif-
icantly easier is somewhere in the 10,000 to 50,000 glyphs/m3 range.
7. The use of CVA glyphs is preferable in noisy or high density contexts, while
the use of regular perspective glyphs is preferable in situations with low
density or without noise.
Conclusions
The contributions of Paper B were both the introduction and analysis of CVA
glyphs, the evaluation of their usefulness, and the investigation of density levels
in immersive visualizations of 3-D scatterplots. The analysis of CVA glyphs had
a particular focus on the perceptual implications of rendering objects, which are
of constant size in screen-space.
The main conclusions of Paper B are twofold. In relation to CVA glyphs, the
introduction of such glyphs can be beneficial in immersive exploration of 3-D
scatterplots, when the viewing conditions are otherwise adverse due to the pres-
ence of clutter. Viewed in a broader context, the results regarding CVA glyphs
may also inspire future techniques, where the removal or modification of natural
depth cues can be used in a beneficial way. In relation to density levels, the dis-
covery the location of possible threshold ranges, where the perception of patterns
is improved or degraded can be used in several ways. If used at an early stage
of an experiment, it may be used to guide researchers in the number of samples
needed, if subsequent visual analysis through 3-D scatterplots is desired. The
result may also be used to enhance pattern perception during an exploration, by
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lowering the glyph density outside of a pattern, while increasing it inside that
pattern.
Both the 3C box shaping techniques and the box similarity measure were used
in the study. Therefore, the experiment also presented an opportunity to put the
ideas presented in Paper A to practical use outside of the docking experiment
tested there. In this case, the context was to be able to precisely, objectively, and
quantitatively assess the degree of perception of a box-shaped pattern. As the
following section will elaborate in much greater detail, the third paper of this
thesis will also apply a 3C technique in yet another context. The third paper
will also make use of both CVA glyphs and the knowledge gained about density
levels through the experiments of Paper B.
4.4 Paper C Summary
Introduction
Paper C is entitled Brush, Lasso, or Magic Wand? Picking the Right Tool for Large-
Scale Multiple Object Selection Tasks. Its aim is to investigate the differences be-
tween three techniques for doing multiple object selection (MOS) in immersive
contexts. MOS refers to any task with the goal of selecting more than a single
object. Such tasks are frequently seen in desktop environments, where it is com-
mon to select a large number of objects to be the targets of the same operation(s).
Since there is nothing 2-D desktop specific about this idea, it is equally relevant in
immersive 3-D contexts. Examples of immersive application areas include data
mining, medical visualizations, and interactive model editing. However, the ap-
plicable techniques for solving MOS tasks are different on a 2-D desktop and in
immersive 3-D environments. This makes 3-D MOS an interesting topic to inves-
tigate. Since one of the most common ways of selecting items in 3-D space is to
use a selection volume which indicates the object(s) of interest, MOS is a prime
example of the utility of efficient shaping of 3-D volumes.
One obvious way of solving MOS tasks is to use a single-object selection (SOS)
technique in a sequential manner, such that each single-object selection adds an
object to the selection set. However, as the number of selection targets, hence-
forth called the scale of the MOS task, increases, so does the impracticality of the
sequential SOS approach. This implies that there not only is a distinction to make
between MOS and SOS, but also between MOS on a large scale (LS-MOS), and
MOS on a small scale (SS-MOS). Thus, the techniques suitable for LS-MOS are
likely to be very different from those applicable to SOS and SS-MOS. In Paper C,
the focus is therefore on LS-MOS tasks, since such tasks present challenges which
are very different from those of the well-established area of SOS.
One of the tested methods, called a magic wand, is new in an immersive 3-
D context. The main focus of the performed experiment is to see how the magic
wand technique fares against existing techniques, and to investigate how the spa-
tial layout of the selection targets changes the performance of the techniques. Pa-
per C therefore has the potential to aid designers of immersive applications that
include MOS tasks in their lists of requirements.
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State-of-the-Art
The term selection in current literature on interaction techniques for VE’s, almost
exclusively refers to the task of selecting a single object in the virtual world. Very
few studies of 3-D MOS exist, and existing literature on selection often fails to
mention or acknowledge the possibility wanting to select multiple objects. Even
standard textbooks on interaction in 3-D environments fail to mention MOS in
otherwise quite general taxonomies of interaction tasks [6]. This is quite surpris-
ing, since MOS is clearly a type of selection task. This implies that selection is a
more general task category than the impression left by most existing works on
the topic. For this reason, selection taxonomies ought to include both SOS and
MOS.
If 3-D MOS in general seems somewhat neglected in current studies of the
topic, this is even more true of LS-MOS, where the scale of the task is well into
the hundreds. I.e. several hundred or more objects need to be selected.
3-D MOS
Most of the existing literature which specifically deals with 3-D MOS is identical
to the literature dealing with the shaping of 3-D volumes. This is the case, because
the goal of shaping a 3-D volume in existing studies has always been to make a
selection of multiple objects. Examples of this are e.g. found in [61, 32], where
3-D boxes are used for volumetric selection.
Viewed at a very general level, which does not only apply to 3-D contexts,
MOS techniques can be split into three overall categories. Two of these categories,
called brushes and lassos, were introduced by Wills in [70]. A brush is a technique,
which uses a persistent selection volume, whereas a lasso is a non-persistent selec-
tion volume. Being persistent, implies that the volume is often attached to the
user’s hand, which allows the user to sweep the volume in space to make a se-
lection which is more complex than the shape of the brush volume. The lasso
is non-persistent, because it is defined by the user in-situ to make a selection of
whatever falls inside the volume. Once a lasso is defined, it disappears, and the
user has to define a new lasso from scratch in another location to expand the
selection.
The most well-known example of lassos from 2-D contexts is probably the
rubber band selection rectangles used when picking multiple icons on a desktop.
The studies of Ulinski et al [60, 59, 61, 58] employ lasso-type selection techniques,
in the form of non-persistent 9 DoF boxes. These studies also represent some of
the few ones which may be relevant for LS-MOS. The other existing examples of
LS-MOS mainly come from medical applications. E.g. MRI scan visualizations
are typically composed from thousands of small voxels, of which only a small
subset is of interest to the doctor inspecting the MRI scan. This is a compelling
case where efficient and specialized 3-D LS-MOS is essential for precise annota-
tion and analysis of the data. In [16], an interactive desktop tool for this purpose
is presented. This technique is based on editing a 3-D mesh at the vertex level to
make it fit specific anatomical structures in the scanned data. Nakao et al [42] also
suggest using deformable meshes to cut out volumes of interest from MRI data.
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We have chosen not to implement any of these methods, as they are specifically
designed for inspection of MRI voxel type data in desktop environments.
The best example of a brush from the 2-D desktop world is probably the brush
tools used in drawing and painting applications, where the painting of pixels is
equivalent to selecting and modifying multiple pixels. In 3-D, the studies by Lu-
cas et al [33, 32] amounts to brush type selection, since a persistent selection box
is used. The studies by Lucas et al are all done on a relatively small scale, where
the maximum number of tested selection targets was 64. This maximum is prob-
ably heavily affected by the fact that the studies also included serial SOS as one of
the tested techniques. Thus, Paper C’s aim of hundreds or a few thousand objects
is well above the number tested there. The studies by Lucas et al also present a
design space for 3-D MOS techniques, which includes 6 design parameters:
1. Spatial context. Whether the technique is performed in the image plane or
directly in 3-D space.
2. Concurrency. Whether the technique achieves MOS in a parallel or a serial
fashion. The latter implies using a SOS technique for MOS.
3. Indication object persistence. Essentially whether the selection volume is a
lasso or a brush.
4. Indication object dimensionality. Whether the selection volume is a 0-D,
1-D, 2-D, or 3-D shape.
5. Indication object creation. Whether the selection volume is created directly
in 3-D space, or indirectly, e.g. by picking it from a list.
6. Indication object manipulation. Whether the selection volume is manipu-
lated directly or indirectly.
This design space is quite comprehensive, but fails to account for techniques
which do not rely on using an explicit indication object, or selection volume, to
make the selection. Such techniques represent the third category of 3-D MOS
techniques, which should also be accounted for in the complete design space of
MOS.
The third MOS category, which is neither part of Wills’ design space presented
in [70], nor of Lucas’ design space [32], accounts for the possibility of partly au-
tomatizing the MOS procedure. This implies that the user initiates the selection
by pointing out one or more objects of interest, after which an algorithm expands
this initial selection, or seed, to a larger set of similar objects. This approach to
MOS has not been very widely studied, and the only techniques currently in this
category are ones which require a scene graph or a similar hierarchical structure
to expand the initial selection. Examples of expanding a selection through a hier-
archical data structure are selection of all objects standing on the floor of a room
by selecting the floor, or selection of all the objects on a table, by pointing out the
table. Such techniques are e.g. presented in [53, 24, 71]. However, in the typ-
ical use of LS-MOS, i.e. data visualizations, no such hierarchy exists, meaning
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that techniques requiring a hierarchy are not possible. Therefore, Paper C sug-
gests and evaluates a new technique in 3-D contexts, the magic wand, which is
introduced in more detail in section 4.4.
In [50], Steed presents an attempt at making a general mathematical model
of all selection techniques. The proposed model is based on using time-varying
scalar fields to represent the motion of a selection volume through a 3-D space.
However, this model does not immediately capture the proposed magic wand
technique, since the magic wand does not define any explicit selection volume.
3-D SOS
Techniques for selection of single objects are also of interest in a MOS context.
First of all, any SOS technique used in a serial way is equivalent to a MOS tech-
nique. Such techniques, however, become increasingly impractical to use as the
MOS task scale grows, as e.g. demonstrated by Lucas et al [32]. This link between
SOS and MOS is therefore not so relevant on large scales, which is the focus of
this paper.
There is a second link between SOS and MOS, however. This link is formed
by the fact that selection of a single object very often involves a disambiguation
step/mechanism. Disambiguation is necessary because SOS techniques are very
often designed such that it is both possible and highly likely that more objects are
possible candidates for the intended target. A prime example of this is the ray
casting technique [37]. There, the ray will frequently intersect more than one ob-
ject, which calls for disambiguation to pick just one of the candidates. Examples
of such disambiguation mechanisms for ray casting are e.g. presented in [28, 11],
and for cone casting in [51, 50].
The applicability of this link between SOS and MOS in an LS-MOS context is
highly dependent on the nature of the SOS technique. For instance, a ray only
forms a very small and narrow selection volume, implying that the amount of
intersected candidates is likely low. This means that the use of a selection ray
without disambiguation is probably only feasible in very small scale MOS tasks.
The use of a cone used as a flashlight instead of a ray fixes this problem some-
what.
Contributions
The Magic Wand Technique
The first contribution of Paper C is the introduction of the magic wand technique
to 3-D contexts. Magic wand selection tools are well-known in desktop contexts,
especially in image processing and painting applications, where the wand is used
to select a large region of similar pixels. In 2-D, this is done by using the wand on
an initial, representative pixel, after which an algorithm is used to automatically
expand the selection to a larger region of similar pixels which are connected to the
initial seed. Since the magic wand is already a well-established metaphor for this
kind of tool in image processing, this name is also chosen for its 3-D counterpart.
In image processing, the region growing is somewhat simplified by the fact
that all pixels are arranged in a rectangular lattice with well-defined neighbours
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of all pixels. This would also be true in a 3-D visualization based on voxels, e.g.
from an MRI scan. However, for 3-D scatterplots like those studied in Paper B,
the case is more difficult, because ground truth connectivity between the data
samples is not given a priori. This means that the 3-D magic wand technique
must include a mechanism for producing this connectivity information.
The desired outcome of using the magic wand is essentially the same as the
output of a clustering algorithm, with the constraint that only one cluster con-
taining the seed is desired. The proposed algorithm to base the magic wand on,
therefore comes from the class of clustering algorithms. Since the magic wand
is an interaction technique to be used by humans, the results of using the magic
wand should preferably correspond to the results that would be expected by a
human. Furthermore, the magic wand should be usable in a range of scenarios
to make it a generally applicable tool. As such, the clustering algorithm should
not depend on the assumption of a specific distribution of the selection targets.
To ensure this, the gestalt laws of perception [27, 67] are once again useful. The
final choice is to design the magic wand such that its function corresponds to
the gestalt law of proximity, such that the local proximity to other objects in the
cluster is the deciding factor.
Such an algorithm is e.g. presented as the initial grouping step of a more
sophisticated clustering algorithm in [18]. In this algorithm, data samples are
included in the cluster by the criterion that the closest object to any member of
the current cluster is added next. As such it represents a kind of single-linkage
clustering [49]. This means that clusters will grow organically, based on local
conditions, rather than global conditions. I.e. samples far from the seed can be
added to a cluster, if there is just a single cluster member which is close enough.
Pictorially speaking, this means that any member of a cluster can be reached
by a series of sufficiently small jumps through the cluster from object to object,
much like crossing a wide stream using stepping stones. An example of this is
illustrated in Figure 4.6.
In the case where the goal is only to find a single cluster and leave the rest
of the samples unclustered2, there must be some criterion to stop the clustering
once there are no more similar, connected objects to add. To stay in line with the
gestalt law of proximity, this stopping criterion should be based on local condi-
tions rather than global conditions. Specifically, an upper limit on the distance
allowed between an object and its nearest neighbour solves the problem. With-
out this upper limit, the clustering would eventually include all available objects.
Raising this limit expands the cluster, while lowering it reduces the cluster. In
an interactive context, this both provides a useful and a meaningful parameter to
control.
There are many other possible clustering control parameters that could be
added to the magic wand technique, however the upper limit on internal dis-
tance is the only one implemented and evaluated in Paper C. Possible future
parameters include putting limits on the number of jumps from the seed, on the
2In other words, put all other samples into one large cluster irrespective of the internal similarity
of this cluster.
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Figure 4.6: A 2-D illustration of magic wand cluster growth. (Left) The unclus-
tered data. The gestalt law of proximity clearly implies that a human would
perceive 2 distinct clusters: An inner, circular cluster, and an outer, ring-shaped
cluster. (Middle) Selecting a seed from the inner cluster expands the selection to
all points of that cluster by the local proximity criterion. This cluster could also be
easily found by a global criterion, such as Euclidean distance to the seed. (Right)
The seed is selected from somewhere in the outer cluster. The local proximity
criterion ensures that the clustering only includes samples from the outer ring.
Using a global criterion like Euclidean distance from the seed would erroneously
include the inner cluster in the selection.
accumulated distance from the seed, or on the simple Euclidean distance from
the seed.
Experiment & Results
The experiment is based on the idea of evaluating the magic wand against a brush
and a lasso in a number of scenarios representing different spatial layouts of the
selection targets, in this case 3-D glyphs. This means that one factor of the study
is constituted by the three tested MOS techniques, while the other is made up of
five different geometric scenarios.
The brush technique is designed as two semi-transparent sphere attached to
hands of the user. The radii of the spherical brushes are independently adjustable
using the scroll wheels of the mice. Semi-transparency is used to allow for better
perception of the objects inside the brush. This is in line with the results of a 1994
paper by Zhai [73], which introduces a semi-transparent selection box named
the silk cursor. The brushing is activated by clicking and holding a button on
the interaction devices. Since the user can adjust the position and radius of the
spheres, this adds up to a total of 4 DoF for the designed brush. Had the brushes
been non-spherical, such that orientation was also a DoF, this would imply up to
3 additional DoF. The magic wand is also a 4 DoF tool, since the user can control
a 3-D position, and a threshold value.
The lasso technique is implemented using the 3+3+3 DoF 3C box shaping
technique introduced in Paper A. The reason for choosing a box-shaped lasso is
mainly that it seems to be the natural extension of the 2-D desktop rubber band
selection rectangles. However, the choice of a box also implies that the chosen
lasso has 9 DoF compared to the 4 DoF of the spherical brush and the magic
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wand. This implies that the amount of cognitive and practical work going into
a single lasso is somewhat larger than that of the brush. This disadvantage can
possibly be offset, if a box is a better match for the geometric scenario, e.g. if the
glyphs are organized in a box-shaped lattice, or otherwise in an approximate box
shape.
The geometric scenarios are designed such that they represent various aspects
visualizations of real-world data. Furthermore, they are designed such that they
potentially highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each technique. I.e. some
combinations of techniques and scenarios should represent very simple tasks,
whereas other combinations are almost impossible. A scenario consists of a cloud
of blue selection targets and cloud of yellow, undesired glyphs, called noise. The
target and noise clouds are always non-overlapping to allow for perfect selection
results, at least in principle. This choice means that the upper bound on perfor-
mance is known a priori. The five chosen scenarios are (see Figure 4.7 for an
illustration of the scenarios):
Separated Clouds (SC) The separated clouds scenario presents the user with two
completely separated, spherical clouds. Because of the separation and con-
vexity of the clouds, this scenario is expected to be easy, no matter which
technique is used.
Adjacent Clouds (AC) The adjacent clouds scenario places two box shaped clouds
immediately next to each other, only separated by a very small gap. This
means that one face of the bounding boxes of the two clouds almost touch.
This scenario should be easy to solve with the box-shaped lasso, but rep-
resents a bad scenario for the magic wand, because local proximity is no
longer enough to separate the clouds. The brush is expected to be some-
where in-between.
Entangled Clouds (EC) The entangled clouds are presented as two toroidal clouds,
which are entangled such that they are well-separated everywhere. Specifi-
cally, one torus runs straight through the geometric centre of the other. This
scenario is the perfect case for the magic wand’s local proximity criterion,
whereas the box-shaped lasso is expected to be a poor fit for the task. Once
again the brush is somewhere in-between the other two.
Embedded Nucleus (EN) In the embedded nucleus scenario, a dense, box shaped
cloud of selection targets is surrounded by a sparse cloud of noise. Thus,
the lasso is a perfect fit, while the brush and magic wand are more dubious.
However, the magic wand probably has a chance of achieving good results
in a short amount of time, due to the higher density of the selection targets.
Uniform Embedding (UE) The uniform embedding is identical to the embed-
ded nucleus, except that both clouds are equally dense. This means that the
scenario represents a worst-case situation for all of the tested techniques.
Due to the findings of Paper B, the density of the clouds is 50,000 glyphs/m3
in all cases, except for the noise cloud of the EN scenario. Furthermore, the glyphs
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Figure 4.7: Examples of all scenarios and techniques used in the MOS experi-
ment. The blue/green glyphs represent the selection targets. The yellow/red
ones are undesired noise glyphs. (A) The separated clouds scenario with the
green glyphs selected using a brush. (B) The adjacent clouds scenario with a
selection box lasso. (C) The entangled clouds scenario, where the magic wand
has been used. The remaining blue glyphs can be selected by adjusting the local
proximity threshold. (D) The embedded nucleus scenario. The selection has been
made using the magic wand. A few false positives are showing as red glyphs. (E)
The uniform embedding scenario. The glyphs have been selected using a spheri-
cal brush.
Table 4.3: All combinations of the two factors of Paper C’s experiment. The num-
bers in the table will be used to refer to the specific combinations of the two
factors in the analysis of the results. The (+), (.) and (-) labels indicate if the
technique is expected to perform well (+), average (.), or badly (-) in the given
scenario.
Technique ScenarioSC AC EC EN UE
Lasso 0 (+) 1 (+) 2 (-) 3 (+) 4 (-)
Brush 5 (+) 6 (.) 7 (+) 8 (.) 9 (-)
Wand 10 (+) 11 (-) 12 (+) 13 (+) 14 (-)
are rendered as CVA glyphs to make the UE scenario feasible. I.e. the UE scenario
features targets completely embedded in dense noise. This makes the targets
completely occluded, unless some noise-reduction technique like CVA glyphs is
employed.
Examples of all five scenarios and the MOS techniques in action are shown in
Figure 4.7. The choice of using three MOS techniques and five geometric scenar-
ios implies that there are a total of 3×5 = 15 unique conditions in the experiment.
These conditions are presented in Table 4.3.
The experiment itself was designed as a randomized within-subjects experi-
ment, just like the experiments of the first two papers. The participants would
make 3 repetitions of each test condition. The response variables consisted of
both subjective and objective measurements. The selection quality was e.g. as-
sessed through the sensitivity and specificity of the selection. A count of the
number of operations used in each selection was logged as an objective measure-
ment of difficulty. As with the previous experiments, the completion times of
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all trials were also logged. The difficulty of making a good selection was sub-
jectively judged by the participants on a 1-10 scale. A few secondary response
variables were also computed from the primary ones, to be able to better analyze
the differences between the techniques and scenarios:
The sensitivity/operation count ratio indicates how much of the correct parts of
the final result was achieved by each selection operation.
The operation count/completion time ratio indicates how fast each selection op-
eration was.
The sensitivity/completion time ratio indicates how fast the correct parts of the
solution were achieved.
The equipment used in the experiment was the same as the previous experi-
ments, except for an upgrade of the PC running the experimental software. The
hypotheses of the experiment were the following:
H1 The combination of MOS tool and geometric scenario significantly affects the
selection performance.
H2 The box lasso is better than the other techniques in the adjacent clouds (AC)
scenario.
H3 The magic wand is better than the other techniques in the entangled clouds
(EC) and the embedded nucleus (EN) scenarios.
H4 Overall, the magic wand is faster to use than the other techniques.
H5 Overall, the brush is easier to use than the other techniques.
There were 18 participants in the study. The results were mainly in support
of the hypotheses. However, the box lasso consistently performed worse than
expected, even in the scenarios specifically designed to be easy for a box lasso to
complete. Put briefly, the main results are (see the actual paper for more details):
1. There is a very significant interaction between the choice of MOS technique
and the geometric scenario. This both serves as strong support for the gen-
eral idea of the experiment, and in particular for the first hypothesis. The
result means that it is important to pick the right tool for a MOS task, de-
pending on the geometric scenario.
2. The box lasso was better than the magic wand in the AC scenario, as ex-
pected. However, it did not outperform the brush, unless the sensitivity/
operation count ratio is considered. This means that the box lasso is only
better in the AC scenario, if the goal is to solve the task well in a few oper-
ations. Thus, H2 does not get much support by the data. This means that
the shape of a MOS selection volume is less important than other factors in
judging how fit a MOS tool is for a given task.
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3. The magic wand does outperform the other techniques in the EN and EC
scenarios, but mainly with respect to speed. I.e. it is possible to achieve
equally good results with all three techniques in the EN and EC scenarios,
but the magic wand will achieve the results significantly faster.
4. The brush is subjectively judged to be easier to use than the other two tools.
However, the number of operations used with the brush is significantly
higher than the other two techniques. Thus, there seems to be no connection
between the number of times that a tool is used, and the perceived difficulty
of using the tool. This implies that a low DoF tool used serially is likely to
be preferred over using a precise high DoF tool a few times - at least for
non-expert users.
5. Participants seem to have an asymmetrical perception of errors induced
by low sensitivity versus low specificity. It seems that the participants in
difficult cases prefer getting a low sensitivity, if this implies getting a high
specificity. I.e. false positives are judged to be worse than false negatives.
This observation is also statistically verifiable in the experimental data.
Conclusion
There are several conclusions to the work presented in Paper C. First of all, the
introduction of the magic wand technique offers a new way of performing MOS
on a large scale. The magic wand idea introduces a cost-benefit ratio to be consid-
ered when deciding whether or not to use the wand. The cost can be viewed as
the lack of control induced by the automatic clustering performed by the magic
wand, and the benefit is the amount of work it saved by the user. At small MOS
scales, there will be little or no benefit of using a magic wand, while the cost is
still the same. Thus, the use of serial SOS techniques at small scales is probably
preferable, since it features the advantage of not risking false positives selected by
an algorithm. At large scales, the cost-benefit ratio is vastly in favour of the magic
wand, beacuse of the large work reduction on behalf of the user. Furthermore, a
few false positives are probably less important in LS-MOS contexts, since these
false positives represent a much smaller fraction of all the selected objects than
in SS-MOS cases. The magic wand can probably be improved quite a lot by in-
cluding additional controllable parameters, and by using more data dimensions
in the distance measure used for the local proximity criterion. E.g. with real-
world data, differently coloured glyphs would likely imply that some attribute
of the involved samples has different values. If this attribute is included distance
measurements, then even spatially close glyphs would be easily separable.
The results of the experiment allows the characterization of the good and bad
features of each of the tested techniques:
1. The spherical brush is very versatile, yielding good selection performance
in most scenarios. However, it is often slow to use and requires many
strokes and size adjustments to reach the goal.
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2. The box lasso is good at selecting many objects with each operation. How-
ever, it is slow and judged to be difficult to use, even when the selection
targets are perfectly arranged for a box-shaped selection volume.
3. The magic wand is faster than any of the other techniques. It reaches high
quality selection results in a short amount of time, if there is good separa-
tion between selection targets and noise, or if the noise is less dense than
the target. On the other hand, the magic wand performs very badly, when
the opposite is true of the geometric scenario.
The experiment has demonstrated that it is important to carefully consider
the choice of MOS tool depending on the geometric scenario. However, quite
unexpectedly, a good MOS tool for a task has been found to not necessarily be
one, which matches the overall shape of the cloud of selection targets. Instead,
it seems that the repeated use of a simple tool is preferable to a few uses of a
complex tool. One interesting point to make here is how to measure MOS tool
complexity. The best guess based on the studies made through this thesis is that
the DoF of a tool are important. It therefore seems an interesting avenue of further
investigation to perform an experiment, where the number of MOS tool DoF is
one of the factors. This could also help uncover if there really is any difference
between brushes, lassos, and magic wands, or if the found differences are mainly
due to a more fundamental parameter such as tool DoF.
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5 Conclusion
This thesis has presented three papers. Each of these papers brings some new
ideas and techniques to the field of 3-D user interaction, specifically within the
topic of shaping and perceiving 3-D volumes. Furthermore, each paper also
presents the results of an experiment, which evaluates the potential usefulness
of the suggested techniques.
The first paper, Paper A, presents the novel idea of letting a user define a 3-D
box by indicating where just three of its corners are to be placed, giving rise to
the name 3C for such techniques. The mathematical considerations that lays the
foundations of that idea were also elaborated in more detail in chapter 3. The
main motivation for designing a box shaping technique in this way is the differ-
ence in difficulty between indicating positions and orientations. This difference is
well-known and well-established in all current literature on the topic. By shaping
a box through the direct placement of box corners, the difficult task of precisely
indicating an orientation is transformed into the simpler task of precisely indi-
cating positions. It is very likely that this idea can also be generalized to other
types of 3-D shapes, such that 3-D shapes are defined through the placement of a
subset of their vertices, instead of explicit definition of all the degrees-of-freedom
associated with the objects.
Another advantage of using 3 corners to define a box is that this approach
is highly symmetric in the actions required by the user. This implies that the
box shaping process can broken down into a series of identical and manageable
steps. Indeed, the evaluation of the 3C techniques revealed that the most accurate
results are produced when the process is broken down into 3 identical steps, i.e.
the 3+3+3 DoF 3C technique.
The evaluation of box shaping techniques was performed as a docking exper-
iment. This implied that some way of assessing the quality of the end result of
the docking operation was needed. Since no such quantitative method existed, a
new one was introduced. This method was based on finding the minimum com-
bined translation of the corners of one box to the corners of another box. Thus,
the method represents a metric on the space of all 3-D boxes. The method proved
useful in the evaluation, in that it succeeded in detecting the differences between
the different techniques. In terms of generalization, the suggested box distance
metric also has potential to be used in other contexts than boxes. For instance, it
immediately generalizes to octahedrons, since these shapes share the same sym-
metry group as boxes. The outlined method for computing the metric can easily
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be adapted to shapes with a different symmetry group as well.
The evaluation revealed three main results. The first result is that the 3+3+3
DoF 3C technique is more precise than the tested alternative methods. The sec-
ond result is that in shaping boxes, techniques that break the definition of DoF
into small batches perform better in terms of precision. It is hypothesized that
this result is likely to generalize to many other interaction tasks in VE’s. The final
result is that there seems to be no difference in terms of speed between defining
orientation explicitly or implicitly through three corners.
Because of the encouraging results regarding the 3+3+3 DoF 3C box shaping
technique, this technique is the preferred choice in the other two papers, which
both include box shaping as part of their experimental design.
The second paper, Paper B, makes a small digression from volume shaping
since it does not present any new ways of defining a volume. Instead, it deals
with techniques for perceiving a discretely sampled volume represented as a 3-
D scatterplot. Although it does not introduce new volume shaping techniques,
its experiment does require the user to define volumes, specifically boxes. The
main idea of Paper B is to render 3-D glyphs such that they always cover the
same amount of screen space, or an approximately constant visual angle. Hence
the name CVA glyphs. The rationale of CVA glyphs is that, unlike perspective
glyphs, they do not obscure an increasing part of the field-of-view, when the user
moves close. This has the potential of allowing better perception of structures in
cases with a lot of clutter/noise around the structures. Specifically, when CVA
glyphs are combined with an otherwise regular perspective view of the virtual
scene, they present two useful properties, namely the ability to spread and thin
out clutter when the user moves close, and the ability to condense and solidify
structures when the user moves away.
There were two goals of the evaluation of CVA glyphs. One was to compare
them to regular, perspective glyphs both in cluttered and non-cluttered situa-
tions. The other was to see how the volumetric density of the structures in the 3-D
scatterplot affected the ability to perceive structures. The main results of that ex-
periment was the finding that CVA glyphs are beneficial in situations with lots of
clutter. In situations without clutter, CVA glyphs did not deteriorate the ability to
perceive patterns. However, regular perspective glyphs were preferable in cases
with very low density. The experiment also uncovered the possible locations of
two density thresholds, which significantly increase the ability to perceive struc-
tures in a 3-D scatterplot. Specifically, having more than 50,000 glyphs/m3 made
shape perception very easy, while having less than 5,000 glyphs/m3 greatly im-
paired shape perception.
The results of Paper B are used in the third paper. Thus, both CVA glyphs and
the finding that having more than 50,000 glyphs/m3 improves pattern perception
are applied in the design of the experiments of Paper C.
Paper C concentrates on the task of efficiently selecting a large number of ob-
jects. Conceptually, selecting many objects involves the definition of a volume
around the desired objects. The paper suggests the introduction of a new tech-
nique for this purpose, the magic wand. The philosophy of the magic wand is to
get the computer to do most of the work involved in the selection task, such that
the user only has to indicate a single sample of interest, which then serves as a
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seed for automatically expanding the selection. The magic wand is compared to
two existing techniques, a box shaped lasso and a sherical brush.
The evaluation of the three techniques also involved a second factor, the ge-
ometric layout of the selection targets, since this was expected to be highly in-
fluential wrt. the applicability of the techniques. The results strongly supported
this hypothesis. Thus, it is very important to consider the geometric scenario
before choosing which multiple object selection tool to use. However, unlike ex-
isiting hypotheses on the issue, the shape of the selection volume does not have
to match the shape of the structure of the selection targets. Instead, it seems that
using simple tools is preferable to using complex tools that fit the shape of the
targets perfectly. This is strong evidence that some basic underlying factor is the
real distinguishing factor in assessing the usefulness of a multiple object selection
tool.
One interesting observation, which can only be made by collectively inspect-
ing the results of all three papers is the fact that task completion times seem to be
less influenced by the choice of volume shaping technique than end result qual-
ity. I.e. volume shaping techniques often achieve very different levels of quality
in roughly the same amount of time. The exception to this rule is the magic wand
technique, which delegates a lot of the work from the user to a computer.
Another interesting point to note is that a logarithm transformation of the
completion times in all studies leads to approximately normal distributions. I.e.
the completion time data is log-normal distributed. The log-normal distribution
is asymmetrical and skewed to the left, meaning that short completion times are
much more common that long completion times. Checking other literature about
completion times from other fields of study reveals that this is a general ten-
dency, also outside interactions in virtual environments [65, 26]. To some extent,
this serves as validation of the chosen experimental approach, in that the results
match the tendencies found by numerous other researchers of completely differ-
ent fields.
Summing up the results, this thesis has contributed to the topic of shaping
volumes in several different ways. The thesis has demonstrated new tehniques
for shaping 3-D volumes through the 3C box shaping techniques and the magic
wand for making a volumetric selection. Furthermore, a glyph rendering tech-
nique, CVA, which allows for better perception of volumetric structures in ad-
verse conditions has been introduced. The suggested techniques have all been
evaluated through rigourous studies, which have highlighted both pros and cons
of the suggested techniques. Although this thesis has to a large extent focused on
3-D boxes, there is a legion of other possible volumetric shapes to create. This,
however, does not imply that the lessons learned through the studies of 3-D boxes
should not apply to other shapes as well.
One general theme, which has permeated much of the work presented in this
thesis is the notion of degrees-of-freedom (DoF). The value and importance of
DoF seems to be under-estimated in current VE interaction technique design.
One example of the potential of using DoF as design principle is the equivalence
of shaping a volume to the definition of that volume’s DoF. This idea served as
the primary, guiding principle that led to the design of the 3C techniques. Fur-
thermore, the results of the final paper of this thesis strongly indicate that the
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DoF associated with multiple object selection tools may be more important than
many other design parameters. One viable hypothesis of future work in this area
is therefore, that controlling as few DoF as possible to solve a task is preferable
to controlling more DoF, even when these additional DoF implies a high degree
of expressivity and precision. The notion of DoF is general enough that it is pos-
sible that DoF can form the basis of new design methodologies for interaction
techniques, or that existing techniques can be evaluated and compared in the
light of their DoF.
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1 Introduction
Abstract
Enabling users to shape 3-D boxes in immersive virtual environments is a
non-trivial problem. In this paper, a new family of techniques for creating
rectangular boxes of arbitrary position, orientation, and size is presented and
evaluated. These new techniques are based solely on position data, making
them different from typical, existing box shaping techniques. The basis of
the proposed techniques is a new algorithm for constructing a full box from
just three of its corners. The evaluation of the new techniques compares their
precision and completion times in a 9 degree-of-freedom (DoF) docking ex-
periment against an existing technique, which requires the user to perform
the rotation and scaling of the box explicitly. The precision of the users’ box
construction is evaluated by a novel error metric measuring the difference
between two boxes. The results of the experiment strongly indicate that for
precision docking of 9 DoF boxes, some of the proposed techniques are signif-
icantly better than ones with explicit rotation and scaling. Another interesting
result is that the number of DoF simultaneously controlled by the user signif-
icantly influences the precision of the docking.
1 Introduction
Rectangular, 3-dimensional boxes, or more simply put, boxes, are very commonly
found in both real and virtual environments. Prominent examples of boxes from
real environments are bricks, storage crates, and dice. In desktop 3-D modeling
applications such as 3ds Max [1], the box is often one of the primary building
blocks of more complex models. Indeed, in 3ds Max, the first option among the
standard primitives is the box. Boxes are also frequently used in virtual environ-
ments as bounding volumes [5] for more complex geometry, e.g. in applications
that require real-time collision detection. Deformable bounding boxes may also
be useful in designing interaction techniques that require non-rigid manipulation
of virtual objects. Furthermore, virtual boxes can also be used for selection tasks,
as e.g. presented in [17, 10]. Thus, precise and fast box shaping may be use-
ful as part of several important 3DUI tasks. In the example of selection, precise
boxes are important to avoid false selections in situations where the objects to be
selected are spatially closely located to undesired objects. For these reasons, it
seems important to understand how boxes can be precisely and quickly created
by a user in an immersive virtual environment.
To demonstrate the potential usefulness and the complexity involved in shap-
ing an arbitrary 3-D box, it is practical to compare it to a similar, but less complex
operation: The creation of axis-aligned 2-D boxes, or rectangles. Such rectangles
are frequently shaped by users of desktop computers. The most common exam-
ple of this is probably the rectangle created to select multiple items in a desktop
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environment. This operation can be carried out using a single hand, by clicking
at a desired corner of the selection rectangle, followed by dragging away the op-
posite corner of the rectangle to adjust the rectangle’s dimensions. The term axis-
aligned refers to the fact that all created rectangles share a common orientation,
typically aligned to the edges of the screen. Axis-aligned rectangle construction
is possible using only one hand, since such a rectangle only has 4 DoF, in this case
given by the 2-D positions of two opposite corners. These corners can be input
sequentially by a single hand controlling a mouse. The input is sequential since
it has three distinct steps: 1) Indicate the first corner by clicking a mouse button,
2) drag the mouse to the desired second corner, 3) release the mouse button to
place the second corner. Removing the axis-alignment constraint would add an
additional DoF to allow for rotation of the rectangle, yielding a total of 5 DoF.
If these ideas are extended to creation of 3-D boxes, the case becomes some-
what more complex. First of all, the box itself now requires independent specifi-
cation of a 3-D position, a 3-D orientation and 3 size parameters, yielding a total
of 9 DoF for an arbitrary box. In the axis-aligned case, this number of DoF re-
duces to 6 (i.e. a 3-D position and 3 size parameters). Secondly, if the operation
is performed in a head-tracked virtual environment, the user’s own motions also
need to be controlled while creating the box.
As this paper will demonstrate, the 9 box parameters do not have to be given
as an explicit combination of position, orientation, and size. Rather, a new family
of techniques where the shape of a box is specified based on 3 positions only is
introduced and tested. The user task chosen for the test is docking, since this de-
couples the box shaping task from the specific use of the box while still providing
some ground truth data to measure precision against. Thus, the aim of this paper
is to investigate the precision and completion time for users producing arbitrary
3-D boxes in a head-tracked virtual environment, exploring various ways of allo-
cating the user’s control of the 9 parameters required for an arbitrary box, i.e. the
mapping of user control to box parameters.
2 Related Works
2.1 3-D Boxes in Object Selection
Few studies have been made about shaping 3-D boxes in immersive virtual envi-
ronments. In all cases, these studies have focused on shaping boxes for selection
of single or multiple virtual objects. Even in very comprehensive surveys of 3-D
user interaction, such as [3], selection boxes and interaction with multiple objects
is left untreated.
In a series of studies [18, 17, 16], Ulinski et al, have tested three different tech-
niques, named Hand-on-Corner (HOC), Hand-in-Middle (HIM) and Two Cor-
ners (TC), for box creation. The context of these studies is two-handed selection
of volumetric data. The tests took place in a desktop environment, where the
user was sitting in front of a screen, manipulating the boxes using magnetic 6
DoF tracking equipment. In HOC, the user’s non-dominant hand holds one cor-
ner of the box, effectively controlling its position and orientation, i.e. 6 DoF is
measured at the non-dominant hand. The dominant hand controls the position
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of the opposite corner. In DoF terms this corresponds to controlling the three size
parameters of the box. The HOC and HIM techniques differ only by the position
of the user’s non-dominant hand relative to the box. Both of these techniques
allow for full 9 DoF manipulation of the box with orientation given explicitly by
the user. For this reason, HOC-like techniques will serve as the counterpart to the
techniques proposed in this study.
In TC, the user shapes a box by dragging apart two diagonally opposite cor-
ners of the desired box. Although only controlling two corners of a box may seem
more attractive than the proposed three corners of this paper, such a scheme is
problematic with respect to the DoF of the constructed box: Since the shape of a
TC box depends only on the 6 independent parameters given by the 3-D positions
of two hands (both position, orientation, and scale are computed simultaneously
from these 6 parameters), the created boxes cannot feature 9 independent DoF.
Rather, some interdependency between orientation and scale must result from
this approach. Alternatively, the TC technique may be used as an axis-aligned
box construction algorithm. It is not clear from the sources describing TC, how-
ever, if anything has been done to overcome this problem. The mentioned studies
have used bimanual symmetry/asymmetry and synchronicity/asynchronicity of
actions as the main experimental factors. The results of these studies indicate that
synchronous, symmetric interaction (in that case TC) outperforms other tech-
niques with respect to both accuracy and completion time, indicating that the
techniques proposed in this paper must perform well against HOC techniques.
The studies of Ulinski et al differs from the approach taken in this paper in
several respects. In this paper, the focus is not on boxes specifically for selection,
but on box construction as a generic task in its own right. This fact changes the
user task of the experiment from selection to docking. Furthermore, the user is
placed inside the virtual test environment using a head-mounted display (HMD).
This allows the user to take advantage of the 3-D information gained from stere-
opsis and self-motion. The factors of this study focus on the allocation and types
of DoF to the hands, not the synchronicity or symmetry of the hands’ control, al-
though the tested techniques must implicitly incorporate different levels of these
factors as well. For illustration, a small example of the scene exposed to the test
subjects is presented in Figure A.1.
In [10], a box shaping technique is introduced for multiple object selection.
The proposed technique in that study uses a persistent box that the user can ma-
nipulate in two ways. Position and orientation are controlled using the Go-Go
technique [13], whereas scaling is performed using a technique named PORT in
which the user aligns a cursor with the dimension of the box to be scaled. This im-
plies that the action of scaling has been separated from the other manipulations,
and that scaling occurs along one axis at a time. The Go-Go+PORT technique was
not compared against any other box shaping methods.
In [21], Zhai studied the effects of using semi-transparency for a fixed-shape
selection box. The results indicated that semi-transparent boxes outperformed
wireframe renderings for selection tasks, where the goal was to get a single object
to be completely contained inside the selection box. It is not known if this result
would also apply to docking tasks. However, this will not be studied further in
this paper.
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Figure A.1: A box being shaped using one of the techniques proposed in this
paper. The corner marked by a yellow sphere has already been locked. The user
is currently controlling the red (non-dominant hand) and green (dominant hand)
spheres to complete the box.
The standard method of creating a box in 3-D modelling applications also
deserves to be mentioned in this context. The typical operation of shaping a
3-D box using a mouse, as e.g. seen in 3ds Max [1], is a process consisting of
several steps. First, the base rectangle of an axis-aligned box is traced out, giving
two of the final box’ dimensions. Then the 3rd dimension of the box is extruded
orthogonally to the base. Finally, rotation and translation transformations can be
applied separately to place the box at the desired location/orientation. Although
this specific technique will not be examined in this study, its separation of DoF
specification into several steps to overcome the limitations of the input device
has served as inspiration.
2.2 Docking
The task of docking, i.e. matching the spatial characteristics of one virtual object
to another, has been frequently studied. However, docking a deformable object
which increases the number of DoF above the 6 required for the rigid transforma-
tions of translation and rotation, does not seem to have been the subject of any
other study yet. This makes the choice of a 9 DoF docking task presented in this
paper interesting, since it may provide some new insights.
In [21, 22] several experiments relating to 6 DoF docking and tracking are
presented. One of the results indicate that users tend to focus on subsets of DoF
when performing 6 DoF tracking tasks. This is also one of the findings of [11],
which also notes that users typically switch between translational and rotational
modes of manipulation. In an experiment about matching the orientation of a
house to an identical target using several different techniques [7], the authors
note that some users have difficulties specifying orientation. This supports the
main idea of the techniques proposed in this paper, where orientation is not ex-
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plicitly specified by the user.
There are many examples of interaction devices that feature more than 6 DoF,
e.g. the CubicMouse, the YoYo, and the SquareBone. In [8], such devices are
tested in a docking experiment, where the users utilized the additional DoF to
navigate a VE with the goal of docking a subset of a cube, implying that the
actual docking was only a 6 DoF task.
2.3 Bimanual Interaction
Although the techniques introduced in this study are not dependent on using
both hands, the fact that the user has to produce input data for 9 DoF makes it
possible, and probably useful, to let the user put both hands to use in the docking
task. The body of literature on bimanual interaction is quite large. Some studies
have focused on understanding and modeling the actions and interactions of the
hands [6], whereas others have focused on specific applications of bimanual in-
put such as selection [4, 18, 2] or modeling [9, 19]. A common conclusion among
many of these studies is that bimanual input is superior to single-handed input
in many contexts. It is also often stated, as e.g. summarized in [20], that the op-
erations of the non-dominant hand should ideally provide a frame of reference
for the dominant hand’s more precise manipulations. This result is used in the
design of HOC techniques, where orientation is mapped to the non-dominant
hand.
3 Theory of Boxes from 3 Corners
Data representations of arbitrary 3-D boxes can be classified by the number of
parameters that they contain. If a representation contains exactly 9 independent
parameters, it belongs to the class of minimal box representations. The HOC
techniques are based on such a representation. If a representation has less than
9 independent parameters, the representation can be classified as sub-minimal,
and thus ambiguous, in that infinitely many boxes will match the given parame-
ters. This is e.g. the case for the TC technique of [17]. If more than 9 parameters
are stated, then the representation is excessive. Such representations are e.g. pre-
sented in [5] for use as collision geometry. For scenarios where users are going
to construct boxes, the minimal and possibly sub-minimal classes are potentially
the most interesting, since they require the user to produce the least amount of
data.
The parameters defining a box can be given explicitly as the translation, ro-
tation, and scaling of the represented box. This is the foundation of the HOC
technique described in [17]. As suggested in this paper, an alternative way of
getting the 9 parameters is from the combination of three 3-D positions corre-
sponding to three corners of the desired box, thus eliminating the need for direct
orientation input. Such techniques will collectively be referred to as 3-corner (3C)
techniques. Before describing the performed experiment, this section will elabo-
rate on the technical details of 3C boxes.
There are three distinct ways of choosing 3 corners on a box:
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1. 3 corners, A,B,C, on the same face of the box, producing a right triangle
from two box edges and a face diagonal.
2. 2 neighbouring corners, A,B, and another, C, across a box diagonal from A
or B, producing a right triangle from a box edge, a face diagonal, and a box
diagonal.
3. 3 corners, A,B,C, sharing a common neighbouring corner, producing an
acute triangle, tracing out 3 connected face diagonals.
Figure A.2: Illustration of the 3 cases of picking 3 corners on a box. Case 3 is the
one of interest for the techniques presented in this paper.
The cases are also illustrated in Figure A.2. Cases 1 and 2 above are problem-
atic because the triangles formed are always right triangles, meaning that one of
their angles is fixed. This fact lowers the number of DoF in the representation to 8.
In terms of boxes, this means that infinitely many boxes can be constructed from
such combinations of 3 corners. Note that the TC technique of [18] is a partial
case 2 representation, with the right angle corner still unspecified.
This leaves only case 3, in which the triangle formed by the given points is
always acute. Acute triangles need 3 parameters to be completely specified in a
given position and orientation, but the range of these parameters is limited, i.e.
all angles must be in the open interval ]0◦; 90◦[. In other words, the 9 parameters
are independent inside an open subset of the space of all triangles. This provides
enough independence to ensure that only 2 boxes are represented by any acute
triangle, which makes it possible to consistently pick one of the two, making it a
minimal representation.
The difficult parts of a 3C representation are thus: 1) Find the common neigh-
bour,D = [dx, dy, dz]T , of cornersA = [ax, ay, az]T , B = [bx, by, bz]T , C = [cx, cy, cz]T
to allow for simple reconstruction of the remaining box. 2) Find a disambiguation
rule that picks one of the two possible solutions for D.
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Figure A.3: To construct a box from a 3C representation, the coordinates of the
pointD must be determined. The 3-D shape formed byABCD is a trirectangular
tetrahedron.
3.1 Finding the 4th Corner
A geometric view of the 4th corner, D, is illustrated in Figure A.3. Analytically, D
is found by solving the following non-linear system of equations1, which is based
on the desired orthogonality of the box edges:
(D −A)T (D −B) = 0
(D −B)T (D − C) = 0
(D −A)T (D − C) = 0
⇔

DTD − (A+B)TD +ATB = 0
DTD − (B + C)TD +BTC = 0
DTD − (A+ C)TD +ATC = 0
 (A.1)
The DTD terms in the system implies that the equations are three quadratic
polynomials in three unknowns, dx, dy, dz , the coordinates of the desired point,
D. Since the coefficents of the quadratic terms are the same in all three equations,
the system reduces to a single quadratic and two linear equations. The conse-
quences of this are twofold: 1) There will only be 2 solutions for D. 2) D cannot
be determined purely by linear algebra methods such as Gauss-elimination. The
direct solution expressed in terms of the coordinates of A,B,C to the system is
very long. This expression e.g. requires accessing the coordinates of each point
41946 times. Instead it is proposed to solve the system by the following proce-
dure:
1. Reduce the system to a single quadratic equation and two linear equations
by subtracting the first equation from the second and third.
2. Reduce the two linear equations using Gauss-elimination to an augmented
matrix of the following form.[
1 0 k l
0 1 m n
]
(A.2)
1It is possible to rearrange the system of equations to reveal that it is, in fact, equivalent to inter-
secting three spheres. These spheres are defined by each having an edge of triangleABC as diameter.
This means that the system can also be solved by the 3-D trilateration methods used in GPS systems
and surveying. This approach has not been tested.
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3. Substitute dx and dy in terms of the the intermediate variables k, l,m, n into
the quadratic equation and solve for dz .
4. Substitute the two solutions for dz into the linear equations and solve for dx
and dy .
The steps above only need to be performed once symbolically to arrive at
a smaller, analytical solution expression. Although the runtime complexity of
both suggested solutions are constant time, O(1), since the size of the input is
always the same, the time constants of the two are very different, making the
second method a worthwhile optimization. In a small-scale performance test
where a specific system was solved 100,000 times in a row using both methods,
the solution in terms of intermediate variables was, on average, app. 420 times
faster to compute than the direct solution.
3.2 Picking a Solution
Having determined the two candidates for the 4th point, D, on the box, the next
step is to create a heuristic to disambiguate between the two. Examining the
geometry of the solutions, D1, D2, reveals that they are mirror images of each
other through the plane of triangle ABC. This means that walking the edges of
triangle ABC seen from D1 or D2 will be a clockwise (CW) walk for one solu-
tion and a counterclockwise (CCW) walk for the other one. This provides one
possible disambiguation mechanism. The direction of the walk can be expressed
mathematically as the sign of the determinant predicate, ∆ABCDi [5]:
∆ABCDi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ax ay az 1
bx by cz 1
cx cy bz 1
dix diy diz 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (A.3)
Another way of disambiguating would be to always choose a particular so-
lution to the quadratic in the reduced equation system. Specifically, this would
mean choosing between the two solutions for dz based on the sign in front of the
square root term in the quadratic solution.
In a scenario with a head-tracked user, another solution is available: Use the
information given by the user’s current head position to disambiguate, e.g. by
choosing the D that is closest to the user’s head. This is the approach that has
been used in the current evaluation of 3C techniques. The main advantages of
this approach are that it decouples the disambiguation completely from the se-
quence of definition of A,B,C and from the layout of the virtual environment’s
coordinate system. The disadvantage is that the user’s motions relative to the box
can cause it to suddenly flip between the two solutions. Although the heuristic
used has not posed a great problem to the participants in this study, the usability
aspects of the choice of disambiguation heuristic may be an interesting factor to
include in future studies of 3C techniques.
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3.3 Comparing Two Arbitrary Boxes
Since one of the aims of the study is to test the precision of the docking operations
performed by the users, it becomes necessary to introduce some measure of the
error between a user created box and a target box that the user box is supposed to
dock into. Existing methods for comparing two boxes all deal with the question
of overlap or collision. [5] has a comprehensive survey of such methods. As such
they do not try to quantify the similarity of the boxes.
The proposed solution to this problem is to define a metric on the space of 9
DoF boxes, by computing the minimum translation of each corner on one box to
the best-matching, corresponding corner on the other box, and adding up these
distances to produce the metric. Finding the minimum translation of corners is
not as simple as matching each corner on a box to its closest neighbour on the
other box. That approach only works as intended if the two boxes are close to
identical to begin with.
Instead, we propose to use two 4 × 4 transformation matrices, Tβ1 and Tβ2 ,
that transform a standard cube centered at the origin into the two boxes, β1 and
β2, respectively. Then, the minimum distance, δ(β1, β2), can be found by the fol-
lowing procedure:
1. Put all 8 corners of β1 expressed as homogeneous coordinate column vec-
tors into the 4× 8 matrix, Xβ1 .
2. For each of the 48 possible 4 × 4 signed permutation matrices 2, Pi, in the
symmetry group for boxes [15], compute the ith error matrix Ui:
Ui = Tβ2PiT
−1
β1
Xβ1 −Xβ1 (A.4)
3. Compute and add up the L2 norms of the column vectors of Ui to get the
ith candidate distance, δi(β1, β2) between the boxes. Stated in linear algebra
terms:
δi(β1, β2) =
8∑
j=1
√(
UTi Ui
)
j,j
(A.5)
4. Choose the minimum δi(β1, β2) to be the distance between the boxes, δ(β1, β2).
The logic of the error matrix computation is the following: First, one of the
boxes, in this case β1 is transformed to a standard, origin-centered cube using
T−1β1 . This transformation only has to be done once, since it is the same for all 48
permutations. Second, the corners of the standard cube are permuted using Pi to
account for the ith possible symmetry relation of a box. Third, the permuted stan-
dard cube is transformed into β2 using Tβ2 . Finally, the original β1 is subtracted
from its current mapping to β2. This produces the error matrix, Ui, that contains
2A signed permutation matrix is a matrix with just one non-zero entry in each column and row,
where the non-zero entries can only be 1 or -1. In this specific context, it is always the case that
P4,4 = 1.
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the ith candidate set of translation vectors from the corners of β1 to some possible
counterparts of β2. The final metric is then just the candidate translation set that
produces the minimum combined translation. It is worth noting that δ(β1, β2) is
a metric function, since it is just a minimized sum of 8 Euclidean distances in R3.
The matrix Tβ2PiT
−1
β1
, which produces the minimum error, can be decomposed
into separate scale, rotation, and translation matrices to diagnose the causes of
any error. This feature will not been used in this paper, however.
4 Experimental Procedure
4.1 Experimental Factors and Hypotheses
The 3C techniques differ only by the number of DoF, i.e. corners, to be defined by
the user simultaneously. Since a 3C box requires three corners to be fully defined,
and each corner locks 3 DoF, the allocation of DoF to each hand gives rise to the
following four techniques in the 3C family:
3+3+3 A single corner (3 DoF) is locked each time the user indicates so, e.g. by
clicking a button. This implies that the user only needs to work with one
hand at any given time. Three clicks will be required by the user to com-
plete a box.
3+6 First a single corner (3 DoF) is placed, after which the two remaining cor-
ners (6 DoF) must be placed simultaneously. This technique requires the
user to first use one hand, and then synchronously use both hands to com-
plete a box.
6+3 In this technique the user indicates the two end points (6 DoF) of a face
diagonal on the desired box simultaneously. The user then indicates the
final corner (3 DoF) to complete the box. In this technique the user must
use both hands at first, then just one hand to complete a box.
9 Defining 9 simultaneous DoF in a 3C technique means to define 3 corner
positions simultaneously. This implies that the two hands of the user are
insufficient. In the current experiment, a point offset from the position of
the user’s head serves as the 3rd corner.
The split between 3+3+3, 3+6, 6+3, and 9 DoF makes up one of the experimen-
tal factors with four levels. The other factor is whether the technique belongs to
the 3C or HOC family, i.e. two levels. To make a complete test design, the HOC
family must have the same four DoF levels defined. This produces the following
family of four HOC techniques:
3+3+3 The DoF are locked in batches of three. First, the position (3DoF) of an
arbitrary corner is indicated by the user. To make the technique similar to
the original HOC techniques, this is done by the non-dominant hand. After
the first corner is placed, the non-dominant hand proceeds to rotate the box
(3 DoF) around the fixed box corner. Once the orientation is fixed, the user’s
dominant hand places the final corner, giving the size of the box (3 DoF).
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3+6 First a single corner (3 DoF) is placed by the non-dominant hand. Then
the user adjusts the orientation and the scale of the box simultaneously (6
DoF). The orientation of the non-dominant hand controls the box’ orienta-
tion, while the position of the other hand controls scale.
6+3 With this technique, the user finishes the work of the non-dominant hand si-
multaneously, i.e. position and orientation (6 DoF), before proceeding with
scaling the box (3 DoF) using the position of the dominant hand. This tech-
nique is very similar to the one presented as asymmetric/asynchronous
in [18].
9 This is the original HOC presented as asymmetric/synchronous in [18]. In
this technique, the user must position and orient the box using the non-
dominant hand at the same time as the dominant hand scales the box (9
DoF).
There is a, perhaps subtle, difference between the techniques regarding the
possibility of seeing the current resulting box. For the 3C 3+3+3, 3+6, and 6+3
techniques, no visual feedback about the possible final appearance of the box can
be given until the user makes the first indication to lock some DoF. For 9 DoF 3C
and all the HOC techniques, the user can see the resulting box at all times.
An interesting point to note with respect to symmetry and synchronicity, is
that it is impossible to design a completely synchronous and symmetric (SS) bi-
manual technique for creating a box, since this would require an even split of the
9 DoF, i.e. 4 12 DoF per hand, which does not make sense. A couple of the 3C tech-
niques, 3+6 and 6+3, feature a single-handed step along with a SS bimanual step.
The 9 DoF 3C technique is completely SS, since it incorporates the use of a third
limb, in this case the user’s head. In spite of being SS, the 9 DoF 3C technique
is not expected to perform well, since it seems quite unnatural and straining to
precisely position the head and hands simultaneously. The technique has been
included in the study to be able to make a balanced experimental design with
respect to both experimental factors. The two experimental factors and the levels
of each are summarized in Table A.1.
Table A.1: The two experimental factors, technique family and DoF allocation,
and their associated levels. The entries in the table are read as p=position,
o=orientation, s=scale. & means simultaneous defintion, → means sequential
definition.
Family DoF allocation3+3+3 3+6 6+3 9
3C p→p→p p→p&p p&p→p p&p&p
HOC p→o→s p→o&s p&o→s p&o&s
Based on literature and the characteristics of the designed techniques, the
three main hypotheses of the experiment are:
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H1 3C techniques (with the possible exception of 9 DoF 3C) outperforms HOC
techniques in terms of precision.
H2 3C techniques are faster to use than HOC.
H3 Allowing the user to focus on fewer DoF simultaneously increases the preci-
sion of the docking.
Hypotheses H1 and H2 are mainly grounded in the results of [18], which
states that symmetric techniques in most cases are more precise than asymmetric
techniques for box construction. H3 is in line with the findings of [21, 11], where
users tended to focus on few DoF simultaneously.
4.2 Experimental Equipment and Method
The experiment was made using an nVisor SX111 HMD3, which features a total
horizontal field-of-view of 102◦ at a resolution of 1280×1024 pixels per eye. Head
and hand tracking was performed using an optical tracking system4 with 24 in-
frared cameras spread out around a floor space of 4.5×4.5 m2. This allows the
users some space to move around while remaining tracked during the test. The
experiment software was run on a Windows XP PC with an Intel Core2 Quad
Q8200 2.33GHz CPU, 3 GB of RAM, and an nVidia GTX 285 graphics adapter.
The HMD and two wireless presenter mice were fitted with infrared markers to
allow them to be tracked wrt. both position and orientation. The mice acted as
the input devices for the experiment. One of the authors using the experimental
equipment is shown in Figure A.4.
Figure A.4: One of the authors wearing the HMD used while holding the two
standard wireless presenter mice that served as input devices. Both HMD and
mice are fitted with infrared markers. The red lights in the background are com-
ing from the OptiTrack cameras.
The experiment was designed as a within-subjects experiment, where each
participant was exposed to all 8 combinations of the levels of the experimental
factors. In order to get more data from each participant, each subject was asked
to produce five boxes using each technique, i.e. 40 boxes in total. This number
3nVisor SX111: http://www.nvisinc.com/product2009.php?id=48
4OptiTrack: http://www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack/
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of trials was based on a pilot study, which showed that this could be achieved in
around one hour per participant. The sequence of 8 techniques was randomized
for each participant to filter out any bias that might be caused the by the possible
habituation formed by a fixed test sequence.
Before commencing with the actual experiment, the participants would be
asked a few demographic questions such as age and gender, and about their pre-
vious experience with 3DUI on a scale from 1(=novice) to 5(=expert). Further-
more, the participants were asked about their dominant hand in order to map
the controls correctly for the HOC techniques. Subjects were also informed that
they could request a break, or termination of the experiment, at any time.
In the experiment, the participants were prensented with a series of yellow
wireframe renderings of random boxes, called targets. The targets would always
appear at the centre of the tracking volume at approximately chest height of the
participant, in order to accommodate maximum mobility of the users around the
target. All targets were constrained in size in order to disallow very small, large,
and oddly shaped boxes, which would be impossible for the users to recreate.
For each presented target box, the users had to attempt to dock a green user con-
trolled wireframe box to match the target box as accurately as possible. The error
defined by the distance between the two boxes (see section 3.3) and the comple-
tion time were logged for each trial. The virtual test environment presented to
the user showed a room with textured checkerboard patterns on the walls. The
virtual test environment is illustrated in Figure A.1.
Before doing the 5 trials on a new technique, the participants were given a
brief instruction about the technique, and a couple of practice boxes to familiar-
ize themselves with the technique and its mappings to the input devices. After
completing all trials, the subjects were informally debriefed.
5 Results
5.1 Participants
A total of 11 people, 10 male and 1 female, participated in the experiment. How-
ever, because of the 5-replicate within subjects design, these 11 participants pro-
duced a total of 440 boxes to be used in the statistical analysis of the data. All
participants were recruited among the local university staff and students. No
payment was offered. The mean age of subjects was 30.09 years (σ=8.04 years).
The median 3DUI experience level was 2.
5.2 Preliminary Data Analysis
All statistical analysis of results have been made using the free statistics package,
R [14]. In all statistical tests, a significance level of α = 0.05 has been used.
First of all, the data set was cleared of outliers both with respect to time and
precision. These outliers were typically caused by participants who clicked and
held a button, causing multiple undesired clicks to be registered by the software.
Another type of outlier was the case where people for some reason have spent
excessive amounts of time on a trial, typically due to standing in a bad spot with
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respect to the tracking system. It was chosen to consider any box error in excess
of 1 meter an outlier, and any single trial taking less than 3 seconds or more than
2 minutes an outlier.
Clearing the data set of outliers implies that the experimental data needs to
be rebalanced. I.e. there should be an equal number of trials for each of the
8 techniques. The rebalancing was performed by randomly removing samples
from each technique. The alternative solution to this would be to add simulated
data values based on the existing data. That approach was not attempted. The
removal of data samples reduced the total number of trials for each technique
from 55 to 43.
Although the design of the experiment ensures that it can be analyzed by
analysis of variance (ANOVA) methods, a necessary step is to validate that the
assumptions of ANOVA are true with the given data set. To simplify the analysis
and presentation of the test data, each combination of technique family and DoF
allocation has been assigned a unique ID, which can be seen in Table A.2.
Table A.2: The allocation of unique ID numbers to each technique in relation to
the two experimental factors.
Family DoF allocation3+3+3 3+6 6+3 9
3C 1 2 3 4
HOC 5 6 7 8
The next step of preliminary data analysis was the inspection of two box plots
of the data. One plot regarding the precision and another regarding the comple-
tion time, both sorted by technique. The box plot regarding precision (box error)
is shown in Figure A.5. The completion time box plot is not shown, but both plots
feature the same types of problems. As can be seen from the plot, the variance is
unlikely to be equal. Especially the box error variance for technique 4 (9DoF-3C)
is large. A subsequent Bartlett’s test of homogeneous variances reveals that the
ANOVA assumption of homogeneous variances is, indeed, not fulfilled, neither
for box error (p  0.001), nor for the completion time (p = 0.021). Furthermore,
a Q-Q plot of the residuals of the box error also reveals that they are far from a
normal distribution, contrary to another ANOVA assumption. This is also shown
in Figure A.5.
To fix this problem, a variance stabilizing transformation was applied. The
specific transforms used both belong to the power transformation family, as out-
lined in [12]. Analysis of the available data, suggests to use the following trans-
forms for the box error, δ, and the time, t:
T (δ) =
1√
δ
, U(t) = log(t) (A.6)
The results of stabilizing the variance (for the box error) can be seen in the
right half of Figure A.5. A Bartlett test on the transformed data now accepts
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Figure A.5: (A) A Q-Q plot of the box error residuals (circles). The non-linear ten-
dency reveals that the residuals are not normally distributed. (B) A Q-Q plot of
the box error residuals after using the variance stabilizing transform. The resid-
uals now fit more nicely on a line. (C) A box plot of box error versus technique
used. The plot shows that the variation within each technique appears different,
rendering the data problematic for ANOVA. (D) A box plot of the transformed
box error versus technique. The variations are now much more equal. The ver-
tical axis is now a transformed version of the box error, implying that smaller
values indicate larger errors.
the hypothesis that the variances are equal for both transformed box error (p =
0.1925) and transformed time (p = 0.1132). It is important to note that the trans-
form imposed on the box error changes it from being a measure of error to a
score-like value, i.e. higher values imply more precise dockings. All conclusions
made during the subsequent statistical analysis apply in principle only to the
transformed variables. However, the transforms used are both bijections over
the domains of interest, so they can be unambiguously inverted, making it very
likely that the same conclusions are valid for the original variables.
5.3 Test of Hypotheses
To test the hypotheses on the processed data set, a data model taking into ac-
count both the two main effects, technique family and DoF allocation, as well as
the interaction between the two is set up. The model also incorporates the test
subjects crossed with each technique as a random factor to compensate for the
within subjects design of the experiment.
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5.3.1 Hypothesis 1
The first hypothesis concerned the two families of techniques, 3C and HOC. It
hypothesized that 3C techniques would offer superior precision to the HOC tech-
niques. The ANOVA test indicates that there is a significant interaction between
the two main factors (F(3,70) = 11.6915, p < 0.0001), but no significant differ-
ence between the families as such (F(1,70) = 0.001, p = 0.9748). This indicates that
some specific techniques perform significantly better or worse than the others.
To find out which ones, a post-hoc test was made using Tukey’s honest signifi-
cant difference (HSD) test. This test indicates that technique 1 (3+3+3DoF-3C) is
significantly more precise than techniques 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 with p-values rang-
ing from p < 0.001 to p = 0.044. Conversely, technique 4 (9DoF-3C) performs
significantly worse than all other techniques, p-values ranging from p < 0.001 to
p = 0.028. All of the signicant p-values are presented in Table A.3.
The conclusion wrt. hypothesis 1 must be that it is not true in general. How-
ever, our 3C technique with 3+3+3 DoF significantly outperforms most other
techniques. Similarly technique 4, which also belongs to the 3C family performs
significantly worse than all other techniques. There were no internal differences
in the HOC family, meaning that the allocation of DoF for a HOC technique does
not matter wrt. docking precision.
Technique 4, the only completely synchronous and symmetric technique, where
the user’s head also played a role, appears to be worse than all other techniques.
For this reason, another post-hoc analysis has been made, where the two 9 DoF
techniques are omitted from the data set, to see if any difference among the two
families becomes obscured by the bad performance of technique 4. If this is done,
then the family of techniques does make a significant difference (F(1,50) = 7.8128,
p = 0.007), implying that if the definition of 9 simultaneous DoF is excluded, our
3C techniques are more precise than HOC techniques.
Table A.3: p-values from Tukey’s honest significant difference test on the preci-
sion of the techniques.
Techniques p-value Techniques p-value
1↔3 0.044 2↔4 < 0.001
1↔4 < 0.001 3↔4 < 0.001
1↔5 0.002 5↔4 < 0.019
1↔7 0.001 6↔4 < 0.001
1↔8 0.030 7↔4 0.028
8↔4 < 0.001
5.3.2 Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 concerned the completion times for boxes. Specifically it stated that
3C techniques would be faster to use, because they featured symmetry between
the hands in various ways. Using an ANOVA test reveals a significant interaction
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between family and DoF allocation wrt. time (F(3,70) = 4.212, p = 0.009), but no
significant difference between the families as such. Once again this means that
some specific techniques are faster to use than others. A Tukey HSD test was
made as post-hoc test to identify these techniques. The results here indicate that
technique 3 is significantly faster than techniques 2 (p = 0.048) and 5 (p < 0.001),
and that technique 8 is significantly faster than technique 5 (p = 0.013).
Since the fast techniques, 3 and 8, belong to different families, hypothesis 2
cannot be accepted. This means that the family of techniques itself, and hence the
symmetry of the hands’ actions, appears to have no influence on speed, contrary
to the results of [18]. Another interesting result is that splitting a HOC technique
into 3+3+3 DoF appears to be a slow box shaping procedure.
5.3.3 Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 stated that the number of DoF controlled simultaneously would af-
fect the precision of the docking such that more DoF controlled at the same time
means greater errors in the docking. The same ANOVA analysis that was made
for hypothesis 1 was repeated, but this time the point of interest would be the
DoF allocation factor. The results show that even in the presence of a significant
interaction between DoF and family of techniques, the DoF parameter is still sig-
nificant (F(3,70) = 8.6285, p = 0.0001). A Tukey HSD post-hoc test reveals that
defining 9 simultaneous DoF is very significantly less precise than anything else
(all p < 0.001). Also it shows that using 3+3+3 DoF is significantly more precise
than anything else (3+3+3↔3+6 has p = 0.024 and (3+3+3↔6+3 has p = 0.012).
Thus, hypothesis 3 is accepted in the sense that for precision 9 DoF dockings,
9 simultaneous DoF always performs badly, and 3+3+3 DoF is preferable to any
of the other tested options. Using 3+6 or 6+3 DoF does not matter wrt. precision.
6 Conclusion, Discussion, and Perspectives
On the technical side of matters, there are two main contributions of this paper.
First, there is the new family of 3C representations and techniques along with the
algorithms required to compute the missing corners of a 3C box. The other tech-
nical contribution is the box error metric, which can be used to unambiguously
compute a distance between two arbitrary boxes. This metric is relevant in any
situation, where a quantitative measure of box differences is needed.
For the user-related side of the study, the main contribution is the following
list of conclusions about 9 DoF docking precision:
1. The number of DoF controlled simultaneously should be as low as possible.
In this experiment the lowest number of simulatneous DoF tested was 3
(three batches of 3 DoF).
2. Controlling 9 simultaneous DoF produces inaccurate dockings compared
to all other DoF allocations.
3. Of the tested techniques, placing three corners on a box, one at a time, is the
most precise way of docking an arbitrary box into another.
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If one tries to extract the general lessons learned from the list above, the re-
sult is the following: Good 9 DoF docking precision can be achieved if users are
allowed to focus on small subsets of the total DoF and are allowed to lock each
subset separately. If DoF are locked in managable batches, it is preferable for
users to only operate with positional data rather than explicit scaling and rota-
tion operations.
The 3C techniques proposed in this paper fulfill both of these requirements to
varying degrees, which is probably why the 3+3+3 DoF 3C technique emerged
as the most precise technique in the experiment. The 3+3+3 3C technique also
features the strength that the corners of the created box does not have to be within
simultaneous reach of the user’s arms, allowing for construction of larger boxes.
Furthermore, 3C techniques require no orientation tracking to work.
It is interesting to speculate about the reasons for these conclusions. However,
such speculation requires further work to be verified. First of all, people are not
used to shaping arbitrary boxes out of thin air in the real world. This means that
some level of training may be required if precise control of the 9 simultaneous
DoF is to be gained. Furthermore, focusing on a subset of the task not only allows
users to put their full attention in one place. It also allows for some period of rest
for the arm currently not being used. Therefore, inaccuracy caused by fatigue
and arm strain are probably less influential in 3+3+3 DoF than 9 DoF techniques.
For this reason, strain-type factors may be interesting to include in a future study.
There are several possible reasons why explicit rotations are more difficult to
define than indication of positions. The anatomy of the human wrist limits the
amount of rotation possible without resorting to using the shoulder and elbow
joints. This is possibly another source of strain and subsequent inaccuracy in
dockings. Furthermore, a general observation during this study has been that
users generally do not decouple rotation from scaling. Instead, they tend to ver-
ify that the orientation is correct by simultaneously matching the scale of the
desired box. Indeed, it becomes increasingly difficult to visually determine the
orientation of a box as it gets smaller. Another possible limiting factor wrt. ro-
tation accuracy is the devices used. None of the two mouse devices used were
shaped like boxes. This means that users may have a hard time relating the shape
characteristics of the devices to the orientation of the visualized box.
With respect to completion times, no general conclusions can be made from
this study. The two fastest techniques were widely different. One was a 3C tech-
nique that featured some degree of symmetry and synchronicity, whereas the
other one was a HOC technique, and hence asymmetric. However, the comple-
tion times of most of the tested techniques were not significantly different from
each other.
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1 Introduction
Figure B.1: Two versions of the same 3-D scatterplot viewed from the same po-
sition and orientation. (Left) Using our proposed constant visual angle (CVA)
glyphs. (Right) Using traditional perspective glyphs. The blue, box-shaped pat-
tern appears through the yellow noise glyphs with CVA glyphs enabled while
remaining hidden and imperceptible using traditional glyph rendering.
Abstract
Visual exploration of clouds of data points is an important application of vir-
tual environments. The common goal of this activity is to use the strengths
of human perception to identify interesting patterns in data, which are unde-
tectable using traditional, computational analysis methods. In this paper we
seek to identify some of the parameters that affect how well patterns in visu-
alized data clouds can be identified by a human observer. Two of the primary
factors tested are the volumetric densities of the visualized patterns and the
presence/absence of clutter, or noise, around the displayed patterns. Further-
more, we introduce a new approach to glyph visualization, called constant
visual angle (CVA) glyphs, which has the potential to mitigate the effect of
noise glyphs at the cost of dispensing with a common real-world depth cue.
In a controlled experiment, where test subjects had to locate and select vi-
sualized patterns in an immersive virtual environment, we identified several
significant results. One is that CVA glyphs ease perception of patterns in noisy
environments, while not deteriorating it when noise is absent. Another is the
existence of threshold densities, above which pattern identification becomes
easier and more precise.
1 Introduction
Visualization of abstract data in order to make sense of it to humans is an old idea.
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In [26], the discipline is regarded as having originated in the late 18th century.
Much more recently, the use of computers and advances in computer graphics
and virtual reality technology has allowed visualization forms that were previ-
ously completely infeasible. Today, it is possible to view data visualizations from
any conceivable angle, using any desired projection of the data, all in real-time.
The real-time nature of computer visualizations also opens the possibility of
interacting with the data. Examples of possible interactions are marking regions
of interest, annotating data, or masking out undesired parts of the visualization.
Including a human in the process of data analysis comes from the idea that the
strong pattern recognition skills of human visual perception can be combined
with expert knowledge of the domain from which the data originated to discover
interesting patterns otherwise missed by pure computer analysis. This process is
often referred to as exploratory visual data mining.
One common approach to data visualization is to map a subset of the vari-
ables of the records in a database to the visual attributes of small objects called
glyphs. Thus, each observation in the data set becomes a glyph in the visual-
ization. The visual attributes of glyphs can be 3-D position, colour, size, shape,
texture, etc. Glyph-based visualization of arbitrary data in real-time virtual envi-
ronments is e.g. treated in [17]. Although many other types of data visualization
exist, such as volumetric rendering based on voxels [14], or surface visualizations
based on polygons or splats [34], the issues addressed in this paper are aimed at
3-D glyph-based visualizations.
In a very comprehensive survey of perceptual issues related to visualiza-
tions [31], Ware notes that little investigation has been made on the human per-
ception of points and structures in 3-D scatterplots. A search of literature on
the subject reveals that although some work has been made since Ware’s survey,
there still seems to be many unexplored areas. Since a 3-D scatterplot is typically
the type of plot produced by a 3-D glyph visualization, it seems very relevant to
study some of the parameters that may govern how well a human can perceive
structures and patterns in such visualizations.
The presence of undesired glyphs, which we will refer to as noise, around a
pattern is a condition that must be expected in 3-D scatterplots created from most
real-world data sets. Thus, occlusion and clutter caused by such noise glyphs be-
comes a frequently encountered problem as demonstrated in the right part of
Figure B.1. In an attempt to diminish this problem, we introduce and test a new
way of rendering glyphs, called constant visual angle (CVA) glyphs. Briefly ex-
plained, a CVA glyph is a glyph which when fully visible is rendered such that
it always covers the same amount of pixels on the screen, and hence the same
visual angle, no matter the distance from the viewer to the glyph. The rationale
and technical details of CVA glyphs are explained in section 3.
The three parameters studied in this paper are therefore 1) the volumetric
density of the glyphs in the scatterplot, 2) the presence/absence of noise glyphs
obscuring the view of a pattern, and 3) the use of CVA glyphs in order to diminish
the adverse effects of noise. The study will attempt to characterize the perception
of the visualizations both from an objective and subjective perspective. This ap-
proach allows us to understand if any subjective, perceptual differences reported
by subjects can also be objectively measured.
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2 Related works
2.1 Visual data mining
Visual data mining (VDM) is a frequently studied area of scientific visualization.
The collection of papers [22], gives a good overview of recent work in this field.
The concept of serendipity, i.e. the human ability to discover something useful
even when not looking specifically for it, plays an important role in exploratory
VDM. In [10], the concept is explained in a VDM context. Interestingly, it is noted
that the concept of perceptual grouping is important in VDM. Perceptual grouping
is the tendency of human perception to group similar items into larger groups
and focus on the group rather than its individual, constituent objects. Thus, a
glyph visualization method that actively supports and reinforces this perceptual
ability should have an advantage over one that does not do so. This observation
is very influential in the design of CVA glyphs. Perceptual grouping is treated
in-depth in [25]. The ability of perceptual grouping is closely related to the well-
established gestalt laws introduced in the early 20th century [13]. A more recent
review of gestalt laws is found in [31].
In [10], some guidelines for visual parameters that can be associated with
glyphs are also given. A distinction between static and dynamic attributes is
made, static attributes being those that do not vary with time. Dynamic at-
tributes, on the other hand, are those that do vary with time, thus constituting
different modes of motion, or animation, of the glyphs.
In [18, 17], the authors describe the implementation of a framework for ex-
ploring 3-D scatterplots in immersive virtual environments using both static and
dynamic glyph attributes. However, they do not seem to have considered the
possibility of improving upon the perceptual grouping aspect by changing the
rendering method of the glyphs. The main design consideration wrt. rendering
of glyphs in these works seem to be performance-related, in that only tetrahedral
glyphs are used, i.e. the simplest possible, closed 3-D polygon surfaces.
Other approaches to glyph-based visualization than those based on small 3-
D objects of fixed shape in a scatterplot have been studied in [9]. In that paper,
a method for rendering glyphs as a continuous 2-D surface is presented. With
this type of glyph rendering, each glyph becomes a tile on a 2-D grid, where the
properties of the glyphs are represented as surface curvature, colour and shape.
Mazeika et al, [15], present a method of turning the glyphs in a 3-D scatterplot
into a plot of continuous iso-density surfaces. The rationale of doing this is to
increase the perception of large-scale structures, i.e. patterns, in the data at the
cost of removing the individual observations. In VDM terms, this means that the
computer makes the perceptual grouping analysis which would normally be the
human observer’s task. As will be explained in section 3, CVA glyphs have the
potential to offer a view of both overall structures, and indvidual observations,
depending on the user’s movements.
In a comparative study of user performance in different types of virtual en-
vironments [20], the results indicate that typical VDM tasks such as recognizing
different glyph shapes and regions of high glyph density are more difficult using
head-mounted displays (HMD) than in fish-tank VR type displays. The authors
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speculate that this is caused by a lack of overview and a consequently higher
mental load when using the HMD. This indicates that the tasks performed by our
participants, who also use a HMD, may be very difficult if no support through
overview is given. However, as mentioned above, the fact that CVA has the po-
tential provide both structure and details may mitigate this effect. No comparison
with other display systems will be made, however.
In [30], a user study based on glyphs rendered using point sprites is pre-
sented. This is a technique which can also be used to render CVA glyphs. The
authors, however, seem to have completely overlooked the potential perceptual
benefits of such glyphs. Instead, they remove the CVA aspect of the glyph ren-
dering in order to make a more realistic visualization. The main focus of the
study is on the ability of users to identify and point out maxima and minima in
a volumetric visualization of regularly grid-sampled temperature distributions,
depending on such parameters as glyph size and density, and background envi-
ronment. Their motivations for using point sprites is not stated, but it is probably
a pure computer performance consideration, such that more glyphs can be ren-
dered at the same computational cost. In the experiment described in [30], the
users viewed the visualization in 3-D stereo on a projection screen without the
ability to change their viewpoint much. I.e. it was impossible for the user to move
into or away from the cloud of glyphs, which is exactly the mode of navigation
that reveals the benefits of CVA glyphs. For these reasons, we claim that CVA
glyphs are novel, and that their VDM potential prior to the study prensented in
this paper is unexplored.
2.2 Dealing with noise in 3-D data visualizations
Currently, there are several main strategies for dealing with glyphs that obscure
the view of a pattern of interest in a 3-D visualization.
The first one is to simply remove those glyphs which are unwanted from the
visualization. This is typically done interactively, e.g. by letting the user place
additional clipping planes. The clipping plane approach is e.g. used in [30, 35].
If the user-controlled clipping planes form a closed volume in space, a 3-D re-
gion of interest is created which is sometimes called a 3-D magic lens [29]. User-
controlled clipping planes are frequently used with medical data sets to see a
specific slice of a data set, e.g. in an MRI scan.
Another approach to dealing with noise is to make the glyphs semi-transparent.
This approach has the advantage of both showing the noise and the pattern to-
gether. However, it diminishes the ability to assign visual attributes to the surface
of the glyphs such as texture and shape. Furthermore, if a perceived pattern is
related to the colours of the glyphs, the colours experienced by the user will be
a mixture of the noise and pattern colours, which may possibly be confusing.
The rendering method known as splatting relies heavily on the use of semitrans-
parency to render discrete point sets as continuous-looking surfaces [32, 36].
A third approach called distortion mapping [4], makes a user-controlled geo-
metric distortion of the 3-D space, which pushes away glyphs far from the user’s
hand, while condensing those close to the hand.
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As will be explained in section 3, CVA glyphs offer a different way of mitigat-
ing the adverse effects of noise glyphs.
2.3 Interactions with 3-D scatterplots
The common interactions with a 3-D scatterplot, like the interactions in most
other applications of virtual environments, fit into the categories of navigation,
selection, manipulation, or system control [2]. There are, however, a couple of
specialized versions of selection tasks that are frequently made in VDM applica-
tions: 1) Brushing-and-linking, and 2) Multiple object selection (MOS). A prereq-
uisite for both of these important interactions in VDM contexts is the ability to
recognize patterns.
Brushing-and-linking is the activity of selecting and highlighting (called brush-
ing) a subset of the glyphs in the current projection of the data, in order to see
what this highlighted subset looks like under different projections of the data,
thereby linking an area of interest across several plots of the same data set. The
technique was introduced in [3]. A more recent example of application of brushing-
and-linking is presented in [12].
Whereas selection tasks traditionally deals with indicating a single object of
interest in a virtual world, multiple object selection, or volumetric selection, deals
with the same task to be performed on a set of objects. This is an important
task, which e.g. enables interactions such as brushing-and-linking as described
above. The task given to the subjects in the experiment documented in this paper
amounts to a MOS-type task.
In a study by Ulinski et al [27] with experimental factors very similar to the
ones investigated in this paper, splatting was used instead of CVA for rendering
the glyphs. Ulinski’s study showed that the MOS performance of the participants
was adversely affected by the presence of occluding noise splats. Furthermore,
the results showed that correct selection was more difficult when the splats were
sparsely spread out in space instead of being densely clustered. No quantitative
interpretation of the terms sparse and dense was given, nor were any intermedi-
ate density levels tested.
In a volumetric selection task, where users had to select an entire 3-D object
with all its associated polygons [33], Zhai demonstrated that using a box-shaped,
semi-transparent selection volume named a silk cursor significantly increased se-
lection accuracy compared to just having a wireframe version of the same selec-
tion box. For this reason, semi-transparency will be used for the selection volume
used in the experiments of this paper.
3 Theory of constant visual angle glyphs
3.1 Definition
A central contribution of this paper is the introduction of the constant visual an-
gle (CVA) glyph. A constant visual angle glyph is a 3-D glyph like any other,
except that its projected size does not change as the viewpoint moves closer or
further away. I.e. the perspective foreshortening experienced in real life does not
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affect the projected size of CVA glyphs. The immediate consequence of this can
be expressed in two equivalent ways:
1. CVA glyphs have a constant screen space size measured in pixels, indepen-
dent of the viewing distance.
2. CVA glyphs cover an approximately constant solid angle of the viewer’s
field-of-view, independent of the viewing distance.
Both of these immediate consequences are only true if a glyph is not occluded
or outside of the field of view, in which case the glyph will be partially, or entirely,
invisible, thus reducing its pixel coverage/visual angle. Also, the visual angle is
only constant if viewed at sufficiently small fields-of-view (FoV). I.e. if viewed at
the periphery of a very large perspective FoV, then the covered visual angle will
be significantly smaller than at the centre of the FoV.
This definition of CVA glyphs has several implications. Some of these are
related to the human perception of a visualization of CVA glyphs. Other implica-
tions concern the technical implementation of CVA glyph visualizations. These
two areas of consequences are treated in the two following subsections.
3.2 Perceptual implications of CVA
When perceiving the real world, we are used to the effect of the visual angle of
objects increasing as we move in closer, and vice versa as we move further away.
This effect is physically caused by the perspective transformation produced by
the lens and retina of the human eye. However, since real-world objects gen-
erally do not change their physical size as we change our distance to them, the
perceptual interpretation of this phenomenon is that an object’s perceived size is
constant, although its visual angle varies depending on the viewpoint. This fact
is known as the size-distance invariance hypothesis [1], a relation also expressed
in Emmert’s law [7]. The fact that perceived size is generally constant means that
the visual angle covered by an object can be used to judge the distance to the
object. This is often known as the relative size, or size gradient, depth cue.
With CVA glyphs, the visual angle remains constant, and hence the relative
size depth cue will not work. Instead, the most likely inference about a CVA
glyph’s perceived size is that it must be changing as the viewer moves, to ac-
commodate its visual angle remaining constant. I.e. as you move closer to a CVA
glyph, it will appear to become smaller, and vice versa as you move further away.
This is shown in Figure B.2. As such, CVA glyphs can be predicted not to conform
to the size-distance invariance hypothesis.
Since relative size is no longer a meaningful depth cue with CVA glyphs, it
is interesting to investigate how other depth cues are affected. Necessarily, some
depth cues should remain unaffected for users to be able to make any sense of the
3-D structure of a CVA glyph visualization. In a VDM context, it is worth noting
that size can still be used as a meaningful glyph attribute. This is true because
CVA glyphs can be assigned different, but constant, visual angles depending on
the data variable mapped to the size attribute. E.g. some glyphs can be chosen to
always cover 2◦ and others 1◦ in the same visualization.
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Figure B.2: The consequence of constant visual angle objects. The two objects, A
and B, cover the same visual angle of the viewer. However, A and B are placed at
different distances from the viewer. If the viewer is able to perceive this depth dif-
ference due to other depth cues than relative size, the logical consequence must
be that A is smaller than B, as shown in the figure. Furthermore, if the viewer
moves closer to A, and the visual angle of A remains constant, then the physical
size of A must be decreasing. Conversely, A’s physical size will be perceived to
be increasing, if the viewer moves away from A, and the visual angle remains
constant.
3.2.1 The linear perspective depth cue
One important observation to make about CVA glyphs is that the CVA feature
only affects individual glyphs. As such, the position of each glyph in a cloud can
still undergo the usual perspective transformation. This has two important con-
sequences:
1. The linear perspective depth cue still works on the overall structure of a
cloud of CVA glyphs. Vanishing points will still exist in the visualization,
and the overall structures of the cloud will be transformed as humans are
used to from everyday life. I.e. far-away glyph clouds will cover less screen
space than nearby clouds.
2. From a VDM point of view, 3-D position is still a meaningful visual attribute
to assign data variables to.
When the familiar linear perspective depth cue is combined with CVA, it pro-
vides a couple of potentially very useful viewing properties:
The noise-spreading property: As a viewer moves closer to a CVA glyph
cloud, the positions of the glyphs will spread out in the field-of-view due to linear
perspective. However, the individual glyph’s pixel coverage will not increase due
to the CVA feature. Thus, nearby CVA glyphs will not begin to fill out the entire
field-of-view, obscuring the view of whatever is behind them. The problem of
not having CVA glyphs was illustrated in Figure B.1.
This means that any pattern, which is currently obscured by noise glyphs can
be cleaned of the noise, by simply moving in closer. The viewer will always be
able to select some viewing distance, where the noise glyphs between the viewer
and the pattern have spread out so much that the pattern displayed behind them
appears relatively noise-free. This property is illustrated in parts A and B of
Figure B.3.
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Figure B.3: A CVA glyph cloud with the noise-spreading and pattern-
solidification properties illustrated. Yellow glyphs are noise, blue ones are pat-
tern. Note that all glyphs are the same size in pixels across all 4 images. (A) The
cloud is viewed at such a large distance that none of the blue pattern is revealed.
Instead, the noise is solid. (B) Moving closer to the cloud reveals the blue pattern,
relatively unobscured by the noise. This situation also represents a sweet spot,
where noise-spreading and pattern-solidification are both helping. (C) Standing
inside a pattern causes it to spread out and become imperceptible. (D) Moving
away from the pattern causes it to solidify into a recognizable shape.
The main caveat is that the noise and the pattern have to cover more or less
disjoint subsets of 3-D space, i.e. some boundary between noise and pattern
should exist. If the noise and pattern overlap too much, both will spread out
simultaneously.
The pattern-solidification property: If, on the other hand, the viewer is placed
in the middle of what is believed to be a pattern of interest, it is possible to
move away from the pattern until it appears to solidify in the field-of-view. This
property exists because linear perspective will decrease the on-screen distance
between glyphs as you move away from them. However, since CVA glyphs re-
tain their pixel coverage, the pattern glyphs will eventually touch and overlap
inside the field-of-view, creating the impression of a large, connected structure.
Thus, the pattern-solidification property supports the perceptual grouping aspect
of human pattern recognition previously mentioned in section 2.1. The solidifi-
cation property is illustrated in parts C and D of Figure B.3.
Without CVA, the glyphs would simply get smaller and smaller, and not so-
lidify into a pattern. As was the case with the noise-spreading property, it is a
requirement that pattern and noise do not overlap too much in 3-D space.
The advantages of the noise-spreading and the pattern-solidification proper-
ties can often be combined. This happens if the viewer finds a sweet spot, where
the distance to the pattern both causes the noise to spread out and the pattern to
solidify at the same time. Such a sweet spot is illustrated in part B of Figure B.3.
3.2.2 Other depth cues
One powerful depth cue which is completely unaffected by the CVA feature is
occlusion. I.e. the CVA feature does not prevent nearby glyphs from occluding
far away ones. However, correct occlusion depends on the geometry of the CVA
glyphs to be well-defined relative to the other glyphs and geometry in the scene.
I.e. the constant visual angle must be transformed into a meaningful, physical
size in the space of the scene. One approach to achieving this is presented in sec-
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tion 3.3. Correct occlusion is likely to be very important for precise interactions
with the glyphs in the cloud, since the user can rely on occlusion between glyphs
and interaction objects such as 3-D cursors or selection rays.
Depth inferred from shading and cast shadows is also possible with CVA
glyphs. As with occlusion, the surface geometry of the glyphs must be well-
defined to make correct shading and shadows.
Since correct perspective transformation of the positions of individual glyphs
is possible, the depth cue gained from parallax caused by self-motion is also
present. According to [31], structure-from-motion is very likely to be a strong
cue when perceiving patterns in 3-D scatterplots. This observation is e.g. uti-
lized in spin techniques for desktop viewing of scatterplots, where the plot will
continuously spin around some axis [6].
Since both shading and correct perspective transformation of positions in
space is possible, depth at short distances can also be inferred from stereoscopic
viewing.
In the experiment documented in this paper, the use of a motion-tracked,
stereoscopic head-mounted display (HMD) will ensure that the user can take
advantage of all of the depth cues mentioned above, with the exception of cast
shadows, which was not implemented in the experimental software used for test-
ing.
3.3 Implementation options
There are two options when implementing CVA glyphs in a visualization:
1. Use a polygonal representation as with most other geometry rendered on a
GPU.
2. Use point sprites, i.e. images of the glyphs, in the rendering.
For several reasons, the latter option seems much more attractive than the
former one.
First of all, the CVA feature comes for free, if point sprites are just naı¨vely
rendered without doing any sort of depth-dependent size correction, e.g. like
the correction outlined in [11]. This is true, because a point sprite is simply a
fixed-size texture image, which is copied by the rendering pipeline’s rasterizer to
the screen space positions of the desired set of vertices. I.e. each visible vertex
becomes a copy of the sprite image on-screen. Since the pixel-size of the sprite is
fixed, glyphs rendered in this way are automatically CVA.
If the same result is to be achieved with polygon-based objects, then each
object would have to have a unique depth-dependent scaling transformation ap-
plied for each frame to make them always appear with the same screen space
size. Moreover, depending on the shape, size, and viewing angle of the glyphs,
the parameters of this scaling may only be possible to compute by doing a sep-
arate render pass for each glyph to find its current screen space extents. This
would be very unattractive from a computational point-of-view.
Using point sprites also has the advantage of only requiring one vertex per
glyph to be processed in the vertex and geometry stages of the rendering pipeline.
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Using even a simple shape like a tetrahedron would require 4 vertices per glyph
to be processed.
The disadvantage of using point-sprites is that the variety glyph shapes which
can be used is very limited, provided that the goal is to have the glyphs appear as
a true 3-D objects instead of flat 2-D billboards. If the shape of the glyph does not
feature full rotational symmetry, then each sprite will require a different view-
dependent texture for each frame rendered. This is also quite unattractive from
an efficiency point-of-view.
For this reason, spheres are probably the only shape which is currently practi-
cal to implement as CVA glyphs. Thus, glyph shape is not a viable visual attribute
to use in VDM contexts using CVA glyphs. In fact, this seems to be the main the-
oretical drawback of CVA glyphs. The only other significant limitation seems to
be if users exploring CVA glyphs visualizations do not find the missing relative
size depth cue to be acceptable. Investigating this issue is one of the aims of the
experiment of this paper.
With spheres, the sprite texture becomes identical across all glyphs and ren-
dered frames. Thus, it becomes very simple to compute the surface geometry of
the glyphs needed for correct shading and occlusion. The main issue is to com-
pute the physical radius of each sphere, depending on its current depth. This
can be done very simply in a vertex shader, by reversing the formula usually
used for approximating the on-screen size of spherical point sprites to appear as
if they had undergone normal, perspective transformation. The formula is e.g.
presented on p. 277 of [11]:
s = 2r · n
pz
· h
t− b ⇔ r =
s
2
· pz
n
· t− b
h
(B.1)
The version of Equation B.1 on the right-hand side is the one of main interest
here. r is the physical radius that would currently result from a sphere of pixel
diameter s, if the sphere is viewed at a distance of pz with a vertical screen resolu-
tion of h pixels, using a perspective projection with top, bottom and near clipping
plane parameters, t, b, and n.
Thus the formula provides the information needed to precisely tell where the
sphere boundary is in relation to the sphere centre, and in relation to all other
geometry. This information can then be passed to a fragment shader, which takes
care of making correct per-pixel shading and depth testing for the glyphs. As
mentioned in section 3.2.2, getting this correct is necessary to get the depth-from-
shading and depth-from-occlusion cues to work.
One final point to note about the technical implementation of CVA glyphs
using points sprites is that it is computationally much more attractive than the
alternative of using semi-transparency to see through noise, i.e. splatting. This
is due to the fact that semi-transparency implemented using alpha-blending can
only be correctly rendered if all glyphs are depth-sorted on a frame-by-frame
basis, or if multi-pass techniques or exotic frame buffers, such as A-buffers [5],
are employed. Currently no graphics card with an A-buffer exists. No expensive
depth-sorting is needed for opaque CVA glyphs.
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4.1 Experimental method & hypotheses
The goals of the experiment can be expressed through some research questions.
One goal is to investigate the usefulness of CVA glyphs for pattern recognition
purposes. In this context, it is of particular interest to investigate the following
questions:
1. How well can people perceive patterns using CVA glyphs as compared to
regular glyphs?
2. How does the presence of noise affect user performance with and without
CVA glyphs?
3. Under which conditions, if any, are CVA glyphs beneficial to use?
From these questions, a couple of testable hypotheses can be stated, which
forms part of the basis of the design of the experiment.
H1 CVA glyphs will provide better pattern perception and pattern reproduc-
tion performance than regular glyphs in noisy environments.
H2 CVA glyphs will not pose a problem to the perception and interactions of
the users compared to regular glyphs.
Hypothesis 1 is justified by the fact that CVA glyphs have the potential of
spreading out noise, as described in section 3.2. Furthermore, if the user can
find a sweet spot to view the pattern from, the pattern should solidify to create
a relatively unobscured view of a continuous pattern. None of this will happen
with regular 3-D glyphs.
The justification of hypothesis 2 is that although CVA glyphs are missing the
natural relative size depth cue, the amount of other depth cues present is still
large. The pattern-solidification property may also in some cases compensate for
the depth perception lost due to the missing relative size cue. This is true because
pattern-solidification may help stimulate the perceptual grouping aspect of hu-
man perception, which is something that will not happen with regular glyphs.
A secondary objective is to investigate various density levels of the presented
glyphs. This is necessary, because the statements made in the first two hypothe-
ses can only be reasonably expected to be true, if there are sufficient glyphs
present to form any pattern at all. The work of Ulinski et al [27, 28] supports
this as a necessary parameter, since they already identified that there is a signif-
icant difference in selection performance in sparse and dense clouds of splats.
However, it seems important to re-investigate this result in terms of quantitative
density levels. Therefore, the necessary research questions about density must
be:
1. Where is the lower density threshold, if any, that makes pattern shape per-
ception very difficult, or even impossible?
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2. Where is the upper density threshold, if any, that makes pattern shape per-
ception trivial?
3. How does the use of CVA glyphs interact with these density thresholds, i.e.
do the thresholds change if CVA glyphs are used?
These questions can also be rephrased as testable hypotheses:
H3 There exists a lower threshold below which pattern perception becomes
difficult and pattern selection performance decreases.
H4 There exists an upper threshold above which pattern perception becomes
easy and pattern selection performance increases.
H5 There is statistically significant interaction between density and the use of
CVA glyphs.
Hypothesis 3 and 4 can both be justified through the results of the experiments
presented in [27], and by observing that the importance of perceptual grouping
must mean that to see a pattern, there must at least be enough visualized ele-
ments to visually form a group.
The solidification property justifies why hypothesis 5 ought to be correct. The
possibility of CVA solidification should mean that patterns can be perceived as
continuous surfaces at lower density levels than without CVA.
4.1.1 Experimental factors
From these hypotheses, the factors of the experiment can be identified:
• Density of the pattern glyphs, measured in glyphs/m3. This factor has 5
levels: 1,000 - 5,000 - 10,000 - 50,000 - 100,000. These specific levels were
chosen, since they clearly show differences when inspected on a regular
screen. The upper limit of 100,000 was chosen, such that the pattern shape
is fairly straightforward to see, while still allowing reasonable frame rates
(app. 20-25 fps) on the available hardware platform. The lower limit of
1,000 is chosen since it is judged to be very difficult to see any structure to
the glyphs at this level. Thus, any upper and lower pattern shape detection
thresholds should be located somewhere in the chosen range.
• Noise is a two-level factor with the levels ’yes’ and ’no’, depending on the
precense (yes) or absence (no) of noise. The amount of noise glyphs scales
proportionally to the density of the pattern, such that there are always 4
times more noise glyphs than pattern glyphs. However, the noise glyphs
are always spread out over a larger volume of space around the patterns,
effectively producing a noise density of around 20% of the pattern density.
• CVA is another two-level factor with the levels ’yes’ and ’no’ depending on
the use of CVA glyphs (yes) or regular glyphs (no). In cases where CVA
glyphs are not used, the on-screen radius of the glyphs will change in the
natural way, as e.g. described in the left-hand version of Equation B.1.
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This implies that the experiment is going to be a 3-way factorial design with
5 × 2 × 2 = 20 unique experimental conditions. In order to collect more data
from the participants, the experiment is carried out using a within-subjects de-
sign with replication. A small pilot experiment was performed, revealing that
2 replications of each condition was achievable in 1-1.5 hours per participant,
which was judged to be reasonable. Having 2 replications means that each par-
ticipant will go through a total of 40 trials. An overview of all test conditions is
summarized in Table B.1.
Table B.1: A table of all test conditions. The numerical entries in the table are the
unique ID’s assigned to each condition. E.g. condition 4 has a density of 5,000
glyphs/m3 with CVA glyphs enabled and no noise.
Without noise
CVA Density [glyphs/m
3]
1,000 5,000 10,000 50,000 100,000
Yes 0 4 8 12 16
No 1 5 9 13 17
With noise
CVA Density [glyphs/m
3]
1,000 5,000 10,000 50,000 100,000
Yes 2 6 10 14 18
No 3 7 11 15 19
4.1.2 User task & response variables
The task to be carried out by the user is closely related to the desired response
variables that we wish to measure. The user task in all trials is as follows. The
user is presented with a pattern rendered as blue glyphs. If the scenario also
involves noise, the noise glyphs will be yellow. The choice of colours is based on
getting good contrast between pattern and noise. The task of the user is then to
first explore the glyph cloud to see the shape of the pattern, then to reproduce the
shape of the pattern in-situ. This scheme allows for several response variables,
objective and subjective, to be measured.
In order to be able to get reliable, quantitative results about the reproduction
of a pattern, the pattern shape needs to be one which is both simple to recognize
and reproduce. For this reason, we have chosen that the pattern shape in all cases
is a random 3-D box featuring all possible 9 degrees-of-freedom (DoF). That is,
the pattern boxes are randomly translated, rotated, and scaled. The possible box
volumes, however, are constrained to manageable sizes, their dimensions being
forced to lie between 25 and 75 cm. Thus, the task of the user will be to create
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the perceived, minimal oriented bounding box (OBB) [8] around the blue pattern
glyphs. The reasons for this choice are:
1. 3-D boxes are well-known and recognizable to most people.
2. 3-D boxes have enough DoF to be non-trivial to reproduce. I.e. you have to
know the locations of the faces and corners of the box to have perceived it
correctly, and subsequently be able to reproduce it accurately.
3. Effective and precise 3-D box construction interaction techniques exist, e.g.
hand-on-corner (HOC) introduced in [27] or 3-corners (3C) introduced in [23].
The latter is chosen, since it has been tested to be more precise than HOC.
Specifically, the technique presented as 3+3+3 DoF 3C is employed. Briefly
put, this means that the user creates a box by indicating three corners on
the desired box, pointing them out one at a time. See [23] for more details
on 3C techniques.
4. It is possible to quantitatively measure the difference between two boxes [23].
An alternative approach to the experiment, would be to include different
classes of 3-D pattern shapes, such as spheres, tetrahedrons, cylinders, etc. How-
ever, we have chosen not to do so for several reasons. First of all, this would
add an additional multi-level factor to the experiment, which would increase the
number of unique test conditions to an unmanageable amount for this experi-
ment. Secondly, immersive virtual environment versions of construction tech-
niques for most other shapes do not seem to have been extensively studied in
literature, making efficient, standardized production of them a study of its own.
Thirdly, one may may conjecture that the findings of an experiment with box pat-
terns may generalize to other shapes - at least to those with a comparable amount
of DoF and symmetry.
Since we wish to understand the difficulty of perceiving patterns, both from
an objective and a subjective viewpoint, the following response variables were
chosen:
• Box error: The box error is an objective, metric measurement of the differ-
ence between the correct and the perceived, user-created box. The metric is
computed as described in [23].
• Perception difficulty: This is a subjective measurement. The user is asked
how difficult it was to perceive the bounding box of the pattern on a scale
from 1 (trivial) to 10 (impossible).
• Selection difficulty: Reproducing the box pattern in-situ effectively amounts
to a multiple object selection task, where the user selects the glyphs in the
pattern using a tightly fitting box. The user is asked how difficult it was to
reproduce the box pattern on a subjective 1-10 scale like above.
• Selection sensitivity: In selection experiments, the sensitivity is often used
as a measure of quality. In this context, the sensitivity is the ratio of the
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number of selected pattern glyphs to the total number of pattern glyphs.
This is an objective, quantitative measurement. It does not necessarily cor-
relate with the box error, since the whole pattern can be selected by many
different boxes. Thus, any deviation from the minimal bounding box, will
adversely affect the box error, but not necessarily the sensitivity.
• Completion time: The completion time of each trial is also measured as
an objective response variable. Even though the hypotheses do not deal
explicitly with completion time, it is nonetheless interesting to see if there
are any differences between the test conditions wrt. speed.
The noise and pattern glyphs are spatially placed such that the pattern is com-
pletely embedded inside a spherical cloud of noise. The spherical shape ensures
that no inferences about the shape of the pattern can be made from the shape of
the noise. However, the pattern volume must at the same time be completely free
of noise glyphs, allowing the user, in principle, to make a perfect selection of pat-
tern glyphs. To help the participants’ perception of the volume covered by their
currently created box, the colour of pattern glyphs changes from blue to green
when selected. Similarly, false positives, i.e. selected noise glyphs, change from
yellow to red, once selected. This produces an alternative way of judging the
current correctness of the constructed box by maximizing the amount of green
glyphs, and minimizing the amount of red ones. An example illustration from
the experiment is shown in Figure B.4.
Figure B.4: A screenshot from one of the trials with 10,000 glyphs/m3 and CVA
enabled. The green (pattern) and red (noise) glyphs are those currently selected
by the semi-transparent, user-created box. The user controlled pointers are rep-
resented by small cyan and magenta spheres.
The final consideration to make is the sampling strategy for the pattern box.
The glyph pattern must necessarily have the sampled target box as minimal
bounding box. Otherwise, the ground truth to measure the box error against
disappears. This means that either 4 glyphs must always be placed at 4 non-
coplanar corners of the box, or that some glyphs must be placed on each face of
the box.
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Figure B.5: The HMD and mice used in the experiment. The HMD and both
mice are fitted with infrared reflective markers to be identifiable by the OptiTrack
system.
We have chosen the latter approach, since pilot tests revealed that always hav-
ing 4 corners explicitly represented as glyphs was too conspicuous. It made the
box shape identification a trivial task of indicating 3 already visualized locations
in space, thus defeating the goal of finding density level thresholds.
The approach is therefore to always sample 3 glyphs on each of the 6 faces
of the pattern box. Apart from the 18 face glyphs, all other glyphs are randomly
sampled from the entire pattern box’ volume. Thus, there are no guarantees that
the pattern glyphs will be evenly spread out inside the volume of the box, as
could e.g. be achieved using sampling strategies such as n-rooks or Hammers-
ley sampling [24]. The random sampling approach was chosen in order to best
approximate the most likely conditions, if the glyph positions had been mapped
from an arbitrary real-world data base. In any case, random sampling also rep-
resents the worst-case scenario for the purposes of human pattern recognition -
any kind of regularity in the positioning of the glyphs, would most likely help in
perceiving the correct pattern.
4.2 Experimental equipment
The experiment was performed using an nVisor SX111 HMD and a 24-camera
OptiTrack setup for motion tracking. The HMD features a 66% partial over-
lap field-of-view of 102◦ (horizontal) by 64◦ (vertical). The HMD resolution is
1280×1024 pixels per eye. The setup of the tracking system allows the user to
move wihtin a 2.25 m radius from the centre of the tracked space. Two off-the-
shelf wireless presenter mice were fitted with tracking markers and used as in-
teraction devices. All necessary actions, i.e. indications of perceived box cor-
ners, were performed by clicking the left mouse buttons. The HMD and mice are
shown in Figure B.5.
The experiment application was a custom-made OpenGL renderer running on
a 32 bit Windows XP installation with a Intel Q8200 2.33 GHz quad-core CPU and
4 GB of memory. The motion tracking software was based on the NaturalPoint
Tracking Tools API. The graphics card used was based on an nVidia GTX 285
GPU.
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4.3 Experimental procedure
Before doing any trials of the experiment, each participant answered a few demo-
graphical questions about age, gender, and prior 3DUI experience. Then, a brief
explanation of the equipment followed to allow the participants to familiarize
themselves with the adjustment knobs of the HMD, and the left button position
on the mice. All participants were made aware that they could request breaks,
or termination of the experiment, at any time. After donning the HMD, the par-
ticipants were presented with a few easily perceptible practice patterns of high
density, in order to explain the procedure of each trial. In connection with this, a
short training session in the use of the 3+3+3 DoF 3C box shaping technique was
given, where participants could practice replicating some easy box patterns. Par-
ticipants were also explained about the difference between blue pattern glyphs
and yellow noise glyphs, and the colour changes induced by selecting glyphs.
The instruction given to the participants was to approximate the minimal
bounding box as well as possible in all cases. The participants were not made
aware of the CVA glyphs prior to, or during, the trials. Thus, they remained ig-
norant of the peculiarities of CVA glyphs, unless they noticed anything by them-
selves. Participants were allowed to restart individual trials if they felt that they
had made a mistake in pointing out a box corner. In cases where the pattern’s
bounding box was not perceptible, participants were instructed to make their
best guess, nonetheless.
After the practice session, the actual experiment with logging of data began.
The sequence of test conditions was randomized to avoid any possible bias in-
duced by a fixed sequence. Both replications of the same test condition were in
immediate sequence. All target patterns were randomized on a trial-by-trial ba-
sis. After the two replications of each condition, participants were asked about
their subjective opinion of 1) the difficulty of perceiving the bounding box around
the blue glyphs, and 2) the difficulty of reproducing the perceived bounding box,
both on the previously mentioned 1-10 scale. As previously explained, each par-
ticipant tried all 20 test conditions twice. The test conditions are presented in
Table B.1. Upon completion of all trials, an informal debriefing took place.
5 Results
5.1 Participants
A total of 19 unpaid participants took part in the test, 17 male and 2 female. How-
ever, two of the male participants had to quit the experiment during the training
phase due to cyber-sickness. Thus, all further analysis is only based on the 17
participants who completed the entire experiment. In the present case, the 17
participants tried all conditions twice, so the sample size is 34 for all conditions.
The collected data set represents 680 completed trials in total. All participants
were recruited at the local university campus. The mean age was 28.5 years. The
median 3DUI experience level, reported on a subjective 1 (least experienced) to
5 (most experienced) scale was 2. All subsequent statistical analyses were per-
formed using R [21], and a significance level of α = 0.05 was used in all tests.
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5.2 Pre-analysis
A pre-analysis was performed to see if the data conformed to the requirements
of ANOVA analysis. That is, independence, equal variance, and normality. In-
dependence is secured by the fact that the trials were independently performed
by different participants, and the fact that the sequence of the test conditions
was randomized for each participant. However, Bartlett’s and Levene’s tests of
equal variance reveal that the equal variance assumption is likely violated for all
measured response variables. Although some controversy exists on the issue of
robustness to violations of this assumption, recent literature on the issue, such
as Norman’s paper [19], indicates that even quite large violations of ANOVA’s
assumptions do not lead to the wrong conclusions in general.
Based on the conclusions of [19], the relatively large total sample size of 680
trials, and a comparison of the outputs of a Friedman test (the non-parametric
version of ANOVA) and a regular ANOVA, which revealed no noteworthy dif-
ferences, we chose to go ahead with ANOVA regardless of the violations. All
post-hoc tests are made using Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD).
We decided to apply variance stabilizing transformations on each of the re-
sponse variables as e.g. outlined in [16], in order to improve the situation. How-
ever, we could not entirely fix the issue of equal variance for most of the response
variables. The selection difficulty did not indicate any need for variance stabi-
lization. The data analysis is based on the transformed responses. The following
transformations were estimated from the data and applied to the box errors, δ,
the perceptual difficulties, p, the completion times, t, and the sensitivities, s:
δ′ = log(δ) , p′ =
√
p , t′ =
1√
t
, s′ = s2.5 (B.2)
As a final preliminary analysis, a boxplot of the transformed variables reveals
that, at least visually, there appears to be interesting differences among the tested
conditions. As an example, in Figure B.6, the transformed box errors and percep-
tual difficulties are displayed grouped by condition.
5.3 Factors, interactions, and hypotheses
5.3.1 The big picture
A 3-way within-subjects ANOVA with replication analysis of the transformed
box error reveals that all factors and interactions between 2 and 3 factors, except
for the main effect of using CVA, are significant. The significant p-values here
range from 0.032 to 0.001. I.e. there are significant differences among the spe-
cific test conditions (3-factor interactions) as well as significant overall differences
caused by the main effects and various combinations of the main effects.
The results wrt. perception difficulty, selection difficulty, and sensitivity show
significant effects and interactions in mostly the same places as the box error.
The completion time shows few significant effects compared to the other re-
sponse variables. The main significant effect being that trials with noise are sig-
nificantly slower to complete than those without noise (p 0.001).
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Figure B.6: Boxplots grouped by condition of (top) the transformed box error,
which is an objective measure of task difficulty, and of (bottom) the transformed
perceptual difficulty, a subjective measure of task difficulty. The leftmost 10 con-
ditions are all without CVA glyphs, whereas the rightmost 10 conditions are all
with CVA glyphs. If viewed as 4 chunks of 5 boxes, the conditions within each
chunk show the result of changing the density, while keeping the other factors
constant. Note that all 4 low density conditions (1,000 glyphs/m3) appear to
both objectively and subjectively difficult. Also note the apparent beneficial dif-
ference that CVA glyphs make in the most dense, noisy conditions. Furthermore,
it is interesting to see that the participants’ subjective perceptions of difficulty are
similar to the objectively measured errors.
One main trend of the experiment is that participants found it difficult to per-
ceive the box patterns in the lowest density cases with 1,000 glyphs/m3. These
cases were significantly more difficult than the other tested conditions, except for
the noisy, 100,000 glyphs/m3 case without CVA glyphs, which turned out to be
the most difficult tested condition, no matter which response variable is consid-
ered.
Another main trend is that the scenarios with the highest densities and no
noise were significantly easier than most of the other tested conditions.
The main goal of the experiment was to investigate the 5 proposed hypothe-
ses. This means that instead of trying to understand every significant difference
in the data set, we have chosen to only investigate those in detail that matter to
the hypotheses.
5.3.2 Hypotheses 1 & 2
H1 stated that the use of CVA glyphs would both help users to perceive and
reproduce the displayed patterns more precisely in noisy environments.
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Investigating this with respect to the pattern perception first, the main vari-
able to look at is the reported perceptual difficulty. Wrt. perceptual difficulty,
CVA in itself is a significant effect (p=0.026). Interestingly, this means that across
all tested conditions, the participants actually felt it was easier to perceive pat-
terns with CVA glyphs than without. If we then check how CVA glyphs fare in
the most noisy environments, i.e. those with noise and the highest pattern den-
sity, we learn that CVA glyphs do indeed make a significant difference (p = 0.021).
The visual difference caused by CVA in this situation was the one illustrated in
the teaser image on the first page.
If H1 is investigated using the objective box error, we find that CVA makes
a significant beneficial difference (p < 0.001) in the most dense, noisy condition,
but not as a general main effect. Investigating H1 wrt. the reported selection
difficulty shows the same result (p = 0.034), and for the sensitivity of the selection,
this result is also consistent (p < 0.001) .
This means that once the amount of noise becomes very high, effectively cov-
ering the view of an otherwise well-defined pattern, CVA glyphs make a signif-
icant difference, no matter how we have chosen to measure the difficulty of the
task. However, contrary to the statement of H1, CVA does not make a significant
difference in general in noisy environments. The correct statement of a revised
H1 would therefore be that CVA glyphs help the perception of patterns in noisy
environments where occlusion of the pattern becomes dominant.
H2 stated that using CVA glyphs would not cause perceptual problems com-
pared to rendering the glyphs in the natural way.
From the analysis of H1 above, H2 has already proven to be true. Perhaps
the most surprising result here is that, in general when using the participants’
subjective opinions about the difficulty of perceiving and selecting patterns, CVA
glyphs prove significantly better to use than regular glyphs. When measured
using the objective box error, there is no significant difference across all scenarios.
This means that CVA glyphs do not reduce people’s objective ability to create
the correct box around a pattern, and that people subjectively perceive it as being
significantly easier with CVA glyphs. Thus, H2 is believed to be true, based on
the available data.
5.3.3 Hypotheses 3 & 4
H3 stated that there exists a lower density threshold, below which pattern per-
ception becomes more difficult. To test this, the main factor of interest is density.
The performed ANOVA shows that this factor is significant wrt. all measured
response variables except for completion time, all p-values 0.001.
Digging into the pairwise comparisons made by a Tukey’s HSD comparison,
shows that the participants find the density level of 1,000 glyphs/m3 more diffi-
cult than all the other density levels, no matter which response variable is used
(except for completion time). The p-values here range from 0.005 to < 0.001. The
only interpretation of this must be that a lower threshold level (or, more likely,
a threshold range) exists somewhere between 1,000 and 5,000 glyphs/m3, which
causes the perception of a shape from a discrete set of glyphs to become much
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more difficult, if not impossible. H3 is therefore unambiguously confirmed by
the data.
H4 postulates the existence of an upper density threshold, above which pat-
tern perception becomes easier. Investigating the data shows significant differ-
ences between 10,000 and 50,000 glyphs/m3 for the response variables box er-
ror, perception difficulty, and sensitivity, p-values in the range 0.044 to < 0.001.
This means that the desired threshold probably lies between 10,000 and 50,000
glyphs/m3.
The only response variables not indicating the threshold to be at the same
location, is the self-reported selection difficulty that produces a significant dif-
ference between 5,000 and 50,000 glyphs/m3. Since this range mostly overlaps
the range indicated by the other response variables, it seems most reasonable to
say that more than 10,000 glyphs/m3 are needed to significantly improve pattern
perception. Thus H4 is found to be in agreement with the data, and hence true.
5.3.4 Hypothesis 5
The final hypothesis, H5, stated that the use of CVA glyphs would change the
density thresholds postulated by H3 and H4. To investigate this hypothesis, the
interaction term between CVA and density is of interest. This interaction proved
significant wrt. all response variables except for completion time.
The box error shows that the threshold between 1,000 and 5,000 glyphs/m3
vanishes when CVA glyphs are used. Conversely, the significant difference be-
tween 10,000 and 50,000 glyphs/m3 vanishes without CVA glyphs. The broad
interpretation of this must be that at low densities, the familiar relative size depth
cue is of more help than CVA, but at higher densities CVA provides better pattern
perception. I.e. the thresholds have been moved or smoothed out by the use of
CVA.
The reported perception difficulty also shows that with CVA glyphs enabled,
the significant difference between 1,000 and 5,000 glyphs/m3 disappears. How-
ever, the threshold between 10,000 and 50,000 glyphs/m3 remains significant.
Thus, perceptually the use of CVA glyphs has made the low density cases more
similar.
With the subjective selection difficulty, the results of the analysis gives the
same conclusion as with the box error. I.e. that CVA glyphs makes it easier to
select glyphs at high densities, but makes no difference at low densities. The
sensitivity thresholds are unaffected by the use of CVA glyphs.
Thus, the conclusion about H5 must be that the use of CVA glyphs in general
has an effect on pattern perception density thresholds.
6 Discussion & Conclusion
In summary, this paper has made the following contributions:
1. The introduction of constant visual angle (CVA) glyphs, a novel approach
to 3-D glyph rendering, where glyphs are rendered such that the individual
glyphs always appear with the same pixel-coverage on-screen.
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2. An analysis of the the perceptual consequences of CVA glyphs based on
current theories, in particular why CVA glyphs have the potential to be
useful as noise removal technique in visual data mining of 3-D scatterplots.
3. A discussion of various issues related to the technical implementation of
CVA glyphs was given, arriving at the conclusion that point sprites is prob-
ably the best, currently feasible implementation option.
4. A demonstration through a rigourous experiment carried out in an immer-
sive virtual environment that CVA glyphs do indeed have the expected ad-
vantages over regular glyphs, especially in conditions featuring a lot of oc-
clusion from noise glyphs.
5. Identification of possible threshold regions of glyph density which signif-
icantly change participants’ ability to perceive large shapes and patterns
from discrete 3-D glyphs.
The fact that CVA glyphs not only proved usable, but in many cases superior
to glyphs rendered in a more natural way, is an interesting result in itself. This
means that the loss of a real-world depth cue can be an advantage in some ap-
plications. This result is made even more valuable by the fact that the proposed
CVA glyphs not only outperformed traditional glyphs in very noisy conditions,
but also, in general, did not perform any worse than realistic glyphs in other
conditions.
One interesting, but informal, observation made during the course of all the
trials of the experiment, is that only 3 out of 17 participants noticed anything un-
natural about the CVA glyphs. Furthermore, nobody made any statement that
the CVA glyphs were annoying or unpleasant. The participants had no prob-
lems in using the noise-spreading and pattern-solidification properties of CVA
glyphs, which seemed quite natural to them. CVA glyphs also proved to be ad-
vantageous, in that the interactions needed for reproducing the pattern boxes
were more manageable in the very noisy cases. This observation, made by sev-
eral of the participants, is caused by the fact that the noise-spreading property
of CVA glyphs also causes the user controlled pointers to be more easily visible
through the noise.
Finally, the density thresholds found through the experiment are not only use-
ful with CVA glyphs. The thresholds provide general knowledge that can be used
in planning the sampling density of data for any 3-D scatterplot rendering, if the
goal is to have the viewers perceive shapes and patterns in the plot.
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1 Introduction
Abstract
The task of multiple object selection (MOS) in immersive virtual environments
is important and still quite unexplored. The difficulty of efficient MOS in-
creases with the number of objects to be selected. E.g. in small-scale MOS,
only a few objects need to be simultaneously selected. This may be accom-
plished by serializing existing single-object selection techniques. In this paper,
we explore various MOS tools for large-scale MOS. That is, when the number
of objects to be selected are counted in hundreds, or even thousands. This
makes serialization of single-object techniques prohibitively time consuming.
Instead, we have implemented and tested two of the existing approaches to
3-D MOS, a brush and a lasso, as well as a new technique, a magic wand,
which automatically selects objects based on local proximity to other objects.
In a formal user evaluation, we have studied how the performance of the MOS
tools are affected by the geometric configuration of the objects to be selected.
Our studies demonstrate that the performance of MOS techniques is very sig-
nificantly affected by the geometric scenario facing the user. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that a good match between MOS tool shape and the geometric
configuration is not always preferable, if the applied tool is complex to use.
1 Introduction
Selection of multiple objects (MOS) is a frequent goal of user interactions in desk-
top environments. The prime example of this is the ubiquitous selection box used
for picking multiple icons located in a contiguous region on a computer desktop.
Many image processing applications, such as Adobe Photoshop or GIMP, include
tools for selecting a large number of pixels to be the target of further processing.
Furthermore, MOS is very often used in computer games, where the player has
to efficiently assign the same commands to several characters or units. All of the
mentioned tasks, and the techniques used to accomplish them, can collectively
be referred to as 2-D MOS, since they are carried out in a 2-D context.
Once MOS moves beyond the 2-D desktop and into 3-D, the case becomes
more complex, and fewer studies exist. The added complexity comes from sev-
eral sources: More degrees of freedom to control, a lack of standardized MOS
tools, and the possibility of occlusion. The lack of studies on 3-D MOS cannot be
explained by a lack of potentially useful applications of 3-D MOS. To illustrate
this, we give two examples:
1) Architectural visualizations [4, 17] are often populated by many repetitions
of the same objects, e.g. windows, doors, pillars, furniture etc. Efficient manip-
ulation of entire classes of such objects, or other subsets of the avaialble objects,
relies on being able to efficiently select them in the first place. 2) In data visu-
alizations, there are often thousands of glyphs or voxels floating around in 3-D
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space [14], each representing a sample of the visualized database. In many cases,
it is useful for a user exploring such a visualization to be able to highlight groups
of glyphs or voxels that are of particular interest [5], or to be able to add an-
notations [7] to specific parts of the visualization. Once again the prerequisite
operation is a MOS task.
A main distinguishing feature of the two examples given above is in the num-
ber of target objects to be selected, which we henceforth refer to as the scale of the
MOS task. In an architectural visualization, serialization of single-object selec-
tion techniques may be adequate and efficient, since the number of target objects
is often manageable. I.e. it will be rare to need to simultaneously manipulate
thousands, or just hundreds, of objects in the same virtual room or building. For
this reason, MOS for architectural visualizations will most likely be on a small
scale in typical scenarios. We henceforth refer to small-scale MOS as SS-MOS.
However, in the case of data mining applications, the scale of the MOS in-
creases drastically, since it is not uncommon to work with databases consisting
of thousands of samples. Thus, this application is an example of large-scale MOS
(LS-MOS). Since serialization of single-object techniques unavoidably becomes
more and more impractical and time-consuming to use as the task scale increases
- e.g. imagine pointing out 1,000 objects on a one-by-one basis - the techniques
applicable to LS-MOS tasks are potentially quite different from those applica-
ble to SS-MOS. This makes the technical challenge of designing good LS-MOS
techniques interesting. Furthermore, efficient LS-MOS techniques in 3-D are cur-
rently relatively unexplored. For these reasons, this paper only deals with MOS
tasks, where the scale of the task is at least well into the hundreds.
Thus, the main point of this paper is to test and evaluate the usefulness and
performance of different 3-D LS-MOS tools. Furthermore, we seek to evaluate
how the geometric layout of the objects to be selected affects the efficiency, pre-
cision and ease-of-use of the tools. The results gained through this study are
therefore useful to future designers of 3-D LS-MOS toolboxes, since they provide
information about the trade-offs made when using the tools. That is, recommen-
dations of when to use specific tools, and, just as importantly, when to avoid
them.
2 Related Work and MOS Theory
The tasks that users perform while immersed inside virtual environments are
traditionally split into four categories: Selection, manipulation, navigation, and
system control. This distinction of categories is e.g. presented by Bowman et al
in [2], where they present a comprehensive design space for 3-D selection tech-
niques. However, the work only mentions single-object selection techniques. The
presented design space for selection tasks includes a category for automatic se-
lection, but does not present any examples of such techniques.
Although MOS tasks clearly belong within the well-established selection cat-
egory, 3-D MOS, and in particular 3-D LS-MOS, does not appear to have been the
subject of much study. A few exceptions are presented in [11, 22, 23]. For this
reason, much of the related work concerns traditional single-object selection.
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2.1 Single-Object Selection
For several reasons, single-object selection (SOS) techniques are of interest in the
design of 3-D MOS techniques. First of all, any SOS technique has the poten-
tial to be used as a MOS technique, if used serially. However, serialization of
SOS becomes prohibitively time-consuming as the scale of the MOS task grows.
Secondly, many SOS techniques are inherently MOS techniques with an added
disambiguation step. This step is included in order to pick just one of the candi-
date objects that fall within a selection volume. The inclusion of a disambiguation
step modifies a MOS technique into a SOS counterpart. As such, many SOS tech-
niques hold additional potential as MOS techniques by removing or modifying
the disambiguation step.
Ray casting is one of the most well-established SOS techniques [13, 1]. In ray
casting, the selection volume is a half-line or a very narrow cylinder extending
from the user’s hand infinitely into 3-D space like the beam of a laser pointer. In
many cases, the selection ray intersects more than one object, which calls for the
inclusion of a disambiguation step. The potential of ray casting in itself as a non-
serialized 3-D LS-MOS technique is limited, however, since the selection volume
is very small. This issue may be alleviated by using the selection ray to pick out a
single object, after which all similar or nearby objects are automatically included
in the selection. The similarity/proximity criterion can be arbitrarily chosen. The
idea of automatically expanding the selection from a single object forms the basis
of the magic wand technique which is introduced and evaluated in this paper (see
section 3.3).
Variations on basic ray casting exist where the ray is replaced by a cone, thus
creating a flashlight metaphor. Since cones have larger volumes than rays, they
hold more potential as MOS tools in their own right. The cone approach to SOS is
e.g. used in [10], where disambiguation is performed by picking the object closest
to the axis of the cone. Another example of a cone-based selection technique,
called shadow-cone selection, is introduced in [20], where the disambiguation
mechanism is based on sweeping the cone in space around the desired object.
Objects that stay inside the cone throughout the sweep are selected. As such,
shadow cone selection both works in SOS and MOS contexts in its original form.
A similar ray-based method, where objects intersected by a ray receives selection
scores based on the temporal profile of the ray motion vs. the intersected objects
is presented as IntenSelect in [3].
The shadow cone selection is also discussed in the light of a general model of
selection presented by Steed in [19]. This model is very general, and as such, the
model proposed in that paper covers all volume-based SOS and MOS techniques.
Non-volume-based techniques, however, are not covered by the proposed model.
I.e. tools that rely on various forms of indirect selection, e.g. selection from a list
of object names, or automated selection, which is one of the techniques evaluated
in this paper.
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2.2 Multiple Object Selection
2.2.1 2-D MOS
In 2-D desktop contexts, MOS tasks are very frequent. As such, the techniques for
solving the problem in 2-D are well-established. Wills presents a comprehensive
design space for 2-D MOS techniques in [27]. In that paper, a distinction between
brush-type techniques and lasso-type techniques is made. This distinction is also
valid for 3-D MOS.
Brushes: With a brush, the selection is made inside a persistent object, called
a brush, which the user can manipulate in various ways. One typical manip-
ulation is to drag the brush around. It is possible to add more to the selection
simply by moving the brush while making an indication to select (e.g. clicking
a button). The brush-metaphor is very clear and intuitive, because dragging the
virtual brush around is very similar to painting with a real brush.
It is fairly straightforward to adapt the idea of a selection brush to 3-D MOS,
since all that is needed is to 1) use a 3-D shape instead of 2-D shape for the brush
and 2) map the controls of the brush to a motion-tracked 3-D interaction device.
In this paper, we have chosen to use a spherical 3-D brush with adjustable radius
as one of the three evaluated MOS techniques.
Lassos: The lasso category of selection techniques is based on the user defin-
ing a temporary selection shape, called a lasso. All objects that lie within the
created lasso are selected, after which the lasso disappears. If the user wishes to
expand the selection, more lassoes must be defined. In 2-D, a lasso can be made
in several ways. Desktop selection rectangles are a well-known example of such a
method. In other applications, lassos are made by tracing out a closed, free-form
contour on the screen using a mouse.
The lasso concept can also be adapted for use in 3-D. However, the case is
not as straightforward as with the brush, because the steps involved in creating
the actual lasso are non-trivial to convert from 2-D. First of all, the lasso shape
must be a closed 3-D volume, or at least an infinite extrusion of a 2-D shape.
This means that the desired shape of a 3-D lasso is probably the primary design
choice to make. It only becomes possible to design an efficient way of producing
the lasso, after deciding on the class of 3-D shape. Efficient creation of 3-D shapes,
specifically 3-D boxes - the natural 3-D extension of 2-D rectangles, is discussed
in [23, 21]. A box-shaped lasso, created according to the 3C technique introduced
in [21] is the second 3D LS-MOS technique evaluated in this paper.
Automatic techniques: The work of Wills [27] does not account for the possi-
bility of automating part of the MOS process, although the proposed design pa-
rameters do include the possibility of modifying the selection volume based on
the objects inside of it. Nonetheless, automatic 2-D MOS selection tools are very
common in desktop applications, especially in image processing. Such tools use
region growing algorithms to expand a selection to all similar pixels connected
to an initial seed pixel indicated by the user. The similarity of pixels is typically
based on their RGB colour values. This is exactly the scheme which we have
chosen to evaluate as the third way of performing MOS tasks. In Adobe Photo-
shop, the automatic selection tool is named a magic wand. This has inspired us
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to use the same name for our automatic tool in order to give users a metaphor
to relate to. However, the region growing method underlying our magic wand
is somewhat different from the one found in Photoshop. See section 3.3 for more
details.
2.2.2 3-D MOS
Few studies directly concerning 3-D MOS currently exist. In one of the currently
most comprehensive studies on the subject, Lucas et al [11] presents a design
space for 3-D MOS techniques. This design space identifies 6 parameters to con-
sider in 3-D MOS design. Subsequently, variations of two of these parameters,
concurrency and spatial context, are used in designing and evaluating four dif-
ferent 3-D MOS techniques. One technique was serialized ray casting. Two of
the techniques were performed through a 2-D view of the scene on a hand-held
tablet, and as such, are more or less clones of well known desktop MOS tech-
niques. The final technique featured a persistent selection box, i.e. a box-shaped
brush, which could be scaled, rotated, and positioned arbitrarily through a com-
bination of two techniques: Go-Go [15] and PORT [12]. The box selection tech-
nique is the only one of the four techniques tested by Lucas et al which is both
compatible with the LS-MOS context of this paper, and with the non-see-through
HMD setup used. The number of target objects was in the range from 9 to 64,
thus staying reasonably within the realm of SS-MOS, where serialization of SOS
techniques is viable. The objects were laid out in a non-randomized, rectangular
grid pattern in all cases. Furthermore, the selection task was visualized on a pro-
jection screen. These facts differentiate the study of Lucas et al from the one in
this paper.
In the work of Ulinski et al [23], the subject of study is MOS using boxes of ar-
bitrary position, orientation, and scale. The boxes studied were lassos, since they
were non-persistent. Several techniques for creating the lassos were evaluated
wrt. two binary factors, density and occlusion. The studies were carried out by
users interacting with a monoscopic rendering of the data displayed on a table-
top monitor. The spatial layout of the target objects were box-shaped in all cases,
meaning that no test of the influence of layout, beyond the mentioned factors,
was made. I.e. there were no cases where the target objects’ spatial layout did
not match the shape of the lasso. No quantitative information about the scale of
the task is given, but it is possible that the task scale approaches the scales tested
in this paper. Thus, our work differentiates itself from Ulinski et al’s by virtue
of testing several different spatial layouts of target objects, by testing other tools
than 3-D box lassos, and by using an immersive display such as an HMD.
The case of automatic 3-D MOS has also been considered previously. How-
ever, it seems that existing techniques rely on the existence of a relational data
structure, e.g. a scene graph, behind the rendered virtual objects. This for ex-
ample means that selecting a virtual table also selects all the objects resting on
the table. Such techniques are e.g. presented in [22, 8, 28]. These methods seem
very attractive for virtual worlds populated by recognizable objects such as ar-
chitectural visualizations or computer games. However, these techniques are not
applicable in the general case, where the visualized objects come from a database
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Figure C.1: The mice used in the experiment. Each mouse is fitted with reflec-
tive markers to make it detectable by an infrared camera system. The mice are
equipped with the three usual mouse buttons as well as a scroll wheel.
without natural structures such as parent-child relations. This is frequently the
case in abstract data visualizations.
3 Design of 3-D MOS Techniques
In this section, we present the specific design used for the three tested MOS tech-
niques. Two of these, the brush and the lasso, relate directly to some of the stud-
ies mentioned above. The magic wand, however, is new in a 3-D MOS context.
Therefore, the algorithm used in the implementation of the automatic aspects
of the wand is of particular interest. The choice of the control mappings in all
techniques is heavily based on the available controllers: Two wireless presen-
ter mice fitted with markers to make them trackable with 6 degrees-of-freedom
(DoF). This implies that the available controls on the devices apart from the mo-
tion tracking are three buttons (left, middle, right) and a scroll wheel. The mice
are shown in Figure C.1. The designed techniques take advantage of having two
controllers either by being bimanual techniques, or by duplicating the same tech-
nique to both hands, giving the users a free choice of which hand to use. Further-
more, the two primary concerns addressed as design criteria are that the tech-
niques must be usable in an HMD context, and that they must be applicable as
3-D LS-MOS techniques.
3.1 Brush
The two primary decisions to make when designing a 3-D brush is the shape of
the brush and its control mappings.
In this study, we have chosen to use a spherical brush. The main motiva-
tions for this choice are twofold. First of all, a sphere is a well-known shape
which should be easy to control for the average user. The number of DoF needed
for controlling all parameters of a sphere is relatively low. A spherical brush
has a maximum of 4 degrees-of-freedom, i.e. a 3-D position and a radius. This
fact is important to this study, where the time available for familiarizing oneself
with the tool is fairly limited. Secondly, a spherical brush with adjustable radius
should be applicable and relatively precise in many contexts. As such it should
provide a very generally applicable tool.
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The main disadvantage is expected to be that it will be difficult to select targets
located at the edges of a non-spherical volume, e.g. a box shape, where clutter
is present close to the targets. E.g. it is difficult to use a sphere to select target
objects in the corner of a box surrounded by undesired objects (noise), without
also selecting some of the noise.
The choice of a spherical shape also has direct implications on the control
scheme used. Since the sphere is a closed volume in space, unlike a ray or a cone,
the actual brushing process becomes very local and direct. I.e. the users must
place the brush at the desired targets before doing the brushing. This is unlike
a ray or a cone, where users can aim and select at a distance. We decided to go
with a sphere and the resulting control scheme, because a cone is impractical in
scenarios where noise is obstructing a clear path of pointing. This is the case in
many of the scenarios we have tested.
For the same reasons, we have also chosen to go with the same control scheme
for the other MOS techniques. This not only has the mentioned benefit of work-
ing well in cluttered scenarios. It also reduces the amount of different interaction
schemes that the test subjects will have to learn. Furthermore, it puts the tested
techniques on even ground in the evaluation, meaning that the control scheme is
not a factor of the study.
Thus, the controls are a direct mapping of the positions of the user’s two
hands to the positions of two virtual brush spheres, based on the information pro-
vided by a motion tracking system. The brush spheres are made semi-transparent
in order to allow better perception of the objects inside the brush. This design
choice is in line with previous work by Zhai et al [29]. The adjustable radius is
controlled by scrolling the wheel on the controller. We have chosen to bound the
range of allowed radii to avoid excessively small or large brushes. The control of
indicating that the objects currently inside the brush should be committed to the
selection set is mapped to the left buttons. I.e. clicking the left button once selects
all objects inside the brush, while holding the left button allows the user to keep
selecting objects while sweeping the brush through the volume of objects. The
brushes in action are shown in Figure C.2.A and Figure C.2.E.
In order to allow the user to correct mistakes, clicking the right button toggles
from the basic selection mode to a deselection mode, where the brushing removes
objects from the selection set. The current mode of operation is indicated by the
colour of the brushes. This mode toggling feature is also available for the lasso,
whereas deselection works differently with the magic wand.
The user can select or deselect objects by repeating the process as many times
as desired. Thus, the designed techniques are examples of parallel 3-D MOS
tools in the terminology of [11], which can be used in a serial fashion to refine or
expand a selection.
3.2 Lasso
For the lasso metaphor, we chose to use a 3-D version of the well-known 2-D
selection box lasso from the desktop. Since an arbitrary 3-D box has 9 degrees
of freedom, the construction technique for the lasso has to comply with this fact.
Control of all 9 degrees of freedom is needed to allow for full control of the flex-
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Figure C.2: Screenshots of various experimental conditions and techniques. Blue
glyphs are targets, yellow ones are noise. Correctly selected glyphs are high-
lighted in green, incorrect ones are highlighted in red. (A) The separated clouds
scenario with the 3-D spherical brush shown as faint, semi-transparent green
spheres. (B) The adjacent clouds scenario with the 3-D box lasso technique in
use. (C) The entangled clouds with the magic wand technique in use. The magic
wand has been used once to select most of the blue cloud without adjusting its
proximity threshold. (D) The embedded nucleus scenario with the magic wand
as selection tool. As in part C, the wand has been used once here to make a se-
lection. A few false positives are showing as red glyphs. (E) The uniform embed-
ding scenario with a large 3-D brush in use. This scenario is particularly difficult
due to the large amount of noise occlusion, and the close proximity of the noise
and target glyphs.
ibility offered by the box shape. This makes the technique somewhat more diffi-
cult to use than the 4 DoF spherical brush. However, it also has the potential to be
a better match for the presented cloud of target objects, if the cloud has angular
corners or planar surfaces. Controlling 9 DoF in an efficient manner is no sim-
ple matter. For this reason, we have chosen to implement the existing technique,
3-corners (3C), which provides the greatest degree of precision according to [21].
The 3C technique requires the user to indicate the positions of 3 corners on
the desired box in a specific pattern. We have chosen to go with the variant of 3C
named 3+3+3 DoF 3C in [21]. This suits the direct interaction pattern chosen for
the brush technique well, since it is simple to point out specific points in space,
in this case box corners, in a direct way. I.e. the user has to place a hand at a
desired corner position, after which a click places the corner there. The hand
positions are indicated by small spheres. After making three clicks, the lasso is
completed, and all objects inside the lasso are selected. The user can interactively
see the lasso currently resulting from the positions of the hands as soon as the
first lasso corner has been placed. As was the case with the brush, the lassos are
rendered as semi-transparent boxes. An example of a box lasso in use is shown
in Figure C.2.B.
As was the case with the brush, the user has the option to right-click in order
to toggle to a deselection mode, where the boxes removes objects from the se-
lection set. Similarly, the user is allowed to make as many selection/deselection
boxes as desired to reach the end result.
3.3 Magic Wand
The magic wand is based on its namesake technique used in 2-D image process-
ing applications. The main idea is that the user indicates a single object, the seed,
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which is representative of the objects in the desired selection. An algorithm then
takes care of expanding the selection from the seed to all objects which are similar
enough to the seed according to some criterion.
In general terms, any selection technique, SOS or MOS - automatic or manual,
can be viewed as a binary classification task, where the objects of the scene are
split into two clusters, the target and the noise. In the special case of SOS, the
target cluster only contains one object. Thus, the type of algorithm needed for
the magic wand belongs to the category of clustering algorithms.
Many clustering algorithms are based on knowing the expected spatial dis-
tribution of the objects to be clustered. However, in the general case of MOS,
nothing is known a priori about such distributions. I.e. the spatial layout of the
objects can vary wildly from case to case. Therefore, we have aimed to design a
magic wand algorithm which does not make any assumptions about the overall
shape of the clouds to be selected.
Instead, the assumption that we make is based on human perception: People
tend to think of densely packed groups of objects as a whole instead of invidual
constituents. This is e.g. a well-established fact in the gestalt laws of human vi-
sual perception [26]. The gestalt law of proximity is of special interest here, since
it provides a proven theoretical background to base the automatic techniques on.
As such, our magic wand technique is designed to select all objects that feature
high proximity to other objects in the cluster, and ultimately to the seed. Fur-
thermore, to be applicable as an interaction technique, the clustering algorithm
should not be so computationally expensive that it prevents the clustering from
happening in real-time with the scales of MOS tasks used in our study.
Such a procedure is e.g. presented as the initial grouping step of the clustering
algorithm introduced in [6]. There, the criterion used for growing a cluster is to
always add the candidate which is closest to any current member of the cluster.
In our case, where we want to base the algorithm on the gestalt law of proximity,
the closeness of cluster members is based on Euclidean distance in 3-D. More data
dimensions can be taken into account in the distance measurement, if desired, to
make the clustering sensitive to other cues than spatial proximity.
It is worth noting that the use of Euclidean distance as proximity criterion
does not necessarily lead to spherical clusters: When viewed on a global level, it
is not the Euclidean distance from the seed to the other members of the cluster
that matters. Instead, all members have in common that there is at least one
other member located somewhere within local proximity. I.e. clusters can have
members very far from the seed, as long as there exists a path of sufficiently
small jumps through the cluster from the seed to the distant cluster members.
This principle maintains the idea that the selected objects should be in a region
of similar density/proximity between the objects.
The clustering principle that a single neighbour inside the cluster is enough to
add a candidate to the cluster is known as single-linkage clustering. An optimally
efficient O(n2) single-linkage algorithm known as SLINK is presented in [18].
However, in our case we can improve the situation somewhat, since a large part
of the algorithm, i.e. all the pair-wise distance computations between objects,
can be pre-computed once the objects are initialized. This is true as long as the
objects do not move relative to each other. Also, all inter-object connections which
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are longer than a set acceptable threshold can be pruned after the inter-object
distance table is known. This removes the need for starting the clustering from
scratch when the user indicates a new seed. Furthermore, we are only interested
in the cluster that contains the seed, not all the clusters that are present in the data
set.
Mapping the above to user controls has the following implications:
1. The user must be able to select the seed object.
2. The user must be able to adjust the proximity threshold used when deciding
which objects belong to the selection set.
Pointing out the seed is done directly using a small, spherical cursor - just
like the indication of the corners of the 3-D box lasso. Furthermore, adjustment
of the maximum allowed distance between cluster members and their closest
neighbour in the cluster is mapped to the scroll wheel. This means that our magic
wand is a 4 DoF tool. Increasing the threshold value has the effect of lowering the
requirements of cluster membership, i.e. expanding the selection. The opposite
is true when decreasing the threshold value. At the minimum value of 0, only
the seed is admitted into the cluster, effectively making the magic wand a simple
SOS tool. Figure C.2.C and C.2.D show the the magic wand being used.
Thus, selection and deselection with the magic wand happens when the scroll
wheel is used. As with the brush and the lasso, the user is allowed to add to
the selection by adding new seeds. This implies that in some difficult cases, the
user has the option to keep the proximity threshold at a low level, in order to
serially add new seeds with small clusters to the selection set without much risk
of accidentally selecting noise objects.
There are many possible modifications to the basic magic wand technique.
Some examples are: Including an upper limit on the size of the selection set,
limiting the number of allowed jumps from the seed, increasing the linkage re-
quirement from a single neighbour to more neighbours, etc. However, in this
study we have chosen to go with the basic scheme as outlined above.
4 Experiment
With the three MOS techniques outlined and motivated, the performed experi-
ment can be explained.
4.1 Geometric Scenarios
The main purpose of the experiment is to test how the three chosen MOS tech-
niques fare in scenarios of different geometric layout. In choosing scenarios, we
have aimed to include some that represent a broad range of all possible scenar-
ios, and to design the scenarios such that they potentially hightlight the strengths
and weaknesses of each technique. As such, scenarios encountered in real appli-
cations should conceptually match a combination of those tested in this study. A
geometric scenario consists of two randomized clouds of glyphs: A target cloud
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rendered as blue glyphs, and a noise cloud rendered in yellow. The glyphs tem-
porarily change colours to green (target) or red (noise) upon entering a selection
volume, and permanently so upon being committed to the selection set. Exam-
ples of all 5 chosen scenarios are shown in Figure C.2.
The randomization is performed such that the overall shape of the clouds
adheres to the design of the scenario. Both clouds are typically created with an
average density of 50, 000 glyphs/m3, which makes it straightforward to perceive
the overall shape of the clouds from the visualized glyphs. The chosen density
implied that the mean number of target glyphs was app. 1700, while the mean
amount of noise glyphs was app. 3300. The glyphs were rendered as Phong-
shaded, spherical point sprites in the experiment. The goal of the user task was
to select all target glyphs while avoiding selection of the noise glyphs. The best
possible result, i.e. one where all targets are selected without any of the noise
glyphs being selected, is referred to as a perfect selection.
4.1.1 Separated Clouds (SC)
The separated clouds scenario is the baseline best-case scenario, which is ex-
pected to be straightforward for all techniques. It consists of two spherical clouds,
which are spatially well-separated. As such it should be simple to make a perfect
selection no matter which technique is used.
4.1.2 Adjacent Clouds (AC)
In the adjacent clouds scenario, two box-shaped clouds are placed adjacent to
each other with only a very small separation distance. This layout poses con-
siderable difficulty for the magic wand, because the local proximity criterion can
easily cause the clustering algorithm to bridge the gap between the two clouds.
Furthermore, the spherical brush can be difficult to use in the region close to
the boundary between the two clouds without accidentally selecting some of the
noise glyphs. The box lasso shape is a perfect fit for this scenario.
4.1.3 Entangled Clouds (EC)
In this scenario, the clouds are shaped as two tori. The tori are oriented such that
the plane of one is perpendicular to that of the other. Furthermore, they are off-
set from each other such that one runs through the centre of the other. The two
tori are well separated everywhere. This is a perfect case for the magic wand,
since the local proximity criterion allows the clustering to walk all around one
torus without ever jumping to the other one. Using the brush is also expected to
be somewhat straightforward. A skilled user should be able to adjust the brush
radius once, and then paint the entire target torus using a few, precise strokes.
The entangled clouds are problematic with box shaped lassos. It is impossible
to achieve perfect selection using a single box, since any volume completely con-
taining one of the tori also contains part of the other torus. This means that the
user must either employ a serial selection-deselection scheme, or select the target
torus a slice at a time.
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4.1.4 Embedded Nucleus (EN)
In the target nucleus scenario, the target is presented as a dense nucleus com-
pletely embedded in a more sparse cloud of noise. There is no noise inside the
volume spanned by the target nucleus. Both the target and the noise clouds
are box-shaped. This scenario is expected to be straightforward with the magic
wand, since it essentially clusters points based on density. This allows the auto-
matic selection to reach good results with only a few false positives within a short
amount of time. The brush will probably have problems avoiding false positives,
and will likely begin to suffer from occlusion problems, where the noise gets in
the way of properly controlling the brush. The box lasso perfectly matches the
task, however, visual occlusion problems may degrade its precision.
4.1.5 Uniform Embedding (UE)
The UE scenario is almost identical to the EN scenario. The only difference is
that the noise and the target are equally dense. The UE scenario is a worst-case
scenario. The only possible worse situation would be the case, where the target
and noise volumes are overlapping in space. None of the techniques are expected
to perform well here, however, a uniform embedding is a particularly challenging
scenario for the magic wand and the brush. The box lasso has the potential to
make a perfect selection in just one selection operation, however, this requires
that the user is not hindered too much by the amount of visual occlusion present.
4.2 Design Matrix
Having 5 geometric scenarios and 3 different MOS techniques, produces a total
of 15 different conditions to make up the 2-factorial randomized complete block
design, which we have chosen to use. All conditions are outlined in Table C.1.
Table C.1: All combinations of the two factors of the experiment. The numbers
in the table will be used to refer to the specific combinations of the two factors in
the analysis of the results. The (+), (.) and (-) labels indicate if the technique is
expected to perform well (+), average (.), or badly (-) in the given scenario.
Technique ScenarioSC AC EC EN UE
Lasso 0 (+) 1 (+) 2 (-) 3 (+) 4 (-)
Brush 5 (+) 6 (.) 7 (+) 8 (.) 9 (-)
Wand 10 (+) 11 (-) 12 (+) 13 (+) 14 (-)
4.3 Hypotheses
Based on the preceding analysis of MOS techniques, and the presentation of the
scenarios above, the hypotheses of the experiment are:
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H1 The combination of MOS tool and geometric scenario significantly affects
the selection performance.
H2 The box lasso is better than the other techniques in the adjacent clouds (AC)
scenario.
H3 The magic wand is better than the other techniques in the entangled clouds
(EC) and the embedded nucleus (EN) scenarios.
H4 Overall, the magic wand is faster to use than the other techniques.
H5 Overall, the brush is easier to use than the other techniques.
4.4 Response Variables
The notion of performance can be measured in several ways in for a MOS task.
There are three main categories of response variables, which are relevant to the
hypotheses: Completion time, selection quality, and ease-of-use. While the com-
pletion time of a task is straightforward to measure quantitatively, the other two
categories offer several options.
The most basic approach to measuring MOS performance is to count the num-
ber of true positives (TP), false negatives (FN), true negatives (TN), and false pos-
itives (FP). The goal of any MOS task is to maximize the TP and TN counts while
minimizing the FP and FN counts.
A common approach to quantitatively expressing the quality of a binary clas-
sification/selection is through the concepts of sensitivity and specificity. These
quantities are derived from the basic counts of the four mentioned categories.
The sensitivity is the amount of targets selected out of the total number of tar-
gets. Conversely, the specificity expresses how many of the noise objects have
been correctly avoided relative to the total amount of noise. Both quantities are
typically measured in percent. As such, the perfect solution to a MOS task reaches
100% sensitivity while maintaining 100% specificity. One of the advantages of us-
ing sensitivity and specificity over the raw counts is that it is independent of task
scale. I.e. the range of possible sensitivities and specificities is the same regard-
less of the absolute counts.
There are many other possible ratios, which can be computed from the basic
counts, but to avoid complicating the analysis, we have chosen to only work only
with sensitivity and specificity to express selection quality.
The concept of ease-of-use is a subjective assessment. This assessment can be
given in a multitude of ways, e.g. through post-test questionnaires, structured
interviews, informal discussions, etc. In order to facilitate statistical analysis
along with the other response variables, we have chosen a quantitative approach,
where participants are asked to subjectively quantify their perception of task dif-
ficulty on a 1 (trivial) to 10 (impossible) scale after completing the trials of each
test condition. The specific question asked was “How difficult do you think it
was to solve the task well?”. To supplement the subjective measurement, we also
decided to count the number of operations used in each trial to get an objective
measurement of the ease-of-use. Operations were counted through the number of
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selection/deselection indications (i.e. lasso completions, brush strokes, or magic
wand seed selections), and adjustments made on the scroll wheels.
4.5 Experimental Procedure & Equipment
The experiment was run on an Intel Core i7-2600 3.4 GHz PC with 8 GB of mem-
ory and an nVidia GeForce GTX 590 graphics card. The experimental software
was a custom made OpenGL renderer running under 64-bit Microsoft Windows
7. For motion tracking, a 24 camera OptiTrack system was used, which allowed
unrestricted user motion inside a 2.25 m radius. The HMD was an nVisor SX111
featuring a 102 × 64◦ total field-of-view at a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels per
eye. Two wireless presenter mice fitted with reflective tracking markers were
used as interaction devices (see Figure C.1).
In the experiment, the participants first received an introduction to the equip-
ment. Then a few basic, demographic questions (age, gender, 3DUI experience)
followed. All participants were instructed that they could stop the experiment at
any time, and that they could request breaks.
After donning the HMD, the participants were presented with a few practice
scenarios to familiarize themselves with all of the techniques and controls. These
practice scenarios were all of the SC and AC types. Once the subjects were com-
fortable with all three techniques, the experiment commenced. The participants
were instructed to select all of the blue glyphs, and to avoid selecting the yellow
glyphs as well as possible in all scenarios. Not requiring perfect selections was a
necessity, since far from all combinations of techniques and scenarios would be
perfectly solvable, at least within reasonable time. Furthermore, this approach
means that the quality parameters of sensitivity and specificity become meaning-
ful quantities to measure, since they are not always at 100%. The subjects were
instructed to let the experimenter know as soon as they felt that they were done
with a trial. The experimenter would then press a button, the completion time
would be logged, and the experiment proceeded to the next trial.
The sequence of the test conditions was randomized for each subject. Fur-
thermore, all test conditions were repeated 3 times for all subjects. Thus, each
subject went through a total of 45 trials during the experiment, which was doable
for most subjects in less than an hour. At the end of the experiment, an informal
debriefing was made.
5 Results
5.1 Participants
A total of 18 people, 16 males and 2 females, participated in the study. All of the
participants were recruited among local university staff and students. The mean
age was 27 years (σ = 6.55 years), and the median self-reported 3DUI experience
level on a 1 (novice) to 5 (expert) scale was 3. No payment was offered, apart
from some very light refreshments during the experiment.
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5.2 Analysis of Hypotheses
All analyses have been made using the statistical software package R [16] using
a significance level of α = 0.05. Before doing a pre-analysis of the data, three
extra response variables were computed from ratios of the directly measured re-
sponses. The three ratios were: 1) the sensitivity/operation count ratio, 2) the
operation count/completion time ratio, and 3) the sensitivity/completion time
ratio. These ratios provide new insights, which are not detectable in the original
responses, i.e. 1) the amount of sensitivity gained per operation performed, 2)
the speed of each operation, and 3) the sensitivity gained per time unit.
A pre-analysis of the data was carried out to check if it conformed to the re-
quirements of ANOVA analysis. The assumption of independence is satisfied
by the fact that independent subjects were used. The normality of the residuals
was checked using Q-Q plots. No big problems were detected, however, the sen-
sitivity, specificity, and operation count responses all have some outlier values
in their Q-Q plots. The homoscedasticity requirement was not fulfilled for any
of the response variables, and attempts to correct this through the use of vari-
ance stabilizing transformations failed. We did, however, observe that a loga-
rithm transformation on all of the response variables involving completion time,
made the histograms conform much better to a normal distribution bell curve.
Therefore, we have used log transformations on all completion time-dependent
variables. Interestingly, this fact is in line with other literature on task completion
times, which tend to be log-normal distributed [25, 9]. This fact serves as a partial
validation of our experimental procedure. To be sure that we are not reaching the
wrong conclusions, we verified that a non-parametric Friedman test reaches the
same conclusions as ANOVA. For this reason, we chose to use ANOVA in spite
of the violation of a basic ANOVA assumption. All pairwise post-hoc tests were
carried out using the Tukey’s honest significant difference method.
5.2.1 Hypothesis 1
The hypothesis H1 stated that there would be a significant effect of the combi-
nation of MOS tool and geometric scenario. This hypothesis is unambiguously
supported no matter which response variable is considered. The p-values are
all  0.001. This means that the choice of MOS tool makes a big difference de-
pending on the geometric scenario facing the user, both in terms of the quality of
selection, completion time, and the subjective judgment of ease-of-use.
5.2.2 Hypothesis 2
H2 hypothesized that the box lasso was the best tool to use in the AC scenario.
This means that test conditions 1 (lasso), 6 (brush), and 11 (wand) must be com-
pared. The conclusion here is not so clear-cut as with H1. The performance of
the box lasso in the AC scenario relative to the other techniques depends on the
response variable chosen. Wrt. subjective difficulty, the lasso is deemed signifi-
cantly easier to use than the magic wand (p < 0.001), but there is no significant
difference between the brush and the lasso. With respect to completion time,
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there are no significant differences among the techniques. In the case of sensitiv-
ity, the lasso does outperform the magic wand (p < 0.001), but not the brush. The
same result is the case wrt. specificity. If the tradeoff ratios are considered, no
significant difference is found wrt. the sensitivity achieved per time unit. How-
ever, if the sensitivity achieved per operation is considered, the lasso is superior
to both the brush and the magic wand (both p < 0.001). I.e. the lasso is very
good in the adjacent scenario, if judged by the quality it achieves relative to the
number of lassos that you have to use. The fact that the lasso is not performing
any better is surprising. The main impact of this result is that users may actually
not subjectively or objectively prefer to use a tool which is perfectly shaped for
the job, if the tool is too complex to use compared to using a simpler tool multiple
times. This result is contrary to the speculations on the issue in previous work,
e.g. on pp. 20-21 of [24], where it is stated that it is desirable to use a flexible
shape that fits the shape of the data. It is likely, however, that extensive training
in the usage of the complex tool modifies this result.
5.2.3 Hypothesis 3
This hypothesis deals with the performance of the magic wand in the EC and
EN scenarios. The test conditions of interest are 12 and 13 (wand) compared to
2 and 3 (lasso) and 7 and 8 (brush). Specifically, H3 hypothesizes that the magic
wand will outperform the other techniques in those scenarios. With respect to
subjective difficulty, the magic wand is better than the lasso (p < 0.001 and p =
0.013). However, there is no significant difference between the wand and the
brush. The response variable that really sets the wand apart from the other two
techniques is completion time, where the wand is significantly faster to use than
any of the others (p-values in the range from 0.023 to < 0.001). There is not
much difference wrt. sensitivity and specificity, the only signficant result being
that the wand reaches significantly higher sensitivity in the EN scenario. If the
sensitivity gained per time unit is inspected, the wand is significantly better than
the other two techniques (p < 0.001), except when compared to the brush in
the EC scenario. The overall conclusion wrt. H3 is therefore that in EC and EN
scenarios, the wand mainly outperforms the other techniques wrt. speed, but in
terms of selection quality, all techniques achieve similar results.
5.2.4 Hypothesis 4
H4 states that the magic wand is faster than the other techniques in general. The
results of H3 already supports H4. Inspecting the completion time response vari-
able across all geometric scenarios, reveals that H4 is supported. The magic wand
is significantly faster than the brush (p < 0.001), which in turn is significantly
faster than the lasso (p < 0.001). This is also true, if we inspect the amount of
sensitivity gained per time unit using the wand. Here the wand is significantly
better than the brush (p = 0.020) and the lasso (p < 0.001).
5.2.5 Hypothesis 5
In the final hypothesis, we conjectured that the brush would be judged to be
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easier to use than the other techniques, viewed across all tested scenarios. The
motivation of H5 being true was that the brush featured fewer DoF than the lasso
(4 vs. 9), which provides for easier control. At the same time, some of the sce-
narios were designed to be nearly impossible to do well using the magic wand.
Thus, the brush has potential to be a jack-of-all-trades tool, which users would
find easy to use. H5 is supported by the data, based on the subjective ratings
of difficulty. Thus, the brush is evaluated to be easier to use than the other two
tested techniques, p = 0.026 (wand) and p < 0.001 (lasso). However, if we eval-
uate ease-of-use in terms of the number of operations needed to accomplish the
tasks, then the picture very different. In terms of number of operations, the box
lasso uses significantly fewer operations than any of the other two techniques,
p = 0.0026 (brush) and p < 0.001 (wand). This provides even more evidence that
users prefer to use a simple tool many times rather than using a better fitting,
complex tool a few times.
5.3 Other Findings
One final, interesting point which we noted during the experiments is that there
seems to be an asymmetry in the way the participants judge the quality of their
selections. It was very noticeable that participants would much rather accept get-
ting even quite large numbers of false negatives (i.e. target objects not selected),
than getting a few false positives (i.e. selected noise objects). In terms of the re-
sponse variables, this implies that the participants were willing to accept a lower
sensitivity, if this implied getting a higher specificity. This trend can be statisti-
cally tested by comparing the measured sensitivities and specificities in a paired
t-test. This test reveals that the average specificity across the entire experiment
was higher than the average sensitivity (p 0.001). We therefore suggest that fu-
ture methods for measuring perceived MOS quality, as well as future automated
MOS techniques, should recognize this finding. I.e. take into account that false
positives are considered worse than false negatives, calling for conservative au-
tomatic tools that prioritize maximization of specificity in favour of sensitivity.
6 Conclusion & Perspectives
In this paper, we have presented the following contributions in relation to 3-D
MOS tasks. We have presented a thorough analysis of the field of 3-D MOS,
including the distinction between the requirements of small and large-scale MOS
tasks. We have presented and evaluated a new technique, the magic wand, for
partially automating 3-D LS-MOS tasks. Furthermore, we have made a rigourous
experiment demonstrating that, overall, it is very important to design or pick
MOS tools based on the geometric scenarios facing the user. In this respect, we
have found that: 1) The use of a 3-D magic wand is a very fast technique, but also
very sensitive to the geometric scenario, making it either very easy or completely
impractical to use. 2) The natural 3-D extension of the 2-D rectangular lasso is
not preferred by participants over simpler techniques, even when the simpler
options are less suitable for the geometric scenario. 3) The 3-D spherical brush is
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a good candidate for a general 3-D MOS tool applicable to many scenarios. The
best 3-D MOS approach in future applications therefore seems to be to include an
ensemble of MOS tools rather than just a single technique.
Overall, we believe that the results of this experiment should be of interest to
any future investigators of 3-D MOS tasks, especially those performed on a large
scale, i.e. with too many objects to make serial single-object selection practical.
Apart from the tested hypotheses, the finding of an asymmetric perception of
selection quality is interesting. The fact that participants were more accepting of
low sensitivity than low specificity is something which can be incorporated into
future MOS studies.
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